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ABSTRACt"

Objects move, collide, flow, bend, heat up, cool down, stretch, compress, and boil. These and other
things that cause changes in objects over time are intuitively characterized as processes. To understand
common sense physical reasoning and make programs that interact with the physical world as well as people

i do we must understand qualiativL reasoning about processes, when they will occur, their effects, and when
they will stop. Qualitative Process theory defines a simple notion of physical process that appears useful as a

.- language in which to write dynamical theories. Reasoning about processes also motivates a new qualitative

. representation for quantity in terms of inequalities, called the quantity space.
This report describes the basic concepts of Qualitative Process theory, several different kinds of

reasoning that can be performed with them, and discusses its impact on other issues in common sense
reasoning about the physical world, such as causal reasoning and measurement interpretation. Several
extended examples illustrate the utility of the theory, including figuring out that a boiler can blow up, that an
oscillator with friction will eventually stop, and how to say that you can pull with a string, but not push with it.
lllis report also describes GIZMO, an implemented computer program which uses Qual ative Process theory

* to make predictions and interpret simple measurements. The representations and algorithms used in GIZMO
are described in detail, and illustrated using several examples.
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rI. Introduction

Many kinds of changes occur in physical situations. Objects move, collide, flow, bend, heat lip, cool

down, stretch, and boil. These and other things that cause changes in objects over time are intuitively
characterized as proccsscs. Much of formal physics consists of characteri/ations of processes by differential

equations that describe hoA tile parameters of objects change over time. But tile notion of process is richer
and more structured than this. We often reach conclusions about physical processes based on %cry little
information. [or example, xNe know that if "e beat water in a sealed container the %%ater can exentually boil,
and if we COntille to do so the container can explode. lo understand common sense ph~sical reasoning we

Lmust understand hox to reason qualitdiely about processes. We must be /ble to determine 'Alhen processes
%kill start and stop and what their effects %ill be. This thesis describes Quallitative Process theory (abreviated

QP). a theory I have been developing for this purpose.
I hope that Qualtitative Process theory will provide an important part of the representational

frnmexok for common sense physical reasoning. In addition. QP theory should be useful in reaisoning about
complex physical systems. Programs that explain, repair and operate complex engineered systems such as

* nuclear pow er plants and steam machinery will need to draw the kinds of conclusions discussed here. Figure
1 illustrates some of the common sense conclusions about physical situations that are discussed in this report.

I lo" to reason qualiuttix ely about quantities is a problem that has plagued Al. Many schemes have

been tried, including simple smnbolic vocabularies (TAL.L, VERY TAI., etc.). real numbers, intervals, and
tu/zy logic. None are very satisfying. The reason is that none of the above schemes makes distinctions that

N are relevant to physical reasoning. Reasoning about processes provides a strong constraint on the choice of
representation for quantities. Processes usually start and stop when orderings bet'xeen quantities change
(such as unequal temperatures causing a heat flow), In Qualitative Process theory the %alue of a number is

represented by a quantity space. a partial ordering of it with quantities determined by the domain physics and
the analysis being performed. The quantity space representation appears both useful and natural in modeling

a wide range of physical phenomena.

1.1 Motivation

The goal of naive phits [f-layes 1979a] is to represent the common sense knowledge people have

about the physical world. This section examines why a theory of processes is needed, what representational
burden it will carry in naive pliysics, and the properties such a theory must have.

1.1.1 Change. histories, and processes

Reasoning about the physical world requires reasoning about the kinds of changes that occur and

0 their effects. The classic problem which arises is the frame problem fMcCarthy & I laycs, 19691. namely when
something happens, how do we tell which fitcts renain true and which facts don't? Using the situational

calctlus to represent the changing states of the world requires writing explicit frame axioms that state what

-things change and at things remain tile sme. ie ninber of axioms needed rises as the product of thenumbe~r of predicaites and tile number of actions, and so adding a lie\% action requires adding it Iarge number

0 of new, axioms. 'I here hake beCen seeral atmts to fix this problem [Fjkcs & Nilsson, 1971 JjMinsky, 19741.

but none o~f thei are adequate. Hiayes [tlaycs, 1979af argues that die situational calculus is Fnidamentally

0
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Fig. I. Examples of QP theory conclusions
Here arc some conclusions QP theory can be used to draw.

* Q: What might happen when the heat source is turned on?
A: The water inside might boil, and if the container is sealed it might
blow up.

aA

" Q: Can we push the block with A if it is a string?
] A: No. but you can pull the block if it is taut.

Q: Assuming A is an elastic band and the block is fixed in position,
what might happen if we pull on it?
A: It would stretch and if pulled hard enough would break.

* Q: What happens if we release the block?
A: Assuming the spring doesn't collapse, the block will oscillate back
and forth. If there is friction it will eventually stop.
Q: What if it gets pumped?
A: If there is no friction the spring will eventually break. If there
is friction and the pumping energy is constant then there will be

a stable oscillation.

0l
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C inlpo\ erished. ind has deN ehped the notion of histories as an alternative.

In situational cAlculus. siluations are used to model the world at different times. Situations are
connected hb. actions. and actions aire specified in terms of the facts can be deduced about the situation which
rC,,llts frol performing the action. A situation lasts as long as no action occurs, and is spatially iUnhounded.

It\ cotrasE. histories are descriptions of objects that are extended through time but are al%%ays bounded
,ptil.. I litories ire divided into pieces called episodes, corresponding to what is happening to the object
(epi',n , alre defined more precisely in section 2.7).

I Ilistri. help sol e the frame problem because objects can interact only when their histories
interet. 1-or e\.mple. suppose %ke are building a clock in our basement. In testing parts of this gadget we
hok teo eAh pa its touch each otner. %Ahat parts will touch each other if they move in certain ways, and so
n. BI,, i o %%c huild descriptions of what can happen to the pieces of the clock. We do not usually

& ,m'ld iitc!,,i:ttns % ith the furnace sitting in the corner of the basement, because whatcer is happening in
thcl & Is Np0,1t1 . ltolated from u,, (i fit is summer it can also be "temporally isolated").

11h a ',2 ipton that things interact only when they' touch in some way also permeates "non-naive"
ph.,,scs - a:tion at a distance is bani,,hed, with fields and particle exchanges postulated to prevent its return. It

S ilamcns that ,patial and temporal representations bear most of the burden for detecting inMtcractions. While
not es\. dc eloping such representaitions seems far more productive than trying to develop more clever frame
axlorn. 1 In IMarticllarl, the qualitative representations of space and time developed in Artificial Intelligence
h,,e prccisely the desired properties for reasoning with histories -- they often allow ruling out interactions,
e c:l %&ith very little in formation.

U Histories are to quAi'ative physical reasoning what descriptions of state parameters over time are to
classical iumerical simulations. Processes are the analog of the differential equations used to describe the
d nimics of the system.

While the classical frame problem is solved, two new problems arise to take its place.
I The local evolution problem: How are histories generated? Under what

circumstances can they be generated for pieces of a situation independently, and then
pieced together to describe the whole situation?

In the basement example above, for instance, we could safely ignore the furnace in the corner and concentrate
on figuring out how pieces of the clock we are building will move. The divisions are only semi-independent,
because certain kinds of changescan violate the conditions for isolation. For example, if the internal

1. For an example of histories in use. see [Forbus. 1981a] which describes a piogram called FROB that
0 rcisons about motion through space. i.'IOI used a diagram to compte qualitative spatial representadons

) hi-h ,erc used to rule out potential collisions between objects. as well as describing possible motions.

0 "
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thermostat of the furnace gets stuck and it explodes. we can no longer safely ignore it.2

I The intersectaiVinteraclion problem: Which intersections of histories actually
correspond to interactions between the objects?

)ropping a large steel hall through a flame, for example, won't affect its motion even if the flame is hot
enough to melt it unless the gases are moving fast enough to impart significant momentum. A general
solution to these problems requires knowing what kinds of things can happen and how they can affect each
other -- in other words, a theory of processes.

In classical mechanics a dynamics describes how forces bring about changes in physical systems. For
any particular domain, such as particles or fluids, a dynamics consists of identifying the kinds of forces that act
between the classes of objects in the domain and the events that result from these forces. In general, we can
view a qualitative dynamics as a qualitative theory about the kinds of things that "can happen" in a physical
situation. Qualitative Process theory claims that such theories have a common character in that they are
organized around the notion of physical processes.

1.1.2 Reasoning tasks involving qualitative dynamics

Dynamics is central in many reasoning tasks involving naive physics. Each task is a different "style"
of reasoning, appropriate for solving different classes of problems. 'Ilic catalog below covers a large
proportion of the cases. Examples of inferences from several of these categories will be presented later.

Detennining activity: Deducing what is happening in a situation at a particular time. Besides
providing direct answers to a class of questions ("what is happening here?"), it is also a basic operation in the
other reasoning tasks.

Prediction: Deducing what will happen in the future of some situation. We often must work with
incomplete information, so usually we can only generate descriptions of possible futures. de Kleer's notion of
envisioning is a powerful theory about this type of deduction.

l'osidiclion: )educing how a patticular state of affairs might have come about. ([Hayes, 1979b]
contains a good example of this kind of deduction.) Postdiction is harder than prediction because of the
potential necessity of postulating objects. If we have complete knowledge of a situation and have a complete
dynamics, we know what objects will vanish and appear. But usually there are many ways for any particular
situation to have come about. Consider walking back to our basement and finding a small pile of broken glass

2. Unless the physical situation is simulated by some incremental time scheme, the reasoning involved in
extending histories will be inhercntly "non-monotonic" (in the sense of [McDermott & l)oyle. 19801). The
reason is that conclusions reached by considering one part ;of a system may have to he reconsidered in the
light of unexpected interactions. In incremental time simulations the changes in the entire system are
computed over a very short timespan. and then the system is tested to see if any new interactions occur (such
as objects colliding). '1 he timespan is usualY chosen to be small enough that interactions during a step can be
ignored. The cost is that the work required to simulate a system is a function of the time scale rather than the
actual complexity of the system's behavior.
3. Useful as it is. envisioning has certain limitations, especially as a sufficient model of human behavior on

this task. See IForbus, 1983a] Iir details.

I
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on the floor. Looking at it we may deduce that a coke bottle was dropped, but we do not know much about
its history before that, or about anything else that might have been in the room before we looked. lhere

could have been a troupe of jugglcrs filling the basement, each manipulating six bottles, and a minor mishap
occurred. The simplest explanation is that a single bottle was dropped, but our criteria for simplicity is not
due solely to our theories of physics. Postdiction will not be considered firther hcre.1

Skeptical analysis: Determing if the description of a physical situation is consistent. An example of
this task is evaluating a proposed perpetual motion machine. This kind of reasoning is essential if a reasoner
is to recover from inconsistent data and discover inadequacies in its theories about the world.

Measurement interpretation: Given a partial description of the individuals in the situation and some
observations of their behavior, inferring what other individuals exist and what else is happening. 'The first

part of a QP-based theory of measurement interpretation is described in [Forbus, 1983b] (see also section 5.5).
LExperimentt planning: Given knowledge of what can be observed and what can be manipulated,

planning actions that will yield more information about the situation.

Causal reasoning: Computing a description of behavior that attributes changes to particular parts of
the situation and particular other changes. Not all physical reasoning is causal, especially as more cxpert

0 kinds of deductions are considered. Causality seems mainly a tool for assigning credit to hypotheses for
observed or postulated behavior. Thus it is quite useful for generating explanations, measurement
interpretation, planning experiments, and learning (see (Forbus & Gentner, 1983]).

1.1.3 Desiderata for qualitative dynamics theories

There are three properties a theory of dynamics must have if it is to be useful for common sense

physical reasoning. First, a dynamics theory must explicitly specify- direct effects and specifj the means by
which effects are propagated. Without specifying what can happen and how the things that happen can

interact, there is no hope of solving either the local evolution or intersection/interaction problems. Second,
the descriptions the theory provides must be composable. It should be possible to describe a very complicated
situation by describing its parts and how they relateA This property is especially important as we move
towards a complete naive physics that encompasses many domains. In dealing with a single style of reasoning
in a particular class of situations an ad hoc domain representation may suffice, but sadly the world does not
consist of completely separate domains. Transferring results between several ad hoc representations may be

O far more complex than developing a useful common form for dynamics theories.4 Finally, the theory should

1. But see [Simmons, 1983], which explores the problem of reconstructing a sequence of events from a static
final state in geologic map interpretation, an interesting combination of postdiction and measurement

* interpretation.
2. Constraint argument often seem magical to the uninitiated, which makes it unlikely that they are central in

naive physics. In teaching, usually some kind of animistic explanation is proposed to justify constraint
arguments to non-experts ("the particle senses which path has the least action").
3. Producing models with this property is a motivation for the "no-function-in-structure" principle [de Kleer
& Brown, 1983].

* 4. An initial exploration of linking results from reasoning within multiple domains is described in [Stanfill,
19831.

e
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allow gracijud exIension. First, it should be possible to draw at least the same conclusions with more precise

data as can be drawn with weak data. Second. it should he po:,-.;ic to resolve the amtoiguities that arise from

weak data with more precise information.
These properties are not independent -- for example, specifying direct and indirect effects cleanly is

necessary to ensure cornposability. Nevertheless. they are not easy to achieve. Graceful extension is bound

U up with the notion of good qualitative representations. Qualitative representations allow the construction of

descriptions that include the possibilities inherent in incomplete information. If designed properly, more

precise information can be used to decide between these alternatives as well as perform more sophisticated
analyses. Representing quantities by symbols like TALL. and VI'RY-TALI. or free space by a uniform grid,

for instance, does not allow more precise informiation to be easily integrated.

CImportantly, although all qualitative descriptions are approximations, not all approximations are

good qualitative descriptions. Changing a value in a qualitative representation should lead to qualitatively
distinct behavior or change of state. Consider, for example, heating a pan of water on a stove. Suppose we
represent the value of the temperature of the water at any time by an interval, and the initial temperature is

represented by the interval [70.0 80.01, indicating that its actual temperature is somewhere between 70 and 80
* degrees farenheit. Changing the "value" of its temperature to [70.0 85.01 doesn't change our description of

what's happening to it (namely, a heat flow), whereas changing it to [70.0 220.01 changes what we think can be
.- happening to it -- it could be boiling as well. While an interval representation always makes certain

distinctions, they usually are not distinctions relevant to physical reasoning.
A purely qualitative theory cannot hope to capture the full scope of human reasoning about physical

C domains. I-lowAever, by defining a basic theory using qualitative representations, we can later add theories

- involving more precise information -- perhaps such as intervals -- to draw more precise conclusions. In other
words. we would like extensions to our basic theory to have the logical character of extension theories - more

* in formation should result in a wider class of deductions, not changing details of conclusions previously drawn.
-. In this way we can add theories that capture more sophisticated reasoning (such as an engineer would do

when estimating circuit parameters or stresses on a bridge) onto a common base.

1.2 Perspective

The present theory has evolved from several strands of work in Artificial Intelligence. The first
* strand is the work on envisioning, started by de Klcer [de Kleer. 19751(sec also Ide Klecr, 1979][Forbus,

1981a]). Envisioning is a particular style of qualitative reasoning. Situations are modeled by collections of

objects with quialative slates, and what happens in a situation is determined by ninning simulation rules on
the initial qualitative states and analyzing the rcsults. The weak nature of the information means the result is

a directed graph of qualitau'e states that corresponds to the set of all possible sequences of events that can

* (occur from the initial qualitative state. This description itself is enough to answer certain simple questions,
and more precise information can he used to determine what %ill actually happen ifso desired.

Two distinct ontologies ha'c been used in envisioning systems. In the first ontology, used for
reasoning about motion, a collection of simulation laws associated with an object completely defined its
beha~ior. While this ontology works for objects in isolation, there is no way to create simulation laws for a

* cOmpound object from simulation laws for its components. This makes reasoning about several such objects
connected together impossible. The second ontology is esscntially a qualitative version of s),s lcm dy'tnamics

S.
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[Shearer, Murphy & Richardson. 1967], representing a system as devices connected together in a fixed
manner. But even this representation is impoverished: the processes implicitly represented in the device laws
often in'ohe sccral objects at once in an interdependent Kishion. Consider a liquid flow occuring between
two tanks that are partially filled w ith water and connected by a pipe. In the device-centered ontology, this
Situation would be represented by the level in one tank rising, the level in the other tank falling, and motion
of the liquid in the pipe from the source of the flow to the destination. But the cause of these changes -- tile

liquid flow -- is not explicilty represented. In addition, no means is pro% ided to model changes in how deices
affect each other (i.e., unamticipated changes in the connectivity of the s)stem). nor for objects vanishing and
appearing. [his means lan1y situations that we easily reason about can be represented at best unnaturally --

such as boiling water on a stove, in which steam appears and (eventually) the water vanishes. QP theory
explicitl. represents the existence of objects and provides ways to describe the conditions under w hich they
can be created and destroyed, and thus should provide the basis f)r building more flexible and natural
descriptions.

The second strand of work concerns the representation ofquantity. Most Al schemes for qualitative

reasoning about quantities violate what I call the relevance principle of qualitative reasoning -- qualitative
reasoning about something continuous requires some kind of quanti/ation to forin a discrete set of symbols,
the distinctions made by the quanti/ation must be relevant to the kind of reasoning being performed. Almost
all pre \ious qualitative rcpresentations for quantity violate this principle. One exception is the notion of
quantity introduced by dc Klecr as part of Incremental Qualitati\e (IQ) analysis [de Klcer, 19791, which
represented quantities according to how they changed when a system input was perturbed - increasing,
decreasing, constant, or indeterminate. For more general physical reasoning a richer theory of quantity is
necessar). IQ anal'sis alone does not allow the limits of processes to be deduced. For instance, IQ analysis
can deduce that the ,kater in a kettle on a lit stove would heat up, but not that it would boil. IQ analysis does
not represent rates. so wC could not deduce that if the fire on the sto\e were turned down the water would
take longer to boil (Section 5.4 describes how this conclusion can be drawn). The notion of quantity provided

4I by QP theory is useful for a wider range of inferences about physical situations than the IQ notion.

The final strand rclcvant to the theory is the naive physics enterprise initiated by Pat I layes [1 layes,
1979a]. The goal of naive physics is to dc%clop a formali/ation of our common sense physical knowledge.
From the perspective of naive physics. Qualitative Process theory is a cluster- a collection of knowledge and
inference procedures that is sensible to consider as a module. The introduction ofexplicit processes into the

ontology of nai\c physics should prove quite useful. For instance, in I layes' axioms for liquids ([Hayes,
1979b]) information about processes is encoded in a form \'ery much like the qualitative state idea.1 'his

makes it difficult to reason about what happens in situations where more than one process is occurring at once
S-laycs' example is pouing water into a leaky tin can. In fact, difficulties encountered in trying to implement
a program based on his axioms for liquids were a prime motivation for de\cloping Qualitative Process theory.

1. See for example axioms 52 through 62.
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1.3 Overview

This report describes the fundamentals of Qualitative Process theory, and describes an implemcnted
computer program, called G IZMO. which uses Qualitative Process theor) to drai conclusions about the
ph)sical world. The report is divided into two major sections, "theory" (chapers 2 - 5) and "practice"
(chapters 6 - 10). t'erN thing in the "practice" chapters is fully implemented and runs as stated. Anything in
the "theory" chapters which is not mentioned in the practice chapters should not be assumed to be part of a
currently running program. While perhaps unusual. I hope this organization will dispell the usual hazy
boundaries in Al papers drawn between what has been demonstrated to run and what hasn't.

I icre are the contents of the "theory" section:

Chapter 2 provides the basic framework for representing objects, states, histories,
quantities, and relationships between quantities. The quanily space is introduced
to provide a qualitative description of numerical values, and the idea of a
qualiiative proportionality is introduced to describe functional dependencies.
Individual views are introduced to describe both the contingent existence of objects

* and states of objects.

Chapter 3 introduces processes, describes how to define them, and explores
associated concepts such as influences and vocabularies of processes. It also
describes the basic deductions sanctioned by the theory, including analyzing the
net effects of several processes and predicting state changes.

Chapter 4 illustrates these deductions by several extended examples, including
modeling a boiler, motion, materials, and an oscillator.

Chapter 5 explores additional consequences of QP theory, including detecting
* changing equilibriums, causal reasoning, a language for expressing causal

connections, a notion of differential analysis, and a theory of interpreting
measurements taken at a single instant.

The "practice" section includes:

Chapter 6 provides an overview of GIZMO.

Chapter 7 describes how the various constructs of QP theory are embodied in
GIZMO.

* Chapter 8 describes GIZMO's language for representing domain models, and
simple models of fluids and motion that are used as a source of examples for the
next chapters.

S .?
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Chapter 9 describes the algorithms used in GIZMO to implement the basic
deductions of QP theory. The algorithms are written in "structured english" for
readability.

Chapter 10 describes the algorithms which implement the measurement
interpretation theory presented in chapter 5.

Chapter II describes the envisioning algorithm. describes how the frame problem
is solved for simulation within the QP ontology, and discusscs the problem of
summarizing descriptions of behavior.

IFinally, chapter 12 provides a summary, discusses extensions and potential applications, and places
the theory into the perspective of other recent work in Artificial Intelligence. An appendix describes the
particulars of the )EBACLIE inference engine which underlies GIZMO.

The casual reader should read chapters 2 and 3 to get the basic ideas of the theory, and skim the
examples in chapters 4. 10, and 11 to get an idea of how these ideas can be used to solve problems. 'Ilie reader

* interested in a deep understanding of the theory should of course just read straight through.
A word on notation. Axioms are used only when they will help the reader interested in the fine

details. Althoungh a full axiomatic description might be desirable, there are a host of complex technical details
involved. tew of which essentially contribute to understanding the ideas. When used, axioms are written in a
more or less standard sorted predicate calculus notation. The following notational conventions are used in
axioms: Predicates and relations are capitalized (e.g., Fluid-Connection), and ftnctions are in lower case (e.g.,
amount-of, made-of). Sorts are underlined (e.g., time). Individuals (often physical objects) are written in
upper case (e.g., WA) and variables are written in lower case (e.g., p). Small finite sets are enclosed by braces

("{ ....}"). Meta-linguistic entities are italicized and surrounded by angle brackets, i.e.,

<a number) + (a number) - (a number)
4

When non-standard notation is introduced an effort will be made to show an interpretation of it in terms of
logic. This should not necessarily be taken as an endorsement of logic as "the meaning of' the statements.

-0

0

... 0

S
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2. Objects and quantities

To talk about change wC first establish some conventions for dcscribing objects and their properties

at \arious times. This section describes the temporal notation used and de\elops thC representation of
quamtit, and the quttrityv Space representation for \alLes. (ndivid,l %i iws are introduced to deseribe both the

i contingent existence of objects and object properties that change drastically with time. The idea of a
t/liiti1i;' proportionlalit (cQ) is introduced to describe functional dependencies between quantities. Finally

hislurics are introduced to represent "what happens" to objects over time.

2.1 Time

We will use the representation of time introduced by Allen ([Allen, 1981]). To summarize, time is
composed of intervals that may be related in several ways, such as one interval being before, after, or equal
to another. A no\el feature of this representation is that two intervals can iuiccl: that is, the start of one
inter\al can be directly after the end of another interval such that no interval lies between them (i.e., in this
representation, time is not dense). Instants are represented as "very short" intervals which have zero duration
but still have distinct beginnings and ends.

Some additional notation is required. The functions start and end map an interval to instants that
serve as its start or end points. '[he function during maps from an interval to the set of intervals and instants
contained within it. We will assume a function time which maps from instants to some (implicit) global
ordering, and a function duration which maps from an interval to a number equal to the difference between

Sthe times for the start and the end of the interval. We further assume that the time of the end of a piece of
time is never less than the time of its start, so that the duration of an instant will be zero while the duration of
an interval will be greater than zero. Finally, we will use the modal operator T to say that a particular
statement is true at some time, such as

(T Aligned(PIPE3) 11)

to say that PIPE3 is aligned at (or during) it. Often the temporal scope of a statement will be clear in context,
in which case we will not bother to use T.

2.2 Quantities -

Processes affect objects in various ways. Many of these effects can be modeled by changing
par fmlcrs of the object, properties AhOse values are drawn from a continuous range. "he representation of a
parameter for an object is called a quawity. Fxamplcs of parameters that can be represented by quantities
includ the pressure of a gas inside a container, one dimensional position, the temperature of some fluid, and
the niagnitude of the net force on an object.

The predicate Quantity-Type wll be used to indicate that a symbol is used as a function that maps
objects to quantities. I o say that am object has a quimtit of a particular type we will use the relationship

Has-Quantity. Figure 2 illustrates some quintities that pertain to the liquid in a cup.

I'
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g[ Fig. 2. Quantities
Quantities represent continuous parameters of objects. Here are some quantities that are used in representing
the liquid in the cup below.

Quantity-Type(amount-of)
Quantity-Type(level)
Quantity-Type(pressuro)
Quanti ty-Type(volume) WC

Has-Quantity(WC. amount-of)
Has-Quantity(WC. level)
Has-Quantity(WC. pressure)

Has-Quantity(WC. volume)

2.3 Parts of quantities

A quantity consists of two parts, an amount and a derivative. The derivative of a quantity can in turn

be the amount of another quantity (for example. the derivative of (one dimensional) position is the amount of

(one dimensional) velocity). Amounts and derivatives are numbers. and the functions A and o map from
quantiues to amounts and derivatives respectively. Every number has distinguished parts sign and magnitude.
The functions s and m, map from numbers to signs and magnitudes respectively. For conciseness, the
combinations of these functions that select parts of quantities will be noted as:

A - magnitude of the amount
A - sign of the amount
O- magnitude of the derivative, or rate
- s - sign of the derivative
Numbers. magnitudes, and signs take on values at particular times. When we wish to refer to the

value efa number or part of a number, we will write

(M Q t)

This statement is read as "the value of Q measured at t". (Notice that M is not the same as m.) Often we will
find it convenient to speak of the value of a quantity, meaning the value of its amount. Figure 3 illustrates the

*Q use of M.
Signs can take on the values -1, 0, and 1. We will take elements of m as the model for the values of

numbers and elements of the non-negative reals as our model for the values of magnitudes so that operations
of comparison and combination arc well defined.' Importantly, in basic Qualitative Process theory we will
never Anow actual numerical values. What we do know about values is described next.

1. In this model. m, becomes absolute value and s becomes s ignur, hence the choice of values for signs.

I- .,
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Fig. 3. m describes values at different tirnesI" Here arc some facts about thc liquids in the two containers below expressed as relationships between theirquantities:

WC WD WC WD

C D C D

start(l) end(l)

0

(M A[amount-of(WC) start(I)) > (M A[amouot-of(WO) start(I))

(M A~amount-of (WC) end(I)) < (M A/amount-of(WV) end(I))

(M Dsamount-of(WC)] I) a -1

(N DScamount-of(Wo)] I) a I

* 2.4 Quantity spaces

The value of a number is described in terms of its quanlily space. A quantity space is a collection of
numbers which form a partial order. Figure 4 illustratecs a quantity space for the levels of fluid in two tanks c
and D connected by a pipe. Note that the orderings and even the elements of a quantity space will not be

* fixed over time. The elements in a particular quantity space are determined by the comparisons needed to
establish certain kinds of facts. such as whether or not processes are acting (we will soon see another kind of
description that contributes elements to quantity spaces). There will only be a finite number of elements in
any reasonable quantity space, hence there are only a finite number of distinguishable values. Thus the
quantity space is a good symbolic description.

0 Two clements that are ordered and with no elements in the ordering known to be between them will
be called neighbors. For te quantity space in figure 4. level (wo) has height(bottom(O)) , height(top(D)),
and level(wc) as neighbors. but not height(top(c)). Determining neighbors will be important in
determining when processes start and stop acting.

We shall now be a bit more formal about defining quantity spaces and the relationships between
* parts of quantities. Readers who are uninterested in the details may wish to skip to the next section.

.0
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Fig. 4. Graphical notation for a quantity space
wc and wo are the pieces of liquid in containers C and D respectively. The arrow indicates that the quantity at
the head is greater than the quantity at ie tail. As drawn, level (wc) and height(top(D)) are unordcred.
For simplicity, we ignore temporal references here.

Container C

Container D

t Fluid path P1

height (bottom (D)) - level (WD % height (top (D))

level (WC)-- height (top (C))
a

The quantity space of a number consists of a set of elements (numbers or magnitudes, often the
amounts of quantidcs) B and a set of orderings. In basic QP theory the value of a number n will be described

, by the ordering relations between n and the other elements in the quantity space. The value is completely
9. spcci fed if the ordeiings between every element of B is known (i.e.. the orderings form a total order), and is

incomplete otherwise. Every quantity space can in pnnciple be completely specified. A collection of
inequality statements whose union with the ordcrings of an incompletely specified quantity space results in
the quantity space being completely specified will be called a completton of that quantity space.

All quantity spaces have the distinguished element ZERO. ZERO serves to connect the sign of a
0 number with inequality statements, as follows:

V n E number V t E time
(M n t) > ZERO - (M s[n] t) - 1
A (M n t) • ZERO - (M sen] t) - 0
A (M n t) < ZERO - (M srn) t) a -1

Note also that the values of magnitudes are related to the values of signs and the number, in that:

V n E number V t E time
Taxonomy((M m[n ] t) > ZERO. (M mEn ] t) - ZERO)

A ((M mEn ] t) - ZERO - (M sEn] t) * 0)

(Taxonomy is drawn from [Hayes. 1979h] and means that exactly one of its arguments is true.) Thus if the
value of D for some quantity is o. then the derivative itself is zero and the quantity is unchanging. We will

.
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( sometimes need to combine sign values across addition. Figure 5 illustrates thc algebra used.

e

S

Fig. 5. Combining sign values
This table specifies how sign values combine across addition. The cases marked by notes require additional
information to determinc the result.

S For s[A + 8] 

-1 01

N* 4

s[A] 0 I -1 I 0 I 1 I

I I NI I 1 I 1 I

NI: if m[A] > r[B] then sEA)
if m[A] < m[B] then s[B]

* if m(A] - r4B] then 0

Sl
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2.5 Individual views

Objects can be created and destroyed, and their properties can change dramatically. Water can be

r poured into a cup and then drunk, for example, and a spring can be stretched sO far that it breaks. Some of

these changes depend on values of quantities - when de amount of a piece of fluid becomes zero we can

consider it gone. and when a spring breaks, it does so at a particular length (which may depend on other

continuous parameters such as temperature). Individual views are used to model these states of affairs.
An individual view consists of four parts. It must contain a list of individuals, the objects that must

exist before it is applicable. It has quantiOt conditions, statements about inequalities between quantities of the

individuals and statements about whether or not certain other individual views (or processes) hold, and

4preconditions that are still further conditions that must be true for the view to hold. Finally, it must have a

collection of rehtions, statements that are true whenever the view is true. Figure 6 illustrates a simple
description of the fluid in a container.

For every collection of objects that satisfies the description of the individuals for a particular type of

indiN idual view. there is a view insiance, or VI, that relates them. Whenever de preconditions and quantity

conditions for a VI hold we say that its status is ACTIVE, and INACTIVE otherwise. Whenever a VI is active the

specified relations hold between its individuals. An individual view can be thought of as defining a predicate
on (or relation between) die individual(s) in the individuals field, and we will often write them that way. The
contained liquid description of de previous figure is translated into logical notation in figure 7 to ilii"' :' .

The distinction between preconditions and quantity conditions is important. The intu,,i,2i is to
separate changes that can be predicted solely within dynamics (quantity conditions) from those 'Ahich cannot

(preconditions). If we know how a quantity is changing (its Ds value) and its value (specified as a quantity

space), then we can predict how that value will change (as we will see in section 3.6). We cannot predict
within a purely physical theory that someone will walk by a collection of pipes through which fluid is flowing

and turn offa valve. )espite their unpredictability, we still want to be able to reason about the effects of such

Fig. 6. Individual views describe objects and states of objects
Here is a simple description of the fluid in a container. This description says that whenever there is a
container that has some liquid substance then there is a piece of that kind of stuff in that container. We will
take "amount-of-in" to map from substances and containers to quantities. More elaborate models are
presented later. later on.

Individual View Contained-Liquid(p)
Individuals:

con a container
sub a liquid

Preconditions:
Can-Contain-Substance(con, sub)

QuantityConditions:
A[amount-of-in(sub, con)] > ZERO

Relations:
There is p E piece-of-stuff
amount-of(p) - amount-of-in(sub, con)
made-of(p) - sub
container(p) - con
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Fig. 7. Translat ion of individual vicis notation into logic
IHere is the contained liquid description of the Previous figure translated into logical notation.

V c E container V s E linuid
Container(c) A Liquid(s)

(3 IV E view-instance
:names of individuals are used as selector functions
con(IV) - c A sub(IV) - s
logical existence of individual is timeless

A (3 p E piece-of-stuff
container(p) - c A made-of(p) - s)

A (V t E time
;it is active whenever Preconditions and Quantity Conditions hold
(T Status(IV, Active) t)
-[(T Can-Contain-Substance(con(IV). sub(IV)) t)

A (T A[amount-of-in(sub(IV), con(IV))] > ZERO t)]
;when active. p exists physically and its amount is the
;amount of that kind of substance in the container
A(T Status(IV, Active) t) *

((T Contained-Liquid(p) t)
A Exists-In(p, t)
A (M amount-of(p) t) - (M amount-of-in(s. c) t))))

;Ini general.
V IV E view-instance V t E time

(T Taxonomy(Status(IV, Active), Status(IV, Inactive)) t)

changes when they do occur, hence any dependence on these facts must be explicitly represented. T1his is the
role of preconditions.

2.6 Functional relationships

0 A key notion Of Qualitative Process theory is that the physical processes and individual views in a
Situatin induce functional dependencies between the parameters of a situation. In other words, by knowing

* the physics you can tell what, if anything, will happen to one parameter when you vary another. In keeping
with the exploration of weak information, wc define

* Q1 oQ+ 02

(read "Ql is qualitatively proportional to Q,", or "Ql q-prop Q,") to mean "there exists a function that
* determines Q,, and is increasing mfonlotonic (i.e., strictly increasing) in its dependence on Q,". In algebraic

notation, we wouild write

* Q1 - f(-.., Q2 ....

If the function is decreasing mlonotonic (i.e., strictly decreasing) in its dependence oil Q,, we say

01 -Q- 02

0 and if we don't know whether it is increasing or decreasing.

01c,0
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CFor example, we would express the fact that the level of water in a cup increases as the amount of water in the
cup increases by adding into the relations of the contained liquid description:

level(p) ocQ amount-of(p)

It is important to notice how little information - carries. Consider the relationship between level

and amount-of stated above. Effectively. all we know is that, barring other changes, when amount-of riscs or
falls level will also. From this statement alone we do not know what other parameters might affect level,
nor do we know the exact way level varies with amount-of. That o0* statement is satisfied by all of the
following equations (assuming appropriate range restrictions):

level(p) - amount-of(p)

level(p) w [amount-of(p)] 2

level(p) - sin(amount-of(p))

level(p) - amount-of(p) * temperature(p)

* and many more.
Often we will leave the function implied by oQ unnamed. When it is necessary to name the

function, we will say

Function-Spec(<id>, <specs>)

where <id> is the name of the function being defined and <spec> is a set of statements that further specify the
function. Suppose for example that level is expressed in a global coordinate system, so that whenever two
open containers whose bottoms are at de same height have fluid at the same level, the pressure each fluid
exerts on the bottom of its container is the same, We might introduce a function p-l-fun that relates
pressures to levels:

71 !P Function-Spac(p-l-fun, {pressure(p) OcQ+ level(p)))

Then ifcl and c2 are containers such that

(M level(cl) tO) - (M level(c2) tO)

then since

.pressure(el) - p-l-fun(level(el))
pressure(c2) - p-l-fun(level(cO)),

* by the equalities above we have

* (M4 pressure(cl) tO) - (N pressure(c2) tO)

Notice that we could not draw this conclusion without knowing that the function which relates pressures to

levels is the same for both containers.

Sometimes we want to express the fact that a function depends on something that is not a quantity.
*" In that case we will say

F-dependsncy(<d>. <thing>)

S'
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In the containcd liquid description. for instance. the level depends on the size and shape of the container as
well as the amount of water. Assuming shape and size arc functions whose range is somcthing other than
quantities. we would write

Function-Spec(level-function. (level(p) MO. amount-of(p)))
F-dependency(level-function. shape(container(p)))
F-dependency(level-function. size(container(p)))

to express this fact. Thus if two containcrs have the same size and shape. a particular amount of water will
result in the same level, but if the size or shape is different we cannot deduce anything about the relative
levels of water.

The definition of zQ is motivated in part by issues involved in learning and causal reasoning, and we
postpone further discussion of its variants until Section 5.2. There is one other kind of information that can
be specified about the function implied by c=0s, and that is a finite set of correspondences it induces between
elements of the quantity spaces it connects. An example of a correspondence is that the force exerted by an
elastic band is zero when it is at rest. This would be written:

* Correspondence((A[internal-force(band)]. ZERO).

(A(length(band)]. A[rest-length(band)]))

Correspondences are the means of mapping value information (inequalities) between quantity spaces via cc,
For example, if the length of the band described above is greater than its rest length the internal force is
greater than zero (figure 8).I

Fig. 8. Correspondences link quantity spaces across
A correspondence statement allows information about inequalities to be transferred across qualitative
proportionalitics (-Q's). The rough shape of the graph below is determined by the cc Q the equality between
the two points is determined by the correspondence.

internal-force(band)
Exact shape unknown,

* ZERO

but this point
is on it

* rest-length

length(band)

i internal-frorce(tand) azo. lengJth(band)

Corresponcence ((A[internal-force(band)]. ZERO).
* (A[length(band)J. A[rest-length(band)]))

0
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* 2.7 Histories

To represent how things change through time we use Hayes' notion of a history. We assume the
concepts introduced in [I la.cs, 1979b1] as our starting point. To summarize, the history of an object is made
up of episodcs and evenis. Fpisodes and events differ in their temporal aspects. l:,vents always last for an
instant. %hile episodes usually occur over an inter\al oftime. Each episode has a start and an end which are
cents that serve as its boundaries. Foliow ing [Allen, 19811. we assumc that episodes and ccnts meet, that is,
the start o tsome piece (of history is directi) after the end of the previous piece with no time in between. This
allows us to say. for example, that the episode of heating water on a stove is ended by ent of the water
reaching its boiling tcmperature. yet during the episode the temperature was below the boiling point.

The particular class of histories Ilayes introduced will be called paraneter histories, since they are
mainly concerned with how a particular parameter of a specific indi idual changes.' Objects can have more
than one parameter, and these parameters often can change independently. For example, if we drop a steel
ball past a flame, the ball will heat up a bit but the motion won't be affected (unless the combustion gases
impart significant momentum to it). Thus the history of an object includes the union of its parameter

4 histories. Figure 9 illustrates the parameter histories for the situation just described. The criteria for
indikiduation, for breaking up time into episodes and events are changes in the values of quantities and their
parts. The spatial component of parameter histories is inherited from the object they are a parameter of. In
figure 9. for example, the events consist of the ball's position reaching h2 and ni, because different values
occurred before and after that time. The final component of an object's history are the histories for the

6 processes it participates in, but this will be elaborated later in section 3.7.
Again following Hayes, a slice of a history denotes a piece of an object's history at a particular time.

We denote the slice of an individual i at time t by

at( i, t)

*If we let all functions, predicates, and relations that apply to objects apply to slices as well, with functions that
map from objects to quantities map from slices to values, then we could be rid of T and M and just talk in terms
of slices. For instance, instead of writing

(T Aligned(PI) tO)
(M A~amount-of(WC)] tO) > (M A[amount-of(WB)] tO)

4
we would write

Aligned(at(Pl. tO))
A[amount-of(at(WC, to))] > A(amount-of(at(WB, tO))]

As we will see in the "practice" chapters, this in fact is the convention used in the implementation because it
I simplifies indexing. However, for clarity of exposition we will continue to use T and M in presenting the

theory.
The notion of history so far is "object centered". Since processes will often act between several

4 1. In fact. Hayes' examples arc parameter histories for "amount of stuff", representing an object solely as a
piece of space-time.

4
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Fig. 9. Parameter histories describe %ihen values change
Part of the paramctcr histories for a ball being dropped through a flame arc depicted below. Time runs from
top to bottom. and thc portion of the history that depicts what is happening (motion and heat flow) is not

* shown.

History(B)

ITemperature(B) Position(B)

-h2
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objects, w&e need a way of talking about several objects at a particular tirne. We will reccle the term .iiuIpol
to mean a collection of slices for a set of objects under consideration at soIC particular time. Unlike
situational calculus, tie temporal aspect of t situation can be either aln instant or in intcr\ al. ANlo, I situation
is nok spatially bounded - its spatial extent is that of the slices that comprise it. II foinullc "here times are
required. %ke will assume at coercion from a situation or Ceent to its time so) thO t we can feel-, SC the names of
situations in expressions inol ing r and M.

The question of wAhat constitutes a useful situation brings uis back to the local e~ olution problem
described in the introduction. We may now state it more precisely: Given some collection of objects that we
know about at a particular time, can we figure out some way to divide them up into :'uations that can be
considered semi-independently?' For the moment we will leave the criteria of what constitutes useful
situations unspecified, we will return to this problem in Section 3.7 after have discussed processes.

1. In current Al systems this problem usually does not arise beaisC the situations under consideration are
composed solely of relevant objects. However, as we attempt to make programs that can deal with more
realistic problems this issue will become very important.
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3. Processes

A phVsical situation is described in terms of a collection of objects, their properties, and the
reLitionships hetween them. So far our description of the world has been static -- we can describe that things
ac di t'erent from one time to another, but have not provided the means by which changes actually occur.
rhC avs in %%hich things change are intuiti%cly characterized as processes. A phy.sicI proce.ss is something
tht acts through time to change the paramcters of objects in a situation. Examples of processes include fluid
and heat flox, boiling, motion, stretching and compressing.

This section describes what processes are, including how to specify them, and elaborates the notion
of influences. A catalog of basic deductions involving processes illustrates the kinds of conclusions that can be
dra% n N ithin QP theory. Histories are extended to include occurrences of processes, and thc role of processes
in specifying a language of behavior is discussed.

3.1 l)cfining processes

A process is defined by five parts:

i The individuals it applies to,

I A set of preconditions, statements about the individuals and their relationships
other than quantity conditions.

I A set of quantiq' conditions, that are either statements of inequalities between
quantities belonging to the individuals (including domain-dependent constants
and functions of them) or statements about the status of processes and individual
views.

1 A set of relations the process imposes between the individuals, along with new
entities that might be created.

I A set of influences imposed by the process on the parameters of the individuals.

Figure 10 illustrates process specifications for heat flow and boiling. (For fans of logic, figure 11 illustrates
how the boiling process would look translated into predicate calculus).

As you can see, a process is just like an individual view -- it is a timc-dependent thing -- except it has
something called influences. To recapitulate, for every collection of objects that satisfy the individuals
specification for a particular type of process, there will be a process instance, or PI, that relates them. The
process instance will bc active, representing the process acting between these individuals, exactly whenever
both the preconditions and the quantity conditions are truc. Preconditions are those factors that are outside
Qualitative Process theory, such as someone opening or closing a %alvc to establish a fluid path, but still
relevant to whether or no: a process occurs. [he quantity conditions arc those statements that can be
expressed solely within QP theory, such as requiring the temperature of two bodies to he different for heat
flow to occur, or a heat flow to occur as i prerequisite to boiling. The set of relations associated with a process
are the relationships it imposes between the objects it is acting on1. The relations component usually describes,

-
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Fig. 10. Examnples of physical process definitions
I leat flow happens between two objects that have heats and are connected via somei path through which heaL
can flow. The predicate Heat-Al igned is trite exactly when heat can flow through the path. Boiling happens
to a contained liquid being heated, and creates a gas made of the same stuff as die liquid. t-boi I represents

u the boiling point for the picce of stuff involved.

process heat-flow

Individuals:
src an object, Has-Quantity(src, heat)
dst an object, Has-Quantity(dst, heat)
path a Heat-Path. Heat-Connection(path. src. dst)

Preconditions:
Heat-Al lgned(path)

QuantityCondltions:
Atteinperature(src)] >A~temperature(dst)J

Relations:j
L~et flow-rate be a quantity
A~flow-rate) > ZERO
flow-rate ctQ (temperature( src) - temperature (dst))

Influences:

1-(heat(src), A[flow-rate)
1+(heat~dst), A(flow-rateJ)

process boiling

Individuals-
w a contained-liquid
hf a process-instance. process(hf) *heat-flow

dst(hf) - w

QuantityConditions:
Status(hf, Active)
A~tenlperature(w)] - Aft-boil(w)]

Relations:
There is g E niece-of-stuff

* gas(g)
substance(g) - substanee(w)
temperature(w) - temperature(g)
Let generation-rate be a quantity
A~generation-rate) > ZERO
generation-rate O:Q+ flow-rate(ht)

Influences:
* I-(heat(w). A~flow-rate(hf))

;The above counteracts the heat flow's influence
I-(amount-of(w), A[generation-rate])
1+(ariount-of(g), A~generation-r'ate)
I-(heat(w). A~generation-rate)
I'(heat(g), A[generation-rate])

0
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i' Fig. II. Iloiling expressed as an axiom
Ilere is hm% the boiling description could he written as an axiom. For clarity, temporal references have been
omitted. Influence adders arc explained in section 7.2.

V w C contained-liquid V hf C process-instance
(process(hf) heat-flow A dst(hf) - w =

[3 pi ( process-instance
process(pi) = boiling A w(pi) * w A hf(pi) - hf
A [(Status(hf, Active) A A[temperature(w)] - A[t-boil(w)])

Status(pi, Active)]
A [Status(pi. Active) =,

[3 g C piece-of-stuff 3 generation-rate E Quantity
Boiling(w, hf)
A gas(g)
A substance(g) - substance(w)
A temperature(w) - temperature(g)
A A[generation-rate] > ZERO
A generation-rate a + flow-rate(hf)
A A[flow-rate(hf)] E MinusInputs(InfluenceAdder(heat(w)))
A A[generation-rate]

E Minuslnputs(InfluenceAdder(amount-o(w)))
A A[generation-rate]

E PlusInputs(InfluenceAdder(amount-of(g)))
A A[generation-rate]

E Minuslnputs(InfluenceAdder(heat(w)))
A A[generation-rate]

E Pluslnputs(InfluenceAdder(heat(g)))]]]

but is not limited to, indirect effects via functional relationships between quantities, such as the flow rate in
fluid flow being qualitatively proportional to the difference in the pressures of the contained fluids involved.
The relations also include descriptions of any new individuals created by the process, as for example the steam
generated by boiling, and facts needed by external representations, such as describing appearances.
Influences are discussed next.

I3.2 Influences and intcgration

inLre .Influences specify what can cause a quantity to change. There are two kinds of influences, direci and
indirect. The influences component of a process specifies the direct influences imposed by that process. For
example, in a flow process the low rate will typically correspond to the increase in the amount of "stufr' at
the destination and to the decrease in the amount of "stuff' at the source. To indicate that the number n is a
direct influence on the quantity Q, we write

SI+(Q, n)
I-(Q, n)
I±(Q, ni)

according to whether its influence is positive, negative, or unspecified. Importantly, processes are the only
source of dircct influences. If at least one process is directly influencing a quantity Q at some particular time,

then we say thdat Q is directly influenced. Ifa quantity is directly influenced, then its derivative equals the sun
of all of the direct influences on it.

An indirect influence occurs when a quantity is a function of some other quantity that is changing.

_ - . .
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Qualitative proportionalities (xQ's), introduccd earlier, arc the means of specifying these effects. Sometimes
\e will refer to a process or quantity indirect/y i./hic'cing some quantity. One quantity indirectly influences
another if the second quantity is qualitatiely proportional to LhC first. A process indirectly influences a
quantity Q1 if it directly influences some quantt Q 2 which in turn indirectly influences Q1 .

Notice that direct influences tell us much Imore about the relationship between quantities than
* indirect influences. Multiple direct influences on a quantit arc combined by addition, but since oC0 provides

so little infornation about the cxact form of the underlying function, the result of multiple indirect influences
camnot always be calculated. Section 3.6.3 discusses tlis issue in detail.

At any particular time a quantity must be either directly influenced, indirectly influenced, or not
in fluenced at all. lmportantd, we assume that no quantity is both directly and indirectl influenced at once.
A domain physics that allows a quantity to be both directly and indirectly influenced at the same time is
considered to be inconsistent. This may seem odd, given that relationships between quantities in "real"
physics are often specified as constraint equations. For example, we could express the equation

F-ma I
three different ways using qualitative proportionalities, each corresponding to one parameter being described

as a function of the other two. How, and why, do we select a particular function to represent the constraint
relationship?

The choice is made to reflect the way causality works in the domain. In thinking about motion, for
instance, we cannot directly apply an acceleration - we must apply a force to cause an acceleration. Similarly,

gwe cannot by accelerating something or pushing onl it cause its mass to change, yet its mass will affect how
much acceleration we get for a given push. Hence the proper rendering of F-moa is

a Q4. F
a 1X.. M

' hlere is a subtle issue lurking here. In a sense, directly influenced parameters are "independent", in that we
can cause changes in them directly via active processes. All other changes in quantities are an indirect result
of what the processcs do to the directly influenced parameters. The choice of directionality for a constraint
equation must respect this fact. The full importance of this distinction will be discussed later on when
examining causal reasoning (section 5.2).

_* The influences on a quantity arc combined to determine its derivative (we describe just how later).
A notion of integrability - the relationship between the derivative of a quantity and its amount - is needed.
lF>sentially, if the derivative is negative then the amount will decrease over an interval, if positive then the
amount will increase, and if zero then the amount will be the same:

V q E quantity V I E interval
(constant-sign(D[q], I) =>

(M Ds[q] during(I)) - -1 - (M A[q] end(I)) < (M A[q] start(Z))
A (M D[q] during(1)) - I *-, (M A[q] end(1)) > (M A[q] start(I))
A (M OsCq] during(I)) - 0 - (M A[q] end(1)) * (M A[q] start(I))

where

I
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V n E numbers, V I E time,

constant-sign(n I) (V i1,'2 E during(1) (M s[n] ii) * (M s[n] 12))

This statement is very Aeak compared to our usual notion of integrability.' In particular, it does not rest on
kno" ing an explicit function describing the derivatike and thus does not require an explicit notion of integral.

g 3.3 Limit points

Recall that a quantity space consists of a collection of elements and ordering relations between them.

'I he major source of elements for the quantity space of some number n are the numbers and constants that are

compared to n via quantity conditions. Because they correspond to discontinuous changes in the processes
that are occurring (or Individual Views that hold), they are called limit points. I.imit points serve as boundary

conditions. For example, the temperature quantity space for an object w might include the limit points:

t-melt(w) t-bol1(w)

where the object undergoes phase changes that result in qualitatively distinct behavior. As we have seen,
these different modes of behavior are modeled by individual views.

I

3.4 'llie sole inechanisn assumption and process vocabularies

A central assumption of Qualitative Process theory is the sole mechanism assumption, namely:
All changes in physical s),stems are caused directly or indirectly by processes.

As a consequence, the physics for a domain must include a vocabulary of processes that occur in that domain.
This process vocabulary can be viewed as specifying the dynamics theory for the domain. A physical situation,
then, is described by a collection of objects, their properties, the relations between them (including individual
%iews). and the processes that are occurring.

The sole mechanism assumption allows us to reason by exclusion. If we make the additional
6assumption that our process vocabulary for a domain is complete, then we know what types of quantities can

be directly intluenced (since pr~cesses are the only sources of direct influences). If we understand the objects
and relationships between them well enough, we know all the ways quantities can be indirectly influenced.
Thu, we knoA all the potential ways in which any physical situation will change. Without these closed world
asumptions 2 aout the form and contents of dnamical theories, it is hard to see how a reasoning entity could

4 use, much less debug or extend, its physical knowledge. ]
I If the tLne iniolcd is an instant, then we assume that the quantity "doesn't change very much" during

(hs timc. lhb more cxact. "e assum e in that c ae the q uantity is only different by an inintesimnal anmount,
(, if lenil,. tht inlfluenccs are finite. lb is assumption underlies case 2 of the cqualit) change law, which
v. iI hc dlsetissCd shortly.
2 Sec [Collhmv ct il.. 1975],[Mooic, 19751, [Reiter, 19801 for discussions of the general importance of closed

\&tirld assuni7ptions.

I,

9+
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(''1 3.5 Ilcprise

Processes should be first class entities in the ontology of naivc physics. It may he tempting to think
that processes are mere abbre iations for "deeper" representations, such as constraint laws. I loweer, they
are not. [he temptation arises both because constraint laws are often judged to be the most elegant physical

S1 descriptions in "non-naive" physics, and because constraint-based computer models have been fairly
succCss6ul for alnalv/ing engineered sysens ((Stallman & Sussman. 19771, [de Kicer & Sussman, 1978)).
Htowever, the aims of naiN e physics are not the same as the aims of physics or engineering analysis. In physics
wc are trying to construct the simplest models that can make deuiled predictions about physical phenomena.
When performing an engineering analysis, even a qualitative one. we have chosen a particular point of view
on the s.\stem and abstracted awsay certain objects. Unlike either of these enterprises. naive physics attempts
to uncoxer the ideas of physical reality that people actually use in daily life. Thus the notions that physics
throws away (objects, processes. causality) for conciseness in its formal theory -- the equations -- are precisely
what we must keep.

QP theory concerns the form of dynamics theories, not their specific content. For example, the heat
* flow process illustrated previously adheres to energy conservation, and does not specify that "stuff" is

transferred between the source and destination. The language provided by the theory also allows one to write
a heat flow process that violates energy conservation and transfers "caloric fluid" between the source and
destination. The assumptions made about the content of dynamics theories are quite weak. Aside from the
ability to write a wide variety of physical models, the weakness of its assumptions allow other theories to be
written that impose further constraints on the legal vocabularies of processes. For example, conservation of
energy can be expressed as a theory about certain types of quantities and the allowable patterns of influences
in processes that affect those types of quantities (see section 4.5). We do not, however, wish to saddle QP
theory with these assumptions.

3.6 Basic deductions

To be useful, a representation must support deductions. Several basic deductions involving the
constructs of QP theory are catalogued below. It may be helpful to skip momentarily to the example in section
4.1, which illustrates these deductions step by step.

3.6.1 Finding possible processes

A process vocabulary determines the types of processes that can occur. Given a collection of
individuals and a process Nocabulary, the individual specifications from the elements in the process
vocabulary must be used to find collections of individuals that can participate in each kind of process. These
process instaiwces (PI's) represent the potential processes that can occur between a set of individuals. A similar
deduction is used for finding view instances.

• S , - _ . -- . - ,,, . .. z.. .,, , ,u , .,_lR . ..- wl t - " ,
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3.6.2 )eternining activity

A process instance has a status of Active or Inactive according to whether or not the particular
process it represents is acting between its individuals. fly determing w hethcr or not tie preconditions and
qutntity conditions are true, a status can be assigned to each process instance for a situation.' The collection
of acti\e PI's is called the process structure of the situation. ihc process structure represents what is
happening to the indiiduals in a particular situation, Similarly. the view structure is the collection of active
VI's in tie situation. Whenever we discuss the process structure, we will usually include tie view structure as
well.

3.6.3 Determining changes

Most of the changes in an individual are represented by tie Ds values for its quantities. A D value
of - indicates the quantity is decreasing, a value of 1 indicates that it is increasing, and a value of o indicates
that it remains constant. As stated previously, there are two ways for a quantity to change. A quantity can be
directly influenced by a process, or it can be indirectly influenced via cc T (By the sole mechanism
assumption, if a quantity is uninfluenced its D value is 0.) )etermining the o value for a quantity is called

S S

resolving its influences, by analogy to resolving forces in classical mechanics.
Resol\ ing a quantity which is directly influenced requires adding up the influences. If all the signs

of the influences are the same then the os value is simply the sign value of the influences. Since we do not
have numerical information, ambiguities can arise. Sometimes an anwer can be found by sorting the

. influences on thie quantity into positive and negative sets and using inequality information to prove that one
set of influences must, taken together, be larger than the other set. Of course, we will not always have even
that much information.

Resolving an indirectly influenced quantity involves gathering the cc statements that specify it as a
function of other quantities. Because we lack detailed information about the form of the function, in many
cases indirect influcnccs cannot be resolved within basic QP theory. An example will make this point clearer.
Suppose we have a quantity Q0 such that in a particular process structure:

Q0 -Q, Q, A Q0 "O- Q2

If we also know that

Ds [QI] - 1 A Ds[Q2] - I

then we cannot determine Ds[Qo], because we do not have enough information to determine which indirect
influence "dominates". However, if we had

Ds[Q]- 1 A Os[O2] - 0

then we can conclude that

1. This can require scarching the completions of the relevant quantity spaces if the required orderings cannot
hc deduced from wlhat is already known about the values.
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s[QaO] I

because Q, is now t" only active indirect influence.

Importantly, we assume the collection of qualitative proportionalitics which hold at any particular

time is loop-fie, that is, if'A - Q B, then it cannot be the case that B ccQ A. At first glance it might seem that

this assumption makes it impossible to model systems where two parameters are interdependent, such as

feedback systems. This is not the case: the key observation is that, in physical systems, such loops always

* contain a derivative -- M hich is modeled by a direct influence, not a qualitative proportionality. In thinking

about fluid flow, for example, we might observe that a change in amount of liquid causes a change in flow

rate. which in turn acts to change the amount of liquid. But while flow rate is qualitatively proportional to the

amount of liquid (via its dependence on pressure, which depends on the level, which in turn depends on the

amount of liquid), the flow rate is a direct influence on the amount of liquid. The integral connection

between them serves to "break" the loop, thus ensuring the system of qualitative propotionalitics is loop-free.
)omain specific and problem specific knowledge often plays a role in resolving influences. We may

know that a certain influence can be ignored, such as when we ignore heat loss from a kettle on a stove to die

air surrounding it. Our knowledge about particular functions may tell us which way things combine. Suppose

for instance that our model of fluid flow included influences to model the changes in heat and temperature

that result from mass transfer. In the source and destination temperature would be indirectly influenced (via

Amount-of and heat), and if we knew nothing but the os values we could say nothing about how they will

change. From Black's law, however, we know that the temperature of the source is unchanged and the

temperature of the destination will rise or fall according to whether the temperature of the source is greater or

less than the temperature of the destination.

3.6.4 Limit analysis

The changes in a situation can result in the process and view structures themselves changing.

Determining these changes and changes in Ds values is called limit analysis. Limit analysis is carried out by

using the current D values and quantity spaces to determine which quantity conditions can change.

The first step is to find the neighboring points within the quantity spaces of each changing quantity.

If there is no neighbor in some direction, then a change in that direction cannot affect anything. The ordering

between each neighbor and the current amount of the quantity can be combined with the DS values of each to

determine if the relationship will change (see figure 12). If the neighbor is a limit point, some processes may

end there and others begin. Thus the set of possible changes in orderings involving limit points determines

the ways the current set of active processes might change. 1 The set of single changes plus consistent

conjunctions of changes (corresponding to simultaneous changes) forms the set of quantit' hypotheses for the

current situation. A quantity hypothesis which imposes a change in either the view or process structure (as

opposed to mcrely indicating a change in a Ds value) will be called a limit iypothesis.

1. This assumes that rates are not infinitesimals. so that if a quantity is "moving" towards some point in its
quantity space it will actually reaclh that valuC ill some finite time, 'T'his assumption rules out a simple form of
Zeno's paradox. Note. howev'r, that relaxing this assumption would result in only one additional state in the
possibilities returned by the liml it analysis -- that the current tate never changes.
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I,1ig. 12. Linking derhaitives iith inequalities
This table sumnarizes how tie ordering relationship between two quantities may change according to the
sign of thcir derivatives over some interval.
For A > B:

Ds[B]

I - I 1a-il Ni I " I *

.................................................

OsEA] 0 1 > I > I I

1 I > I I Z

fNI: If Dm[A] > Dm[B ] then > > otherwise

N2: If D,[A ] < Dm[B ] then ; otherwise

For A - B;
Os[BJ

I-1 I 0 I I

* -1I N3 I < I 

Ds[A] 0 I I I I

I > I I N4

N3: If Dm[A ] > Dm[B ] then <;
If DmJA ] < Dm[B] then >;
If Dm[A] - Ome ] then -;

N4: If Dm[A] > Dm[B ] then >;
If Dm[A ] < Dm[B ] then <;
If Om[A ] - DmiB] then -;

Determining which changes and conjunctions of changes are consistent involves several types of
knowledge. First, one quantity hypothesis might render another moot. For example, if a particular quantity
hypothesis causes an individual to vanish, then any other quantity hypotheses involving that individual which

* are to occur at the same time are irrelevant. Secondly, we assume that changes implied by a quantity
hypothesis must be continuous both in quantity spaces and in D values. Continuous in quantity spaces

S

;. means that all relationships between quantities must go through equality, i.e., that tie relationship between N1
and N2 cannot change directly from > to < or from < to >. Continuous in D values means a o value cannot

jump directly from i to -i or from -I to i. Finally, domain dependent information can be used to determine
• that the situation resulting from the quantity hypothesis is inconsistent. For example, if the bottoms of two 7

open containers are at the same height and the only thing happening is a fluid flow firom one to the other,
then it is impossible for the source of the flow to run out of liquid.

More than one change is typically possible, as the examples in the next section illustrate. Th1ere are
three reasons for this. First, if the ordering within a quantity space is not a total order more than one

* neighbor can exist. Second. a process can influence more than one quantity. Finally more than one process
can be occurring simultaneously. 'I lhe basic theory does not in general allow determining which alternative

0
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" actualI occurs. [he hypothesis which occurs represents a quantity (or collection of quantities) that reachs its

limit point betire any others do. Using Caculus as the model for quantitics. this Aould require solving an
integral equation. Since the basic theory does not include explicit integrals, this question t) picall) Cannot be
decided.

There are some special situations, due to the nature of tquantities, where son etimes %%e can do better.
Consider two quanitits A and B that are equal, and c and D that are unequal. If all of the quantities are
changing (Ds value of -1 or i) in ways that insure the relationships between them will change. then the finite

. difference between c and D implies that the change in the equlitv between A and B occurs first. In fact, we
assume that the change fron equality occurs in an instant, while the chnge to equality usually will takes some
interval of time. We further assume that a change lo equality will take an instant only Ahen the change in
value was due to a process that acted only for an instant. These
facts are summarized as the equality change law:

lVith two exceptions a state lasts fi)r an intenal of time. It lasts for an instant only
when either

(I) A change frwm equality occurs or
* (2) A change to equality occurs between quantities that were influenced away

.rtm equality for onl!y an instant.
The first case assumes that the values of numbers aren't "fuzzy". and the second case assumes that the
changes wrought by processes are finite (i.e., no impulses).

Remember that the set of quantity hypotheses consists of single changes and conjunctions of single
0 changes. Consider the set of conjunctive hypotheses which contain only changes that occur in an instant, and

in particular, the maximal element (in terms of inclusion) of the set. The quantity hypotheses that contain this
maximal element are the ones which can occur next, because the duration of an instant is shorter than the
duration of an interval. By using the equality change law to identify those quantity hypotheses that represent
changes that occur in an instant, we can sometimes get a unique result from limit analysis within the basic
theory.

For some kinds of tasks just knowing the possible changes is enough (e.g., envisioning). Ifrequired,
knowledge outside the scope of QP theory can be used to disambiguate tie possibilities. )epending on the
domain and the style of reasoning to be performed there are several choices: simulation [Forbus, 1981a],
algebraic manipulation [de Kleer, 19751, teleology [de Kleer, 19791, or defatult assumptions or observations

_* [Forbus, 1983a].

3.7 Processes and histories

Adding processes to the ontology of naive physics requires extending the history representation of
@ change. In addition to parameter histories, we will also use process histories to describe what processes are

occLrring when. I he temporal extent of a process episode is the maximal time during which the status of the
instance is constaint. and the spatial extent is the spatial extent of the individuals involved in it. "l[he events
that bound episodes in the process history occur at the instants at which quantity conditions, preconditions, or
the existence of objects inmolvcd in the instance change. View histories, describing the status of view

* instances, are defined similarly. Process and view episodes are included in the histories of the objects that
participate in the process, and the union of the object's parameter histories and the history of the processes

-S i- .
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and vicw s it participites in comprise its Iotal history. Figure 13 illustrates the full history over a small interval
for the ball being dropped through a flame discussed previously.

As mentioned prcviouslx, the two key problems in reasoning %kith histories athe dic local evolution
problem (extending the knowni portion of an object's history, prcfcrabl) b. car'ing up the situation into
piece, that can be reasoned about seni-independently) and the iterswcion/inrawtiun problcm. The key to
.iol% ing them lies in haN ing explicit descriptions of the ways changes are caused.

Recall that the processes acti~e in a situation form its process structure (as usual, we also implicitly
include the %iew stnicture to simplify discussion). Processes interact by shared influences: two processes
which affcct the sarne parameter or a process that affects a parameter mentioned in the quantity conditions of

another must be considered together when figuring out if, and how, they will change. If there is no way for
two processes to "commUnicate" by common effects, then they can be considered independently. This
suggests carving tip what is happening at a particular time into "non-overlapping" pieces, subsets of the
process structure that do not interact.

We define p-comploJcflis as equivalence classes on the process structure as follows. A process
instance Pi (or view instance) is in the same p-component as another process instance P2 (or view instance) if

either: (a) PI influences a quantity mentioned in P2's quantity conditions, (b) Pi influences a quantity
influenced by P2, (c) Pi's quantity conditions mention a quantity mentioned in the quantity conditions of P2,

or (d) P2 contains a - Q that propagatesan influence of Pi.
As long as a particular process structure lasts, the p-components can be reasoned about

independently. For example, we usually don't worry about getting our feet wet in a basement despite the
Cproximity of flowing water and steam in our plumbing. Changes in the process structure can bring about

changes in p-components, so the conclusions made in each p-component may have to be modified depending
on how the process structure changes. If our plumbing leaks, for instance, there are now ways for our feet to
get wet.

The individuals affected by the processes in each p-component define a collection of things that can
be reasoned about in isolation, barring certain changes in process stiructure. Thus we can generate object
histories by evolving situations that correspond to p-components, combining the results when the process
structure changes to get new p-components, and so forth. The interaction problem becomes trivial - two
episodes interact if and only if the processes that give rise to them are part of the same p-component of a
process structure on a situation made tip of slices from those particular episodes. Figure 14 provides a

,0 graphical illustration.

* ,,i
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Fig. 13. 1 listory for a ball dropping through a flamne
Here is a piece of die history for die ball again, but with process episodes addcd. As before. EP~n> arc

episodcs, and time runs from top to bottom.

I History(B)

Temperature(B) Position(B) Process episodes

eend

hi

EP3 Ds 1 athof1O2 P ea-fo
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Fig. 14. lktcrinining interactions
SUppose WA and wB are liquids, with WB being tie fluid flowing through the channel below WA'S container.
Below are the process structures that result from different assumptions about the situation, with potential
interactions indicated.

-- WB .

4.

If the shared wall is not a heat path.
PS: Fluid-Flow(WB, channel), no interaction

Otherwise, if Aftemperature(WA)] - A[temperature(WB)]
PS: Fluia-Flow(WB, channel), no interaction
Otherwise. PS: Fluid-Flow(WO. channel) and a heat flow, hence they interact.

3.8 A language for behavior

QP theory concerns the structure of qualitative dynamics. It specifies a language in which certain
common sense physical models can be written. Can this language be extended to form a full language of
behavior for physical systems? Although I have not yet done so, I will argue that the answer is yes, and that
several advantages would result from the extension.

41 A language should have primitives, some means of combining these primitives, and means of
abstraction to allow new entities to be defined. Processes and individual views are the primitives in this
language.1 -here arc two sensible kinds of compound processes. The first kind consists of processes that
form a p-component. a shared parameter combination. An example of a shared parameter combination is the
intake stroke of a four cycle engine, which consists of a flow of air and gas into a cylinder and motion of the

piston. The second kind consists of sequences of processes occurring over the same individuals. An example
of a sequential combination is the sequence of intake, compression, combustion and exhaust strokes of a
four-cycle engine. Treating these combinations as new "things" then allows properties of the system they
describe to be reasoned about.

1. The choice of what is primitive in any particular domain's vocabulary will of course vary - for example, the
description of a gas we use in section 4.1 is macroscopic. Presumably a richer process vocabulary would
contin the "mechanisms" that induce these relations (i.e.. the kinetic theory of gases), but there is no reason
to always include such detail. Consider for example a resistor in a circuit that never exceeds its electrical
capacity. [he detailed mechanics of conducuon hinder rather than help when calculating the current that will
result from a voltage across it.

I , - - ~ .
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It Should bc clear that the shared parameter combination can be treated exactly as at simplc process.
specified by the union of the properties of the component processes. In other words, at shared parameter
comhination kill hiaxe icliduals, prcconditions, quantity Conditions, relations, and influences that work just
like an1y other process. I Io\xexer, tile sequential combination is niot at process. because die same influences
and relations do not hold over cx cry distinct tinme within thle Occurrences Of the Sequential combination. A

I sequential combination is really at piece of at history ! In particular, it is dhe history of the individuals affected
by thle processes. jiewed as a systemn. In honor of this mixed ontological status such descriptions will be called

- ~clicap.sudlted hiv~orit's. Enicapsulated histories (abreviated FH) are important for two reasons. First, some
* phenomena which can be described by them seem irreducible in terms of processes -- collisions, for cxamnple.

Second, they serve as abstract descriptions for more complex behavior, e.g. in describing the pattern of
actix ty in an oscillator.

When writing encapsulated histories, we will use most of thle syntactic structure of processes and
indix idual view's, in that the combination will have individuals, preconditions, and quantity conditions.
However, the relations component is restricted to holding a description of a piece of the history for the
individuals, and the preconditions and quantity conditions are written relative to episodes in that piece of
history. If the preconditions and quantity conditions are ever true for a partial history of a collection of

* objects matching the individual specifications, then the schematic history described in its relations is
instantiated ats part of the history of those objects.' We will see collisions described as an encapsulated history

* in section 4.3.
For those phenomena which are irreducible, the encapsulated history may be the only way to evolve

U the history of the object past that point. For systems %-here the encapsulated history serves as a summary, an
in teresting kind of perturbation analysis becomes possible. In performing an energy analysis. for example, the
quantity conditions are re-written in terms of energy. Changes to the system, such as adding friction, are

* modeled by processes that influence energy, and the effects of these changes are determined by examining the
episodes that comprise the encapsulated history (see section 4.5.1).

II

3.9 Classification and abstraction

A classification hierarchy is needed to account for the various kinds of conditions undcr which
processes occur. [or example. Hayes [1979b] identifies several distinct conditions under which fluid flow
occurs. Another example is the process of motion - flying, sliding, swinging, and rolling are distinct types of

* motion, despite sharing certain common features. Sliding and rolling are examples of motion along a surface,
and along with swinging comprise the motionis involving constant contact with another object. Each of these

* Conditions has slightly diffkrent properties, but they are sufficiently similar in the indi\ iduals they involve and
* the pattern of influences they engender to be considered the same kind of process. Ha]ving explicit abstract
* descripiions of pr~cesses should lso) be useful because they are often easier to rule out than more detailed

descriptions. If. for instance, there is no path between two places through which an object can be moved, it

1. Many of diSessa's " phlenom cnological primitives" IdiSessa, 19831 appear to be representable as
encapsulated histories. Enca0psulated histories are also good candidates for the first models people make of a
new donmain -[orbs & tier, 19831.
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C cannot get there by sliding, flying, rolling, or an-, other kind of motion that might exist.
Theoretically. disjunctions could be used within a i;ingle process description to cover the various

case. I .in so would lead ito complicaited descriptions that could not easily bc reasoned about. Instead,
* e'cry case %% ill fie represented by at difcerent process. We will say that PI is a casc of P2, such as:

case-of(swinging. Motion)

I lihe t~loN&ing. restrictions hold on cases:

-awi~iy: There is a subset of the individuals specified for PI such that they or
indi% iduals whose existence is implied by them match the individual specifications
of P2. T[he preconditions and quantity conditions for P1 imply thle preconditions
and quantity conditions for P2 respectively.

Itiheriiance: All statements in the relations and influences fields of P2 hold for PI
unless explicitly excluded.

F:igure 15 illustrates some specializations of the abstract motion process that will be discussed in section 5.3.

Fig. 15. Some specialized descriptions of motion
Cases of motion are organized around constraints onl kinematics. The abstract motion process already
includes the individuals 13, at movable object, and dir, a direction. '[his process will be explained in section

6 4.3. In sliding and rolling there is contact with a surface, but diff'erent constraints on the kind of contact.
Otherwise dhe same facts pertain to them as to the abstract version of motion.

Process Motion(B,dir)

individuals:
8 an object. Mobile(S)
dir a direction

Preconditions:
Free-direction(B. dir)
Direction-Of(dir, velocity(B))

QuantityCondltions:
* Am~velocity(B)] > ZERO

Influences:
I+(position(B), A[velocity(B)))

Process Slide Process Roll

* Case-of: Motion Case-of: Motion7

Individuals: Individuals:
S a surface S a surface

Preconditions: Preconditions:
Sliding-Contact(B, S) Contact(B, S)
Along-Surface(dir, B, S) Round(B)

Along-Surface(dlr. B, S)
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4. Examples

At this point a gre,|t deal of representational machinery has been introduced. It is time to illustrate

how QV theory can be used in physical reasoning. The examples are fairlh informal for two rcasons. First, the

finnali/,ation of the domains is still underway.3 Second, while Qualitatie Process thcory provides an

import,tnt part of any dormain's theor\ , a complete Model usually has it) address sc eral considerations besides

dnfnlics. such as spatial reasoning (qualitative kinematics, as it were). Still. these examples are complex

enough to pro% ide an indication of the theory's utility. The assumptions about other kinds of knowledge

required are noted as they occur.

4.1 Modeling fluids and liquid flow

This example illustrates some of the basic deductions sanctioned by Qualitative Process theory and
introduces the representations of fluids used in other examples. (These representations are slightly more
complex than the contained liquid description we have been using.) Consider the two containers illustrated in

* figure 16. What will happen here?
We first introduce descriptions of the fluids. Following liaycs[1979b], we individuate liquids

according to what contains them. Figure 17 describes "pieces of stuff", and Figure 18 describes a particular
class of pieces of stuff that are indiN iduatCd by being inside a container. Any piece of stuff must be in some
state, either solid, liquid, or gas. Figure 19 describes the states of substances. The interaction of state and
containent is described in figure 20. Since initially there is some water in the containers, we will create
individuals corresponding to the water in each container. Call the pieces of stuff in containers c and o wC and
WD respectively. We will assume their temperatures are such that they arc both liquids. -or simplicity we will
ignore the liquid in the pipe P1. We w.ill also ignore the precise definition of fluid paths, except to note that

Pt is one, connecting the two contained fluids.
*Suppose our process vocabulary consists of liquid flow, whose description is illustrated in figure 21.

This model is very simple, because it ignores the possibility of different kinds of fluids and the details of how
fluids Move through the fluid paths (1I layes, 1979b] illustrates some of the distinctions that should be drawn
in a more detailed model).

With the situation we have so far. there are two process instances, one corresponding to flow from wc
to WD and the other corresponding to flow from wD to wc. To determine if either is active (thus determining the

* process structure) we ha~e to know the relative pressures of wc and WD. Assume we deduce from the relative
levels that the pressure of wc is greater than the pressure of WD. lien the process instance representing fluid
flow from wc to wo will be active and the process instance representing fluid flow from wo to wc will be
inactive. I hus the process structure is the set consisting of

4

1. At present work is focus;ng on two domains: the ncchanism world, and the fluids world. The mechanism
world includes the blocks world but also more complex shapes and some non-rigid materials. The aim of
work in the mechanism world is to understand devices such as mechanical watches and automobile
transmissions. [he fluids world is an attempt to extend I [ayes' theory of liquids to include gases and more
complex fluid systems such as found in steam plants.
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( Fig. 16. rivo partially filled containers
Containers C and D arc connected by a pipe. C contains more water than D. In general an "-in" suffix
indicates a function that maps froni a container and a substance to a quantity.

Container C
U

Container D

Fluid path P1

;structural description
Open-Container(C)
Open-Container(D)

Fluid-Path(P1)
Fluid-Connected(C. 0. PI)

:the containers can hold water
Can-Contain-Substance(C, water)
Can-Contain-Substance(D. water)

;the levels are related
(M A~level-in(C, water)] Initial) > (M A[level-in(O, water)] Initial)

Fig. 17. Pieces of stuff
A piece of stuff has several quantities, a substance, and a location.

(V p E piece-of-stuff
Has-Quantity(p, amount-of)
A Has-Quantity(p. volume) A Has-Quantity(p, pressure)
A Has-Quantity(p. temperature) A Has-Quantity(p. heat)
A Substance(maae-of(p)) A Place(location(p))
A temperature(p) ocO+ heat(p)

U Liquid-Flow(WC, WD. PI).

To find out what changes are occurring we must resolhe the influences. In this situation resolving
influences is simple. The fluid flow from c to o is the only cause of direct influences, changing amount-of for
wc and wo. Each of them has only one influence, hence
Ds[amount-of(WC)] - -1

and
D5jamount-of(WD)] - I
*llcse in turn influcnce volume, level and pressure, each of which has only one cc applicable(sce figure 20).

6
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Fig. 18. ('ontained stuff
Contained-Stuff describes the conditions under which piece': ' ' .affexist inside a container.

Individual-View Contained-Stuff

Individuals:
c a container
s a substance

Preconditions:

Can-Contain-Substance(c. s)

QuantityConditions:
A[amount-of-in(c, s)] > ZERO

Relations:

There is p E piece-of-stuff
amount-of-in(c. s) - amount-of(p)
s = made-of(p)
inside(c) - location(p)

Thus we can deduce that the volume, level and pressure of wc are all decreasing, and the volume, level and
*' pressure of WD are all increasing. All other quantities are uninfluenced, hence unchanging. limit analysis is

similarly simple. The pressures will eventually be equal, which means the fluid flow will stop. It is also

C possible that the container c will run out of water, thus ending wc's existence (although it is not possible in the
particula1r drawing shown). These results are summarized in figure 22. This graph of process structures can

be used to generate a history by first creating the appropriate episodes for objec , and processes from their
initial slices, and then selecting one or the other limit hypothesis as the end event for that episode. Usually we
will just represent the interconnections between possible process structures as we have done here. With only a

*single process and simple relationships between quantities, resolving influences and perfonning limit analysis
is simple. In more complex situations resolving influences and disambiguating the possibilities raised by limit
analysis will require more information, as we will see below.
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Fig. 19. States of matter
I he ten1peratures *it MAhich State changes occur are modeled by two functions t-nel t and t-boi 1. t-rel t and
t-oil map pieces ofstuffont{o qualtities, and we asSUmTIe A[t-boil] is nexer less than A[t-melt]. Ille
qu,mtt conditions express the fact that a stbStnCC Call be in either state at a phase bouidary, but that a
particular piece cannot be in both states at once. To determine the state of a piece of stuff at the phase
bonndatr' requires either knowing its history or making an assumption.

Individual-View Solid(p) Individual-View Liquid(p)

Individuals: Individuals:

p a piece-of-stuff p a piece-of-stuff

QuantityConditions: QuantityConditions:
Artemperature(p)] > A[t-melt(p)] - AFtemperature(p)] < A[t-melt(p)]
Liquid(p) - A[temperature(p)] > A[t-boil(p)]

Solid(p)
Gas(p)

Relations:
volume(p) aQ+ amount-of(p)

t-boil(p) Q+ pressure(p)

Individual-View Gas(p)

Individuals:
Sp a piece-of-stuff

QuantityConditions:
- A[temperature(p)] < A[t-boil(p)]
- Liquid(p)

Relations:

temperature(p) aQ+ pressure(p)

pressure(p) Q+ amount-of(p)
pressure(p) OCQ volume(p)

pressure(p) OQ+ heat(p)

;Instead of writing a constraint law, we use qualitative proportionalities
;to preserve the direction of physical effect. The section on Causal
;reasoning explains why.

* *1
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F'ig. 20. Effects of state on cointainmeit

;Contained stuff has states as well-

(V p E Piece-of-stuff
(Contained-Gas(p) .- (Contained-Stuff(p) A Gas(p)))
A (Contained-Liquid(p) i.(Contained-Stuff(p) A Liquid(p)))
A (Contained-Solid(p) *-(Contained-Stuff(p) A Solid(p))))

:Contained liquids have levels, which are tied to amounts
;and in turn (assurling an open container) determines pressure

(V c C contained-liquid
Has-Quantity(c, level)
A level(c) ccQ+ amount-of(c)

A Function-Spec(p-l -fun, (pressur'e(c) XQ+ level(c))))

Fig. 21. A process description of fluid flow
This simple model docs not describe the existence and behavior of the liquid within the fluid path.

process liquid-flow

Individuals:
src a contained-liquidg dst a contained-liquid
path a fluid path, Fluid-Connected(src, dst, path)

Preconditions:
Al igned(path)

Qu an titycond it ions:
A[pressure(src)] > A[pressure(dst))

Rel ations:
Let flow-rate be a quantity
flow-rate aQ (A[pressure(src)) - A[pressure(dstf)

Influences:
I+(amount-of(dst), A[flow-rate])
I-(amount-of(src), A~flow-rate])

;A fluid path is aligned if only if either it has no valves or every valve is open
(V p E fluid-path

((number-of-valves(p) -0) -Aligned(p))
A ((numner-of-valves(p) > 0) =* (V v E valves(p) Open(v)) -~Aligned(p))

A -,(number-of-valves(p) <0))

4

4
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Fig. 22. Resolicd itifluences anrd limit analysis
lhe results of resolking influences and limit analysis for the situation invoking two containers are
summaried belor. The indisiduals in the Situation arc labeled is, the Process Structure by Ps, and limit
hpotheses by LN.

Changing D values:

Ds[amount-of(WC)] - -1 Ds[anount-of(WD)J - 1
Ds[volume(WC)U - -1 Ds[volume(WD)] - I
Dslevel(WC)] - -1 Ds~level(WD)] * 1
DsOpressure(WC)] - -1 Ds[pressure(WO)] - 1
Ds~heat(WC) ] - 0 Os[heat(WO)] - 0
Dsrtemperature(WC)J - 0 Ds[temperature(WO)] - 0

limit analysis:

IS: {WC. WO)
PS: {Liquid-Flow(WC. WD, P1))

LH: A[pressure(WC)] • A[pressure(WD)] LH: A[amount-of(WC)] - ZERO
IS: (WC, WD) IS: (WD)
PS: () PS: (1

4
4.2 Modeling a boiler

Let us consider the possible consequences of the situation shown in figure 23. The situation consists
of a container partially filled with water. Initially the lid of the container is open: we stipulate that if boiling
ecr occurs, the lid will be closed and sealed. A flame, modeler' as a temperature source, is placed so that heat
can be conducted to the container and water (i.e., there is an aligned heat path between them). What sorts of
Lhings can happen?

To begin with, we need the contained substances defined in the previous example and a model of
containcrs. We assume that if the pressure inside the container exceeds a particular pressure D-burst(CAN),

the container will explode. Figure 24 describes the container model. We assume that, in addition to liquid
flow , the process ocabulary includes heat flow and boiling, as presented in section 3.1. We ignore the rest of
the dettils. such as the nature of leat and fluid paths and the detailed geometry of containers.

We start by assuming that no processes are actie before the heat source is turned on: in other words
that ill temperatures. pressures, etc. are equal so there are no flows, and that tie temperatures are in the
approp iate rcgions of their quantity spaces so that no state changes are occurring. (Note that, as usual, we are
making a closed world assumption both in assuming our process vocabulary is complete and that we know all
of tile relevant indisiduals). Since there is a heat path between the source and the container, if we turn the
heat source on and if

A[ternperature(SOURCE)] > ACtemperature(WATER)]
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(Fig. 23. A simple boiler

Lid

Water

t- Container

,-i----Flame

SP 7! -Temperature source

there is a heat flow from the source to the water. We ignore the influence of thec heat flow on the source by
Cassuming

Os[temperature(SOURCE) ] - 0

The only influence on temperature(CAN) is that of the heat flow, so

0] lDtemlDerature(CAN)] - 1

This in turn causes a heat flow to the air surrounding the container and to the air and the water inside the
container. Since we are only thinking about the container and its contents most of these changes will be
ignored, and from now on when we refer to heat flow it will be the flow from the flame to the contained stuff,
using the container as the heat path. The temperature quantity space that results is illustrated in figure 25. If

* A[temperature(source)] > Ait-boiI(water)) and die process is unimpeded (i.e., the preconditions for the
heat flow remain true), the next process structure to occur will include a boiling.

Suppose the preconditions for the heat flow continue to be met and boiling occurs. Then by our
initial assumptions the lid will be sealed. closing all fluid paths and thus preventing any flows. The amount-of
quantity spaces that result arc illustrated in figure 26. The influence of the boiling on amount-of(WATER)
moves it towards ZERO. So one of the ways the process structure might change is that all of the water is
converted to steam.

If all the water is converted to steam, the only active process is a heat flow from the heat source to
the steam. llus the solc influence on the heat of the steam is positsc, and (hecause of (Q) the temperature
also rises. Heat indirectly influences pressure. so the pressure of the steam will also rise. By cxamining the
quantity spaces for temperature and pressure we find there are two limit poincs which maiy be reached.
namely that the temperature of the steam can reach the temperature of the heat source and that the pressure

S"T .
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t Fig. 24. A simnple container model
For simplicity we w ill miodel a container only as a collection of quantities. a set of picces of stuff which arc its
contents, and ia eca1psulated history to descrihe the possibility of it exploding. The gcomcetric information
necessary to detenninec flow paths and the spatial arrangement of the contents will bc ignored.

V c C container
[Has-Quantity(c. volume) A Has-Quantity(c, pressure)
A Has-Quantity(c. temperature) A Has-Quantity(c. heat)
A (Rigid(c) =* D5[volume(c)] -0)
A - Open-Container(c)

(V p E contents(c)
pressure(c) - pressure(p)
A temperature(c) - temperature(p))]

E :note we are assuming instantaneous equilibration
within the container

Encapsulated History Explode

Individuals:
c a container, rigid(c)
e an episode

Preconditions:
(T - Open-Contalner(c) e)

QuantityCondit ions:
(M Arpressure(c) end(e)) -(M A[p-burst(c)] end(s))
(M A[pressure(c) during(e)) < (M AEp-burst(c)) during(s))

£ ~~~Relations: ~ ea vn

en~)-EVI
Terminates(c. EVI)

:rerminates indicates that the object does not exist past
;that particular event

of the container (which is equal to the pressure of the steam) can reach the explosion point. In the first case
there are no active processes, and in the second an explosion occurs. We have found one possible disaster, are
there more? lo find out, we must go back to the boiling episode and check the indirect consequences of the
changes in amount-of (STEAM).

Consider somec arbitrary instant Iwithin the boiling episode. Because the steaml is still in contact
with the %'iiter their temperatures will be the same. Sinlce we assumed the container would be sealed when
hoiling hegan, there are no fluid paths hence no fluid flows. Therefore during I the only influence on

4 arnount-of(SEAM) and on amount-of(WATER) is from boiling. So DsEamount-of(STEAm)]-i and

D Eanount-of(WATER))--.

Because steam is a gas, there are sewcral indirect influences on temperatur (STEAM) and
pressure(STEAM) (See figure- 19). In particular,
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( Fig. 25. Quantity space or water temperature
The hcat flow is increasing the heat. and thus (via c:O ) . lzpcrature of the water. The lack of ordering
information between the temperature of the source and the boiling temperature leads to uncertainty about
what will occur next.

A[t-mclt(WI'ER) . .-- A[temperaturc(WATER)] .... -> Aftempcraturc(SOURC'I.)j

f -... - Aft-boil(WAER)]

Fig. 26. amount-of quantity spaces

C

ZERO -p Alamount-of(WAT'R)]

ZE'RO .- > Alamount-of(ST.AM)

* temperature(STEAM) OCQ. pressure(STEAM)

temperature(STEAM) o0C+ heat(STEAM)
p.'essure(STEAM) cXQ+ amount-of(STEAM)
pressure(STEAM) O_ volume(STEAM)

pressure(STEAM) Q, heat(STEAM)

Assuning the container is rigid, DsEvolume(CAN)J-O, and since the spaces of the steam and water are separate

1I and fill the container.

volume(CAN) - volume(WATER) + volume(STEAM)

SincC Dsrvol ume(WATER) ]--1. Ds[volume(STEAM)]-. and Dm[vol ume(STEAM) ]Dm[vol ume(WATER)].

Assume the function that determines pressure(STEAM) is continuous in amount-of(STEAM),
heat(STEAM), anld volume(SrEAM ). 'l'hc any particular O[amount-of (STEAM)] and D[heat(STEAM)], we can

find a corresponding D[voume(STEAM)] such that

I
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( (M Ds[pressure(STEAM)] I) 0 .

ic.. ie pressure at the end of i will be the same as it was at the start of I. I.et ,8 stand for that valuc of
D[volume(STEAM). 'Ihen

(M A[volu~me(STEAM)] end(I)) - (M A[volume(STEAM)] start(i)) +

is necessary for Os [pressure(STEAM)] to he zero. A fact about steam is that, at any particular pressure and
temperature, tie volume of steam is very much greater than the volume of water it was produced from.' In
other words,

Ds[pressure(STEAM)]=O D mEVolume(WATER)]<<Djvolume(STEAM)].

EBut in fact,

Omrvolume(STEAM)]=Dm[volume(WATER)], S0 O[volume(STEAM)]< /.

This means that (M A[vol ume(STEAM) ] end(I)) will be less than

(M A[volume(STEAM)] start(I)) + /3,

and because

pressure(STEAM) aQ_ volume(STEAM),

the pressure of the steam will be greater than it was, i.e.,

Ds[pressure(STEAM)]-1.

Since Ds lheat(STEAM)] - 1, both of the influences on temperature(STEAM) arc positive, so

D [temperature(STEAM)] - 1.

So far we have discovered that

Ds[pressure(STEAM)] - Os[temperature(STEAM)]-l.

Since the %,ater and steam arc in contact their pressures will be equal, and since pressure indirectly affects the
boiling tempcrature, the boiling temperature will also rise. The possible relative rates introduce three cases. If
the boiling temperature is rising faster (om[t-boil (WATER)] > Dm[temperature(STEAM)]) then the boiling will

stop. the heat flow will increase heat(WATER) again, the temperature will rise, and the boiling will begin
again.2 In the other two cases (Dm[t-boil(WATER)] - D[temperature(STAM)3 and Dm[t-boil(WATER)] <
Om[ tempera ture(STEAM)]) tle boiling will continue, albeit at a higher temperature and pressure. In all three

cases, the increasing pressure makes A[pressure(CAN)] - A[p-burst(CAN)] possible, in which case the
container explodes. The alternaties arc summarized in figure 27. To actually determine which of these
occurs requires more infonnation, but at least we have a warning of potential disaster.

1. A, standard tcmpenrturc and pressure. ahout 220 times greater in fact.

2. lie astute reader will notice that this situation gives rise to a cycle of states that corresponds to a rising

equilibrium rathcr than an oscillation. Section 5.1 discusses how to use the equality change law to distinguish
between these cases.

II
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r Fig. 27. Alternatives for sealed container
Hcrc arc rthc process structures envisioned for water being heated in a scaled container, gencrated by repeated

limit analysis.

Ps- (heat-flow)

Lfl Are ve~te(WArERJ) Attemi~lerature(SOtiRCE)] LUl: A~eprfr(A( A~t-tiail(WATERfl

01-: A 'ioirft-of(WATER)] ER

PS Hle't-r Jowl

1. H At tenoera ture( WATER)l A[ teipera Lure( SOURCE))
1j ~Ali, ShLAM)

aLII: A~tef.tueraLure WATER)] A~t-boil(WATER)]

LH- At tepera ture WATER)] A~tempevature(SOURCE))(
Al. WATER, TEAM)

H: Rr:WsrlCAN 14 A~p-burst(CAN)]

4.3 Miodeling motion

One process we reason about every day is motion. Motion is complex because it is intimatcly

connected with our concepts of space and shape. Since QP theory only describes the form of qualitative

* dynamical theories, it cannot carry thc entire r-cprcscntational burden imposed by motion. After devcloping a

simple motion vocabulary. we compare thc QP descriptionls with the carlier qualitative state recsintaio in

0
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( order to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the QP model.

4.3.1 A siniple notion vocabulary

Consider a single object moving in one dimension. By ignoring the particular kind of motion it
exhibits (FLY, SLIDE, SWING, ROLL) which depends on the particular shape and type of contact with other
surfaces, we can develop an abstract vocabulary for describing motion. While very weak, such abstract

descriptions hae certain uss -- Ae can deduce that if we kick something but it is blocked. for instance, then it
w ill not move, and if we can rule out the most abstract motion possible we have ruled out all the more specific
kinds.

First we will need some simple descriptions of spatial relationships. The symbols 1 and -1 wi
denote distinct directions along some axis, and for some quantity Q

Direction-Of(<direction>, Q)

is true exactly when As[Q] equals the indicated direction. The location of an object is modeled by a quantity
pos i tion, and if there is no immobile object directly against an object B in direction dir we sayI

Free-Direction(B. dir)

If there is an object in that direction which is directly in contact with it, say c, then we say

Contact(5. C. dir)

IF inally. when some object c lies along direction d i r from object B, we will say

Direction-Towards(B. C, dir)

Figure 28 contains the process specifications for motion and acceleration. The motion process
occurs w hen a mobile object has a non-zero velocity and is free to move in the direction of its velocity (i.e., no
other objects in de way). Motion is a positive influence on position of an object, in that if the velocity is
positive the position will "increase" and if the velocity is negative the position will "decrease". (The problem
of mapping a quantity space onto more complex geometric fraines of reference will be considered in detail
below) Acceleration occurs when a mobile object has some non-zero net force in a free direction.
Acceleration pro% ides a positive influence on velocity, and in fact the influence is qualitatively proportional to
the net force and qualitaticly inversely proportional to the mass of the object -- the QP version of Newton's

second law.
While this description is Ncwtonian, Aristotelian and Impetus theories can also be described. 1 One

forim of Aristotelian motion, for example, can be written as in figure 29. Here motion only occurs when an
object is being pushed. An impetus theory is described in figure 30. Aristotelian theory has the problem of

4 Celxpiming what keeps a mov ing object going once it doesn't touch anything: inipetus theory explains this by
postulating that the push gives an object a kind of internal force or "impetus". While superficially like

1. [McCloskey, 19831 and [Clement, 19831 argue that naive theories of motion in our culture correspond to
impetus theories, rather than Aristotelian theories as previously suggested.
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rFig. 28. Process descriptions of Newtonian motion and acceleration
In this inotion vocabulary we have abstracted away the kind of motion occuring (flying, sliding, swinging,
etc.) and the complexities of motion iii more thain onc dimennsion. Wc aIssume Sign values are assigned to
directions along somne axis, with magnitudes indicating distance from some arbitrarily chosen origin.

* Process Motion(B~dir)

individuals:
8 an object, Mobile(B)
dir a direction

Preconditions:
Free-direction(B, dir)
Direction-Of(dir, velocity(S))

QuantityConditlons:
A,,Cvelocity(B)) > ZERO

Inf'luences:
I+(position(B). A[velocity(B))

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Process Acceleration(B ,dir)

Individuals:
B an object, Mobile(B)
dir a direction

G Preconditions:
Free-Direct ion( B ,dir)
Direction-O'(dir. net-force(S))

QuantityConditions:
Am[net-force(B)) > ZERO

* Relations
Let acc be a quantity
acc CCQ net-force(B)
acc CrQ mass(e)
The basic QP version of F - a

Correspondence((A[accJ ZERO)
(A~net-force(s)] ZERO))

Influences: I+ (velocity(B) A[AccJ)

momentumn, impetus kinematics is very different.' Impetus also differs from momentum in that it can

1. In particular. impetus is not a vector quantity. Subjects vary in their beliefs as to the means of combination
for imipecus: thcy include rules like "[he motion is in the direction of the biggest impetus." T here are other
oddities as well '-- for example, impetuis "remembers" not just the direction of the push but some of tie

*prev ious history of directions, so that it mov ing object leaving a spiral tube will move in it spiral for a little
While. Sec IMiCCloskey, 19831 for details.
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Fig. 29. Aristotelian motion
Aristotle thcoriied that objects required a constant push to keep them going. Note that velocity does nothave an existence independent of de motion process.

Process Motion

Individuals:
B an object, Mobile(B)
dir a direction

Preconditions:
Free-Direction(B, dir)
Direction-Of(dir, net-force(B))

QuantityConditions:
Am[net-force(B)] > ZERO

Relations:
let velocity be a quantity
velocity Oco+ net-force(B)

velocity ccO . mass(B)

Influences:
I+(position(B), A[velocity])

spontaneously dissipate. Compare the dissipation of impetus with the Newtonian model of sliding friction in

figure 31. Here friction occurs when there is surface contact, and produces a force on the object that is
qualitatively proportional to the normal force and acts in a direction opposite that of the motion. lhe effect

of friction occurs indirectly, through providing a force that changes acceleration, rather than directly as in the
impetus theory.

Collisions are complicated in any theory of motion, because they are usually described in terms of a

piece of history. We will use an encapsulated history, as introduced in Section 3.8. The simplest description 4

of a collision just involves a reversal of velocity, as illustrated in figure 32. As a simplification we have .

assumed C is immobile so that we won't have to worry about momentum transfer between moving objects and

changes of direction in imore than one dimension. Even our more complicated models of collisions appear to

use such encapsulated histories, such as a compound history consisting of contacting the surface, compression,

.. expansion. and finally breaking contact. The type of collision -- elastic or inelastic -- that occurs could be

* specified by referring to a theory of materials for the objects involved.
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( Fig. 30. An imtpetus dynamics for inotion
In imlpetu1S theor1ies Of !-otion, a puIsh imparts 'impctus" to an object. An objct's impetus is an internalized
force that keeps on puIshing the object, 011S caulsing motion. Motion eventLially stops bccauISC impetus
dissipates with imne.

Process Motion Process Impart

Individuals: Individuals:
-. B an object, Mobile(B) 8 an object. Mobile(B)

dir a direction dir a direction

Preconditions: Preconditions:
Free-Direction(B, dir) Free-Direction(B, dir)
Direction-Of(dir, irpetus(B)) Direction-Of(dir, net-force(B))

QuantityConditions: QuantityConditions:
A,[impetus(B)] > ZERO Am~net-force(B)J > ZERO

Relations: Relations:
let vel be a quantity Let acc be a quantity
vel CCQ impetus(B) acc OcQ net-force(B)

IInfluences: acc ccQ iass(B)

I+(position(B). A[vel]) Influences:
I+(impetus(B). A[acc)

Process Dissipate

C Individuals:
B an object, Mobile(B)

QuantityConditions:
Am[imlpetus(Bfl > ZERO

Relations:
Let acC be a quantity
As[acc] - A5[impetus(B)]

Influences:
I-(inlpetus(B), A~acc)
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Fig. 31. Nloi ing friction in newtonian sliding
Objects have a set forces-on, whose sum is the net force oil the object. Friction is modeled by an

indi idual % iew rather than a process hCa use it contributes directly to the force onl an object. rather than the
dei ativc of the force.

Individual View Moving-Friction

I Individuals:
B an object, Mobile(B)
S a surface
dir a direction

Preconditions:
Si iding-Contact(B,S)

EQuant ityConditos
Motion(B, dip)

Rel at ions:
Let fr be a quantity
fr CCQ normal-force(B)
As~fr] - -A5Evelocity(B)J

I fr E forces-on(B)

Fig. 32. C'ollidinig modeled as an encapsulated history
Sometimes all we know about a1 Situation is the particular kind of behavior that will occur. While violating

* composahilit., encapsulated histories are the only way to evolve a history in such cases. This particular
* EncapslaLted IHistory describes a perfectly elastic collision with a fixed object in one dimension.

* Encapsulated-History Collide(B. C, dir)

Individuals:
B an object, Mobile(B)
C an object, Immobile(C)
dir a direction
E an event

-4 Preconditions:
(T contact(B,C,dir) start(E))
(T direction-towards(B.C, dir) start(E))

Qu an tityCondit ion:
(T Motion(B~dir) start(E))

4 (Maton A[velocity(B)] start(E)) .- (M A[velocity(B)) end(E))

(M velocity(B) during(E)) - ZERO
duration(E) -ZERO
(T contact(B.C,dir) end(E))

4

4
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I Cm  4.3.2 Relationship to qualiltalive states

lPrc ioLis o1k onl representing inotion used a qualilalive shte representation for motion [de Kleer,
1975]I.+ orbus. l198 I a]. an abstr.act Ion of the notion of'state in classical mechanics. Some of the paramcters that
would appear ii a classical description of state are represented abstractly -- for example, position is
represented by a piece of space. and %elocit b a s.nmbolic heading. While in classical phsics the type of
ilctmt. is left implicit in the choice of descripti~e equations, the qualitative state representation explicitly

*narnes the type of activity (FLY, SLIDE, CtC). Qualitativc states are linked by simulation rules that map a
qualitati\ e state into the set of qualitati% e states that can occur next. -nvisioning using such simulation rules

. is simple: given an initial sute use the rules to generate new states, and repeat until no new states are
generated. Figure 33 illustUates a physical situation and the envisionment that results. Ihe envisionment can
be used to answer simple qicstions directly, assimilate certain global assumptions about motion, and plan
solutions to more complex questions. By examining the relationship between the qu,,litative state
representation and the QP representation we will understand both more clearly.

Consider a process vocabulary comprised solely of motion and acceleration. The limit analysis for a
* moving object will include only the possibilities raised by dynamics, such as the acceleration due to gravity

reversing the velocity of a ball or friction bringing a sliding block to a halt. The possible changes in process
structure caused by kinematics -- such as the ball hitting a wall or the block flying off a table - are not
predicted within this vocabulary. I'o include them would require encoding the relevant geometry in such a
\Nay that it can he moscd out of the preconditions into the quantity conditions. To do this, we must first
describe space by a place vocabular,' because we must break space up into distinct pieces that can be
reasoned about symbolically. We might then try to use the entities in the place vocabulary as elements in the
quantity space for position. Then the kinematic changes would be discovered by limit analysis just as the
dynamical ones are.

Unfortunately, things are not so simple. First, we need to introduce an ordering between elements
of the place vocabulary. (This ordering need not be total; we can use ambiguity in the ordering to represent
our lack of knowledge about the precise heading of the moving object). For motion in two or three
dimensions this requires specif)ing a direction, since total orders are only Aell-defined for one dimension.
And because we have specified a direction, we now must also specify the place we are starting from, since that
will determine what the neighbors in the position quantity space are. (Consider walking out your front door
while throwing , ball up in the air. What the ball might hit changes dramatically.) However, this means the
place and directior must be included in the specification of the motion process. If we could sucessfully add
such information, an instance of the motion process in this vocabulary would begin to look like a qualitative
state for the same collection of places and type of motion. The qualitative simulation rules would thus
roughly correspond to a compilation of the limit analysis on this new motion vocabulary.

0 Fron this perspective we can see the relative strengths of the two representations. For evolving
descriptions of motion the qualitative state representation seems superior, because kinematic constraints are
essential to motion. I lowever. simulation rules are an opaque form of dynamics theory -- they do not contain

1. [Forbus, 1981a] describes the principles involved and defines a place vocabulary for motion through space
in a simple domain.
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Fig. 33. Qualitachie state description of motion
Consider the ball moving leftwards as depicted below. A qualitadve description of space (place vocabulary)
can be computed from die diagram and die possible ways die ball can move given that initial state are

depicted schematically over dic places they occur. A detailed description of one state and its relatonships

betwecn other sttes is also shown.

C'&0; FLY Space-Region3 (Left Down)

leads to

PASS SegmentIZ (Left Down)
COLLIDE Segment3 (Left Down)

StatI. COLLIDE Segment3 (Left Down)
leads to
e oSLIDE/STOP Segment3 (Left Down)

FLY Segment3 (Left Up)

i-o iI

Physical Situation Place Vocabulary'

Result of Envisioning - - .

(86 distinct Qualitative States) i "

i I .1
I -I

Border _

Division in free space 510 1

* Surface
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the assumptions under which they operate. Thus its "compiled" nature makes the quaitative state

representation inappropriate for Nery simple deductions (, here only part of a quahitldtive state is known), or

for more subtle analy ses that involve perturbing a system. In particu~lar, the q ualitativ e state representations

1,or Ifotion are not easil. composable to form descriptions of inore complex sy stems. The example of section
4.5 illustrates a more subtle analysis of motion made possible by Qualitative Process theory.

4.4 Modeling imaterials

Let us consider what happens when we pull on something. If it doesn't move, then its internal

structure is "taking Ip" the force (this can happen cen if it does mnoe - try hitting an egg with a baseball bat
but e% ill ignore this case). Three things can happen - (I) it might do nothing (rigid behavior), (2) it might

stretch (elastic behaitor) or (3) it might break. [or a push, the object might again do nothing, it might

compress, or it might crumple. We can use the notions of quantity and process provided by QIP theory to
state these facts. In particular, se can express the changes between these kinds of behavior by creating

indi\ idual xie~ss describing these properties, introducing new elements into the quantity space for forces on

an object.
The concepts involved with elasticity can be thought of in terms of applied force versus internal

force. If the magnitude of the applied force is greater than that of the internal force, then the length of the
object will change. [he change in length results in an internal force that will counterbalance the applied

force. 'I ree individual \ie s describe the states of an elastic object, either stretched, relaxed, or compressed.
tFigure 34 illustrates the individual view tor elastic objects and their states. To avoid the complications of

shape and connectivity, we only model one-dimensional objects that have a fixed end. By convention, forces
into an ohject (pushes) wsill be negative and applied forces directed outwards (pulis) will be positive.

Imagine that we apply a constant force to an elastic object (with, say, a robot hand uinder force,

rather than position, control). An imbalance between internal and applied forces will result in the length

chmn illg. I XaCtlV what occurs depends on the state of the elastic Object (stretched, relaxed, compressed), the
sign of the applied force, and the relative magnitudes of the forces (the dependence on the sign of the internal

force is encoded in the state of the object via the a Q and correspondence.are

stretching, compressing. and tw.o kinds of relaxing. These processes are described in Figure 35.
Of course, objects are not perfectly elastic. If the applied force is very small, objects will often

[ behm\ c rigidly. If too much force is applied an object can break or crush. The rigidity under small forces can
be modeled by adding another quantity condition to stretching and compressing. For a partially elastic object

the thresholds for compressing and stretching will be called t compress and f stretch respectively. The

conditions under \khich crushing and breaking can be captured similarly by thresholds fcrush and fbrea k'

which are functions of bCI the matcrial and the object (to allow for dependence on the shape). l'hc process

descriptions for crushing and breaking are however inore complex than compressing and stretching because

" the\ involve irreversible changes. 'his requires statements in the relations field that explicitly mention time,

turning.4 tile description into an encapsulated histor, rather than a true process. Much of the information that

must be included concerns deformations of shape and transformations of one object into several. As with
kincmatics, these issues ale beymnd the scope of Qtualitative Process theory.

0 Figure 36 illustrates force quantity spaces corresponding to different kinds of materials. In theory a

taxononmy such as this one could he used for claissifying a material by applying forces to it and seeing what

0
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L

ijg. 34. IWcsriptions of elasfic objects
A\n claaic objc:ct Store,. enero in ie~ersihle deforni tions of'shape. The basic %~iey, of an elaistic object relates
fL11 HI trnI I'Orce and len eth. and the other th rce ews describe the states it can be in.

Individual -View Elastic-Object

Individuals:
B an abject

Preconditions:
Elastic-Substance(nade-of(B))

Relations:
Has-Quanti ty(B. length)( Has-Qbanti ty(B, internal -force)
Has-Quanti ty(B, rest-length)
Ds~rest-length(B)] w0
internal -force( B) cc Q, length(B)
Corresponuence((internal-force(8) ZERO)

( length(B) rest-length(B)))

-------------------------------------------------- --------

Individual-View Relaxed

Individuals:

B an elastic-object

QuantityConditions
EAlaength(B - Arest-length(B)l

Individual-View Stretched

Individuals:
a B an elastic-object

QuantityConditions:
A[length(B)e > A[rest-length(B))

Individual-View Compressed

Individuals:

B an elastic-object

QuantityConditions:
A[length(B)] < A[rest-length(B)]

IniiulVewCmrse
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Fig. 35. Stretching. compressing, and relaxing

]hbe Colntinuus ch nges that can occur to elastic obJQ:':., arained by an applied forcc arc described
belo". The individual views of stretched, compressed, and rcLAa . are described in die previous figure.

S process Stretching process Relaxing-Minus

Individuals: Individuals:
B an elastic object B an elastic object

Preconditions: Preconditions:
Position-Constrained(B) - Position-Constrained(B)

QuantityConditions: QuantityConditions:
Compressed(B) Stretched(B)

AsCapplied-force(B)] - 1 Anfapplied-force(B)]
An[applied-force(B)] < Am[internal-force(B)]

> Am[internal-force(B)]
Relations:

Relations: Let SR be a quantity
Let SR be a quantity SR oQ+ (Arl[applied-force(B)]

* SR cQ+ (Am[applied-force(B)] - Aminternal-force(B)] )

- An[internal-force(B)])
Influences:

Influences: I-(length(B), SR)
-+(length(B), SR)

process Compressing process Relaxing-plus

Individuals: Individuals:
B an elastic object B an elastic object

* Preconditions: Preconditions:
Position-Constrained(B) - Position-Constrained(B)

QuantityConditions: QuantityConditions:
Stretched(B) Compressed(B)

As[applied-force(B)] - -1 Am[applied-force(B)]
Am[applied-force(B)] < Am[internal-force(B)]

> Am[internal-force(B)]

Relations: Relations:
Let SR be a quantity Let SR be a quantity
SR xQ, (Am[applied-force(B)] SR Q+ (Amfapplied-force(B)]

- Am[internal-force(B)]) - Amlinternal-force(B)])

Influences: Influences:
* I-(length(B), SR) i+(length(B), SR)

0
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( l'ig. 36. Materials classified by quantity spaces
I)istinct kinds of inaterials gi\e rise to different quantity spaces because different comhinatiuons of processes
can occur. I his taxonomy should allow a niaterial to be classified by tpply ing florces and obscr ,,g what
kinds of things actually occur.

Rigid:

Rigid <no processes affecting length>

Elastic:
<stretching and compressing apply>

Breakable:
ZERO < fbreak

Crushable:
fcrush < ZERO

Partially stretchable:
ZERO < fstretch

Partially compressible:
fcompress < ZERO

Brittle:
fcrush < ZERO < fbreak

Partially elastic:
fcompress < ZERO < fstretch

(Norimal n
fcrush < fcompress < ZERO < fstretch < fbreak

,it, (,I hch' ,r re,,uli. In a richer mtodel of materials forces along different directions would result in

ditt L r t hch,f 1 (1su.1h A, attempting to bend balsa wood against its grain instead of along the grain) and the
cl t, tM p1, ,i dehC rrution %,, wuld be included.

\ ,,s.. - cOMunIMun is to be able to express in some usable form that "you can pull with a string,
1111t lwt push ,..il it-. 1 his Fatct .m he succinctly stited, at least to a first app)ximation, using QP theory.

I ,,[. c1in,,ide ,,h. pushc-, aind pulls are. Hoth concepts invoke one object rmaking contact with another to

R . 11 that if (lie diiccnon of the applied force is towards tile object it is a push, and if the
dlrti i, ,'.. fft tho [Ie (1hj,,'. then it is a pull. Obsiously a push can occur ,Nith any kind of contact, but

pull.S kan11 i ) oc fir , ici t%() object,s merely touch each other.
I idci,,t.,uding ho% pushcs and pulls arc transmitted is fundamenual to understanding mechanisms.

I first .' s', u idel. ii ',Ide the ntion of' pu.h-lIrdnimlcr. aud pull-traiz.smiticrs. We say an object is a

push lauls.ellitci v. hCn it is pusied, it will in turn push an object tilat is in contact s&itlh it, in the direction
bet, ccn the t~A coni,tct po ints. IPull transmitters can be sinilaly defined. INis particular set (IFdefinitions is

1. Marvin iiiky. pIersoal communication
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C' obviously inadequate for mechanisms, and is only for illustration. Note also that push-transmitters and

pull-transmitters need not be reflexivc relations. Rigid objects arc an exceptional case:

V B E obiect
rigid(B) =* (V cl, c2 E contact-polnts(B)

Push-Transmitter(cl. c2)

A Push-Transmitter(c 2 , c1 )

A Pull-Transmitter(cl, c2 )

A Pull-Transmitter(c 2. c1 ))

Strings, however, are more complicated. A string can never be a push-transmitter:

V s E strin
(V t E time (T (' Push-Transmitter(endl(s). end2(s))

A -' Push-Transmitter(end2(s), endl(s))) t))

But if it is Tau t it can be a pull transmitter:

V s E string
(V t E time

* (T taut(s) t) - (T Pull-Transmitter(endl(s), end2(s)) t)
A (T Pull-Transmitter(end2(s) endl(s)) t))

Now tile problem becomes how to define Taut. As a first pass, let ends-distance be a type of quantity

representing the distance between the ends of the string. Then we can define Taut as an individual view:

Individual View Taut
Individuals:

s a string
Quantity Conditions:

Am[ends-distance(s)] < Am[length(s)]

This model assumes that only the ends of the string contact other objects - it would fail for a rope hanging
over a pulley, for instance. A better model is to divide up the string into segments according to whether or
not that part of the string is in contact with a surface. A string is then taut if each segment that is not in

contact with a surface is taut:

V SE strina
(V seg E segments(geometry(S)) Free-Segment(seg, S) =P Taut(seg))

- Taut(S)

This of course ignores the fact that the non-free segments may not be tight, as say for string lying on the floor.

A full definition would also require tension along the entire string, but we have strayed far enough from

dynamics already.

2. Consider for example a rocker arm conectcd to a pivot or two blocks resting on the floor that are tied to
together by a length of string. in the first case a push Aill be transmitted in a different direction, and in the
second case it can be transformed into a pull. Better theories of push and pull transmitters will require
representing kinematics in two and three dimensions.

S ,• . i" .i.
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( 4.5 An oscillator

DM nainical reasoning insolses more than just simulation. 11h analhiing the possible beha'~iors of a
sittiton we can produice a summar\ of its behavior and eventual disposition(e.g.. [Forbus. 1981a]). In
cl&ssical ph'~sics these analyses are often concerned withi stbility. Hcre we will examnine a simnple Situation

* niiolving mohtion and matcrials. ascertain that it is an oscillator, and perturb it to figure out under what
conditions it w ill remain stable.

Consider the block B connected to the spring s in figure 37. We will model the spring S as device
satisf~ing Ilooke's law (see figure 34). lnitiall% we will assume the spring cannot break. To model the

position constraint on the spring's length by being rigidly connected to the block and to set thc origin of
position to the location at which the spring is relaxed, we will assume:

CorrespondenceC (A[length(S)] A~rest-length(S)]) (A[position(B)] ZERO))

Suppose the block is pulled back so that the spring is extended. Initially we also assume that the contact
hetween the block and the floor is frictionless. What will happen?

0 Since initially the spring is extended (i.e.. A[iength(S) ] > A~rest-length(S)]), the spring will exert

* Fig. 37. A sliding block

C Here is a s~stcm we will analyze to determine what it does and how different factors, such as whether or not
there is friction, affect its behavior.

0
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a force. This will in turn exert a force on the block which, since the block is free to move leftwards (s is not

*innliobile), will cause an acceleration. So dhe initial view and process structures are:

VS: (Stretched(S))

PS: {Acceleration(B, -1))

3 However, A[velocity(B)] will change from ZERO in an instant (by case I of the equality change law), st. the

process structure will become

PS: {Acceleration(B. -1). Motion(B, -1))

Since Ds[position(B)] 1, by the ccQ+ above we have DsCIength(S)] -ias well, and by the correspondence
in the definition of elastic objects, O[ internal -force(S)] -- i as well. The next limit point is reached when

A[length(S)] - A[rest-length(S)], making s relaxed instead of stretched. When this occurs
A[net-force(B)] - ZERO, thLus ending the acceleration. The motion, however, continues. The process and
view structures become:

VS: (Relaxed(S))

PS: (Mction(B, -1))

This state of affairs will last but an instant, since position is still decreasing. As the position moves past ZERO
we will have

VS: {Compressed(S))

PS: (Motion(B, -1). Acceleration(B. 1))

The only limit point that can be reached occurs in the quantity space for velocity, i.e. A[velocity(B)] - ZERO.
When that occurs the motion will stop, leaving:

VS: (Compressed(S))E PS: (Acceleration(B, 1))

Since acceleration directly influences velocity, this state of affairs will instantly change to:

VS: (Compressed(S))
PS: (Motion(B, 1), Acceleration(B, 1))

The conclusion that the next change results in

VS: (Relaxed(S))
PS: (Motion(B. 1))

with an instantaneous change to

VS: {Stretched(S))
* PS: {Motion(B. 1), Acceleration(B, -1))

which lasts for an interval and then yields

VS: (Stretched(S))

PS: (Acceleration(B, -1))

* follows in the same way. I lowever, this situation matches the initial situation - the quantity spaces, view and
process structures, and D values are all the same. Thus we can conclude that an oscillation is occuring. Note

S

U
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*1 that tile view and pr-OCess Structures must be the same. because in principlc the preconditioni, miight have
changed.

SOmel Of' die ZISSUi ptiOlns made in producinig the pro cess h isn F\ ci n iio he peitobed to cxaminc
*the effects, of different phlsical models. For instan1ce. Suppose the sprinIg IN Li tshihlc and hiL%1kahie, as

defined prec jousix'. [hen there are limit points 1,JiMinid rest - lerig th s t 111 ciresIml ii 10 111" ujrence'I
crushing or breatking. It seemsII crust,1ing ni11.1t he i ulcd out1h .1 sliiiption. ic the, ii"eu' s ha ,e

decelopcd so far does nlot atlo\4A us to rule1 It out ai~ cojitiaidictiomi. WC cAiii.h. dkedli _ th,0 the spring
von't break Uinder the conditions above.

It' we can prome that the hNock \kill go Out no further tan Allhen it Startcd, thenI \AC -Iil L1.111i that it

"in't break hecause it didn'~t brea1k Inl the fiist plc Ihis, reqn1iie an1 CnII g JJayiiioent. 11he ciieig theoryek x e ki Use is %cry Simlple. I here are Lcrtaii r pes (it' qtuin ttiics that irc 'f i - quIImlI, S. M10 i Cl r
(juLItahti\vetv proipoitional to cci tarn Other ut.Jit ieand exist \s henever they do. Ivo kiniis of energy are
kinetic energy and 'spring' elcig . Fo r e. erx Phjct there is a total energy, '.Which IS the sum1 oIf it', energy

quant)ities. Figure 38 describes S~steins and energy quaintiis more fornlally, and and Figure 31) des.cribes
sourI-cs, Sinks, and conser\ ation laws.

* Here the system is die niass aind spring combination. At time ti the block is still but the spring is
* stretched, i.e.,

(M A~velocity(O)l tl) - ZERO
(M A[iength(S)] tl) > Arrest-length(S))

C which means that

(M total-energy(SYSTEM) t1) > ZERO

* If'energy is conserved and there is no Influx of' energy, then we know

0 V t E time
After(t, t1) - "(M total -energy( SYSTEM) t) >(M total-energy( SYSTEM) I)

This means that the btock Can only go out as f'ar as it was at ti, since if' it e~er %krit out farther we woutd
contradict the previous statement.
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Fig. 38. A simple energy theory energy & systis
I fie Predicate Energy-Quant ity asserts that its argUmnent is a quanltity type representing a kind of energy.
'lergv quantities occur as at consequence of objects having particular other types of quantities. Thec energy of

at system~ is t11e sumn of die cnergy quantities for its parts.

Energy-Quantity(kinetlc-energy)

velocity gives rise to kinetic energy

V 8 E obiect
Has-Quantity(B, velocity)

(H-as-Quantity(B, kinetic-energy)
A kinetic-energy(B) cc+ m[velocity(B)J

A(A[kinetic-energy(B N. ZERO
A[velocity(B)] - ZERO))

Energy-Quantity(SpringEnergy)

;an internal force gives rise to "spring" energy

V B E oblect
Has-Quantity(B, internal-force)

(Has-Quantity(B, spring-energy)
A spring-energy(B) OcQ m[ internal -force(B)]
A (A[spring-energy(B)] - ZERO

A[internal-force(B)J - ZERO))

e ;the total energy of an object is the sum of its energy quantities

V B E obiect
Has-Quantity(B. total -energy) A Set(energy-quantlties(B))
A V q C quantities(B) Energy-Quantity(q) -~ q(B) E energy-quantlties(B)
A total-energy(B) -sum-over(energy-quantitles(B))

;the energy of a system is the sum of the energy in its objects

4 V sys C system Set(objects(sys)) A (V b E objects(sys) Fhysob(B) V System(B))
A Has-Quantity(sys, total-energy) A Set( energy-quantl ties( sys))
A (V B C objects(sys)

Subset(energy-quantities(B). energy-quantities(sys)))
ignore converse case (assume all members must be from some part)

A total-energy(sys) *sum-over(energy-quantities(sys))
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Fig. 39. k simple energy theory - sources, sinks, and conservation
T [here arc sc. ral forms of cnergy conservation, some stronger than others. The Aeakcst says Lhat if there is

* no in ioA then the cuergy never increases. The strongest says that in a closed s)stei the energ is always the
sarnc.

se ;processes can be sources and sinks w.r.t. a system

V pi C process-instance V sys E system V q E quantity-type
Source(pi. sys. q)
(3 B C objects(sys) Influences(pi, q(B). +1))
A -(3 B C objects(sys) Influences(pi, Q(B). -1))

;define sinks similarly, ignore cross-flows

V pi C process-instance V sys E system
Energy-Source(pi, sys)

(3 q ( quantity Energy-Quantity(q)
A Source(pi, sys, q))

A (V q E qiiantity Energy-Quantity(q) - Sink(pi. sys. q))
;energy sinks are defined analogously

;Conservation laws
* ;local version - each process conserves energy

V pi E process-instance
(3 q1 C quantity

Energy-Quantity(ql) A Influences(pi, qI, -1))
-(3 q2 E quantity

Energy-Quantity(q2) A Influences(pi, q2, 1))

;if you don't kick it it won't get any higher..

V sys C system V i E time
(V pi E process-instance

Energy-Source(pi, sys) =
(V 11 E during(i) (T Status(pi, INACTIVE) I,)))

= -' (M total-energy(sys) end(i)) > (M total-energy(sys) start(i))

;more complex version:

V sys E system V i E interval
[(V oi C process-instance

Energy-Source(pi, sys)
(V I, E during(i) (T Status(pi, INACTIVE) I,)))

A (V pi E process-instance
* Energy-Sink(pi, sys) =

(V I, C during(i) (T St, us(pi. INACTIVE) I0))
(M A[total-energy(sys)] start(i)) - (M A[total-energy(sys)) end(i))

0
4.5.1 Stability analysis

'ro further analy/e this system, we must treat the processes that occur as a compound process. We
can start by writing an encapsulated history, including properties of the objects taken Oer tie piece of history

* (a cycle of the oscillator) so defined. We want to perform an energy analysis. so we \&ill include ie total
energy of the system (total -energy(SYSTEM)) and the maximum length of the spring over a cycle

,- "
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(max-length(S)), since length(s) gives us an indication of"spring energy". We assume the relations for the

compound process include:

max-length(S) OcQ, total-energy(SYSTEM)

correspondence((max-length(S), ZERO). (total-energy(SYSTEM) ZERO))

since during each cycle there %ill be some time during which all of the energy is in the spring. Fo perform an

energy analysis we must re-writc any inequalities in the quantity conditions in terms of energy, to wit:

Quantity Conditions:
A[total-energy(SYSTEM)] > ZERO

Thus if the total energy of the system ever reaches ZERO during an occurrence of the compound process it will

no longer be acti e. because tile total energy of the system is zero only when the spring is relaxed and the

block is unmoving. Note that tie quantity condition is no longer tied to a particular episode of the

encapsulated history. [his means that, unlike tile encapsulatcd histories previously encountered, we cannot
use this one for simulation. Instead, we use it to analyze global properties of tie system's behavior.

* We can use the basic QP deductions on this new description to determine the consequences of

perturbing the model of the situation in various ways. Each perturbation is represented by a process that
influences one of the parameters that determines the energy of the system. For example, suppose friction
were introduced into the system. Its effect will be modeled by introducing a new quantity, e-loss(SYSTEM),

the energy lost during a cycle. Then Os [total -energy(SYSTEM)J]-1, and we can deduce, via limit analysis,

r that the quaniity condition above will eventually be false, and so the oscillation will eventually stop. Suppose
the system is pumped so that its energy is increasing (i.e., Ds[total-energy(SYSTEM)l-I). While the quantity

condition abo~e will remain true. tile energy will be continually increasing, which means the force on the
spring will increase over time (since during part of the cycle the energy is all in the spring, and the spring

energy is qualitatively proportional to the internal force of the spring). If the spring is breakable, then there

will be a limit point in the quantity space for the spring's force that will eventually be reached. So the spring

could break if the system is frictionless and pumped.
Let us examine in detail M hat happens if the oscillator is subject to friction, but we pump it with

some fixed amount of energy per cycle, as would happen in a mechanism such as a clock. Is such a system

stable? We will call the energy lost to friction over a cycle e-loss(SYSTEM) and the energy added to the
* system over a cycle e-pump(SYSTEM). The only things we will assume about the friction process in the system

is that

Relations:
e-loss(SYSTEt4) ccQ+ total-energy(SYSTEM)
correspondence((e-loss(SYSTEM), ZERO), (total-energy(SYSTEM), ZERO))

Influences:
t-(total-energy(SYSTEM). Are-loss(SYSTEM)])

The loss being qualitatively proportional to the energy is based on the fact that the energy lost by friction is

proportional to the distance tratcled, which in turn is proportional to the maximum length of the spring,

Which itself is qudlitativcly proportional to the energy of the system, as stated above.

' fhe lower bound fir the energy of tie system is ZERO, and an upper bound for energy is implicit in

the possibility of the parts breaking. The result, via the a Q statement above, is a set of limit points on the

" " ' - -S ' .-
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qlU.116uk space for e- 1 os s( SYSTEM). If We assuITe e-pump (SYSTEM) is within these limit points then there will
be at valuie for total -energy( SYSTEM), Call it e-stable( SYSTEM), such that:

V t E cycle
(M Aftotal-energy(SYSTEM)] t) -(M A[e-stable(SYSTEM)] t))

(M A[e-loss(SYSTEM)J t) -(M A[e-pumip(SYSTEM)] t)

* Note that e-stabl1e (SYSTEM) is unique because ~ is m1onotonic. If the energy of the system is at this point,
the influences of friction and pumiping will cancel and the systemn Will stay at this energy. Suippose

(M A[total-energy(SYSTEM)] t) > (M A[e-stable(SYSTEM)] t)

over somle Cycle. Then because the loss is qualitatively proportional to the energy, the energy loss will be
greater than1 the enlergy gadined by pumiping. i.e., D S[total -ener-gy (SYSTEM) ]-i1 and the energy will drop

Util it reCaches e-s tabi e(SYSTtM). Simlilarly, if total -energy(SYSTEM) is less thaln e-stable(SYSTEM) the

illtILuenCC of' friction on the energy will be less than that of the Pumping, thus D S total -energy(SYSTEM)]-).

'I his " ill continue until the energy of the systemn is again equal to e-stabl e(SYSTEM). Therefore for any

partiCL1L11w pumpIIing energyZ there will he at stable oscillation point. This result is actually a qualitative version
of the lproo f of the ex istcnce and stability' Of linl it cycles in the Soluition oftit differential equation. It is
surprising just how little inkloation about thie system we needed to draw these conclusions, and it will be
intercsting to see what other results fromi the classical theory of differential equations can be derived from

qualitIiC in fonnation alone.
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5. Further consequences

[hei COnlcepts of Qualitati% o: Process theory pros ide a represeintatioinal fi Amnework for a certain class
of deductions aibout tie phisicaI world. In t-hi-, section wC examfineC thle conisequCnCeS Of this framework for
some "higher-Ievel" issues in common xse phssical reasoning. Seseral1 Of these issues arise in reasoning

about1 designed systems, while others coser inorc general topics.

5.1 D~istinguishing oscillation fromt stutter

As we hase seen. enosisioning -- gecrating- all the possible behasiors of a system -. can hc performed

h-% repeatedl limit analysis. 'Ilie result is a linked groph of situations,. whid' can he traversed to formn any of the
ptissible histories to- the objects that Comprise the system. In walking ts graph we may find a termninal state
L':thvr bcause thic situatiion is quiescent- because we do noit kniow. how to esolse a history past a certain kind

of esent or because we simply ha~en't bothered) or we might Find a loop. A\ loop must be summarized if we
arc to get a finitLe description Of the systems beha\ ior. There are several wa~ s to produce such summaries. In
Sonie ,%S[Cms the major regularit is spatial. in which case we would produce descriptions like "the ball is
bouncing around inside the well'IForhus, 1981aJ. Another type of' concise summar) is possible when a
system IS Oscillating, since there is a pattern ofactis ty that occurs over and over again.

While oscillation in the physical system results in loops in the ensisionment. there arc other
circumstances that gise risc to loops as well. Consider the situation illustrated in figtirc 40. Initially there are
twoL flows, one from A tO B and the other from a to c. What can happen" Limit analysis reveals three
alternatises. corresponding to each of the flows stopping individually and to both ending simltaneously (see
figure 41). In the cases where one flow stops before the other, the flow that continues will decrease the

* amount. and hence pressure. so the other flow will start again. These cycles of activit do not correpond to
physical oscillations: they arc an artifact of the qualitaive physics. A better description of this behasior is that
the change in level "follows" the other change. In other words, we have a decaying equilibrium. We will call
the behavior represented by these degenerate cycles stutter. How can we distinguish stutter from true
oscillation?

Physically an oscillation requires that the system have some form of inertia or hysteresis. This means
that, at least for some part of the system, when the cause of the change stops acting. the change will continue

Fig. 40. Three container example
Suppose we havre three containers partially filled with water and connected by pipes, as shown below. If we
assume the water mos es slowly, what can happen?

WA WB WC
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if Fig. 41. Stutter in fluid flow
This graph of transitions between process Structures contains two cycles, neither of which correspond to
ph~sical oscililtons. F-or simplicity, we ignore tie possibility of the contained liquids vnsigas a result of
the flows.

P1 - I WB. Po- i f Iow t~' . WC. P2))

is ArX -8 I Arp essurei 7W

U ~~~ ~ ~ ~ 1 . - .. iresr('6)Ifii 8,]~mB A[pi-e.sure(WC)j

~WC w. P2 W.W PS WA U8. P1

A)J rj ,Apes e 8Iitprevsur.!(WC)]

for a while afterwards. A real oscillation will therefore include process episodes that last over an interval of
time, whereas stutter -- a kind of "mythical oscililtion" -- will only include process episodes that last but an
instant.

Fortunately the equality change law provides a way of distinguishing these cases. In the previous
* Lransition diaigram, for example. thle traniltioins marked with an "i" take place in an instant. Therefore we

ha'.ce twko insinces ot Istutter, cor responding to the two fluids participating in a decreasing equilibrium.
A sIiir phenomena occurred in the boiler model presented earlier (section 4.2). Figure 42 depicts

the en'. sioniment. Note 0t,1t If t-tc 1(WArER ) rises faster dhan temperature (WATER) the boiling will stop.
S~ncc this Jihiiio.e in the neilctdit\ relationship bctwecen the qulantities is a ch.inge from equality, by case I of

* he e quaiit. -.h.ingc lA it Aill occur In an instant1. This In turn meains that t-no iI(WATERP) wa's oiJls influenced
tor in instant. When thk: boiling ,tops onl\ the heat flo% is acting. so temperature (WATE R) wall rise, and thus
bo caSe 2 of thC equt].\1 ch-an-C 1,1%k the return to equalit. \Aill occur in an instant. l'hercfore this cycle is ant
instance oir stutter .is well. corr -,pinding to a risinizequilibrium.

licino, able tO distiiigIiLISii stutter fromn oscillation meoins we can write rules that summarize the
*process his',or%. For example. whenI stuter occur"s we can note the Ds a]lues tor the quantities inv~olved and

a 1sert1tht one ,KIIid Of L!anee ! is -Follow ing'' aiother, a dca'., ing lot rising equilibritim. hIformail obser. ations
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Fig. 42. Stutter in the boiler examnple
Mew temperature and pressure will be continuIously increasing in the boiler, but unless diec changes in tie links

marked "i" arc rccognixd as occuring in an instant. tic systemi will appear to be oscillating.

PS (heat-flowi

Lif A '--"M ~e ri! re WA I ER)] Aftemper a t i eSOURCE)] Lii A{ tei'vertre(WArL ), -o (AE)
W A~ AHHJ) is. (AN -WATER. SIrAM Ato'(TE)(PS _ Ps (IIeai flow. oin4

H A' r i -i', f WATER) ZERO priur(~dC)
1 r-INt)1EAM)

LH .A~ 'ei Ie r a A1tpe,1ue;ueRC

4 'A SA AR. TEM) A[Lenperature(SOURCE)

LHAErpsr ICAI AreSDurtCAN).] -brt(A)

P ther asapyhlgclmdl
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C.'1 5.2 Causal Reasoning

We tse c,ts,rlit to impose order upon the wolid. When \kc think thAt "A c11uSCS II'', \A hCbe1es that
it'C 'Ac ant Itto happenl ss should br-ing arbout A, and that if ss c see It happen ing then A might he the reason

folr it. ("Iansal re'onimg is espccidllk important for understanding phvsic~i1 s\ sters. as noted inl [R ieger &
it ( here. 1971 [de M eer, 1979]. ExaICtly what1 Unuderlies ou.r1 notion Of cULsationl inl pl sical S Sterns is Still

something of a mystery.
Consider die represcnltationS Used in physics. Typically equaltions arc tised to express constraints

that hold betweecn physical paraimeters. A salient featureC Of eqlnationls iS tha't Uier canl be Used in several
different 55 ays. ['-or eXaMIIPle, if %%Ce know X - A+ . then if we have A an rd 6 We can compute X, I) Lt al SO if We
has e x and A We Can1 compute B. It has been noted that in catisal reasoning people do nlot Useceqtuationis in all
p( ssi blIe ka s I ci sessa, 198311IRi I cr. 19811. Onl Iy certain dirction [IS f in formiatho i FloV, in n iivlycorrespond
to causal changes. 1 propose the following causal dirctednrcss hy'pothe'sis:

Chanlges inl physical situations which are pcrceived ais causal are (lue to our
iiterpretationl ol theni as corresponiug either to direct changes caused by, processes or

* ~prop)agation oJ those dfirect ifftets i ough fictionial nlependenciei

'IbIis; Section will aIttemlpt to usitat hypothesis.
Fil t. I propose that caulsality requires some notion o~f mnechanism.1 Imuagi ne an abstract rectangle of

ai pa rtiC I lar IC I-NIt and sAidth. If' sse imalgineC at rectangle that is longer, it w ill have greater area. Tlhcre is no
sense of CanLs,nl i t inl the chane11C front One to the Other. If' however we imagine the rectangle to be made of
solle Cestic mater-ial and sse brine" abhout the increCased length by' Stretching it. theC ware comfortable with
Sa\ ing "the increase in length causes the area to increase". QP1 theory asserts that processes arc die
nrechan isnis that di reetl caise changes. IThe qtranti ties that can lie directly inlflueniced by processes arc in
Some sense independent parameters, because they are what can lie directly aff'ecto.d. All other quantities arc
dcpmienrt. ill that to aIffect tdicrn some indeperndernt parameter or set of independent parameters must be
changed. TIbis suiggests representing the relationships between liarainitrs for caursal reasoning in terms of
firuncuionis rather than constraint relations.

Somre e'simples ss il! madke this clearer, as well ats emlphasi7.ing that the point is not academnic. Ini
£eh1a gexplan~nt ions of physical Systems, it is often uJSeful to clmractecrj/c how the srsteml responds to somne

kind of Change (this variety of q nal itaise pertuirbation anwi'vsis wats in en ted by de Kleer, wAho calls it
* ~ ~ ~ I 71n ''itnal QrI1itati ne/na/u'sis.,r ires rated IQ). One way to pe rftumi IQ anal Sis is to mlodel the s~ stern by a

(mst r,nrnt rietss ork, nl wh li the relati onships are irodeled bs 'deviCcs' that containl local rules that enforce

1lit is ino, si cierail fbrim, tis, prtposirl is. not tec" (I Ilunge. 19791 strrs 5 arit nts piroposals concerning the
* m~~~iitimi of c ).\,lr I lar e nilplc. 1 Ilcisc. I9 51 ImPposes operat um is a nicchmmrrsm that underlies all] causal

rcl~rtions. I lie, propisAr hireserited here is more specific.
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the desired semantics.2 The values of quantites are modeled by the sign of their change - increasing.
decreasing, or constant. To perform an analysis, a value corresponding to a hypothesized change is placed in a
cell of the constraint network representing he system. The rules associated with the constraint network are
then used to deduce new values for other cells in the network. The propagation of infonnation models the

* propagation of changes in he system, with dependency relationships between the cell ,aluCs corresponding to
causal connections. For example, if the value of cell A was used to deduce the value of cell B. we would
interpret this as "The change in A caused the change in B". Figure 43 illustrates fragments from two

Fig. 43. Constraint representation of relationships
In the constraint networks below, the boxes (cells) denote quantities. The relatonship between the
parameters is expressed by a multiplier constraint connecting them.
(a) is drawn from the model for a piece of "stuff' used to represent a student's understanding of heat

0 exchangers.
(b) is drawn from a model of a kidney to be used in explaining the syndrome of inappropriate secretion of
anti-diarretic hormone (SIADH).
Correct causal ariument: "The increasing heat causes the temperature to rise"

Incorrect causal argument: "The increasing heat causes the amount of fluid to rise"

a
(a) (a) Amount-of (stuff)

• Heat(stuff)

(b) ConcentrationNa, Solution)

0 _ _Amount-of(Na, Solution)
Amount-of (Solution)

2. These examples are drawn from systcms implemented in CONI.AN [Forbus. 1981c, a constraint
language. Ihe griphical notattion for constraint networks is similar to logic diagramns, except that "terminals"
are given explicit names and the "deices" are multi-uncutional. '1e technique described here is a
smiplification of de Klcers algorithms. ,hich are more suhtle. However. the models in Ide Klcer, 1979]
sometimes used directional riles rather than constraint laws. although no theoretical criteria was provided for
selc ting which direction in a constraint law is appropriate for causal reasoning.

0 ."
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d1i Terent models.3 [h le top fragmient suites that hicat is thle product Of thle tcemperature of theC "stu ff and tie
m11iount of-'stt i'll and the bottom fragment is thc defi nition Of SOdi tim concentration in a solution.

In bn i dilig a caufsal aIRWHn M it is possible to reach anl itpasse - a quantity receives a valuc, but no
111t tier- IUCS Cait he COPIitl ntd nitIC dles an SStIm ptionl is made. 'I he safest aIssumTptionl is that. uinrless you know

UOICI I1se Ic q nan tit\ doesn't change. The problem lies in determi ning which quantity to make the
&ssi iiip1tI n1about. Suppose We aSSumen thA thle amTounIt ofStIi f'f is COnlstant. 'Then we "s ould Conclude that an
inIcrease in) heat canIlses anl increase in temperature, ss hich imakes sense. I (owe% er, suppose We aIssume instead

* t Kit the tet nperituri re entai ns ciinstanit. We atelef sC1 Ai th thle cotIIiclo that1 anl increase in heat causes the
,11110ol t Of sI (I de IeSO! BIarrintg state changes, this does not coirrespond to onur ideas of w~hat can cause
\s itt. InI [lhe second fiag ment the pro blem is mnore serious - increasing sodiutm "~ill cause the amount of water
to Iincrease, if thle rest of, the k idtiey is wo trk ing as it should! 'lo do) this requiires a complicated feedback
ne1h',Inisi'I that is triggered by detecting an increased sodium concentration, not by the definition of

coincentration itself.
I he problemI lies in thle on tological impov erishrrment of the constraint representation. T(emperature

* an1d conicentrtion are not directly influenced b% processes (at least in most people's naive ph) sics) - physically
thle\ ire o-p ndt III variables, and thus are not proiper Subjects of' aSumptions. Amouint of stu (ff onl the other
li,mtd. cani be direuLtV afcted. SO assurning it does not change will avoid generating ill-for-med causal

ints. I ienre 44 illustrates.
Of course, thle proper assumptions to make concern what processes are active and how influences are

reso)J ed. 11',At do not explicitlly represent pro~cesses, we can only assume faicts iibout quantities. If we assume
a qklantits is constaInt and later discover that assumption is wrong, we are left in the dark about why that
cI~StItflption wvas wrong. For example, if the atnotant Of Stuff turns out not to be constant, we can look for fluid
flos S o state chainges to explain why it isn't. Since processes tend to have more than one effect, there is some
chance that the contradiction can lead to discovering more about the system rather than just being a bad

* guess.

3. These model fri-igents are dirawn from an attempt to implement the model of a student's understanding
oif a heat exchanuer (described in [Williams, et al, 1983]) and anl early version of the kidney model described
in fAsbell, 19821.
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Fig. 44. Model fragiumnts sih possible proceses
Here are die models from die previous figure with the quantities annotated with the (likcly) processes that
might affect them. Note th,t certain qtantitics (temperature. concentration) cannot be directly changed.
lhcse are dcpcnicn quantities. and should not be the subject ofassumpuons in building causal arguments.

Heat-Flow Fluid-Flow

(a) Amount-of(stuff)

Heat~tuff)Temperature

(b) ConcentrationlNa, Solution)
J.. I~ ~~A m o u n t - ° f ( N a , S ~ u i n  ... L A on~fSolution)

Dissolve Fluid-Flow

5.3 Qualitatiie proportionalities revisited

The previous section proposed that functional dependence is central to die kind of "incremental"

causality that people find useful in reasoning about the physical world. As discussed previously, developing a
theory of observation should be a goal of naive physics. One use of obseration is to interpret measurements

in terms of theories ((Forbus, 1983bl). but another role for obsersaton is in de~eloping physical theories.
While this problem has been studied before (c.f. [L.angley, 1979]). the target representations have been

equations. As a rcsul, he learning procedure has relied on numerical data and cannot build theories around
weaker intbrmation. Learning constraint laws also differs from learning causdl connections. As noted

previously, an equation carrics only part of what we kno, about a domain. Constructing a learning theory for

physical domains will require ways to learn process descriptions and causal connections.

One wa to learn aboot a system is to "poke" it and .ee what it doe,. I'he observed behavior can be

used to make conjectures ahout causal connections between the parts of the system, and further experiments
can be made to test the conlectures. Thiis requires some notauon to express the local causal connections

conjectured on the basis of these simple obser,,aiAnlS. This requirement helpcd motiate dc definition of 0

(see Section 2). which asserts that a functional dependence exists between two quantities. If whenever
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parameter A in a system is increased parameter B increases, tie result can be expressed as:

B O+ A

A ph sical explanation for the dependence comes from writing the cQ within the scope of a predicate, an

indi\ idUal %iew, or a process.
More powerful statements about a S,.stem or domain will require extensions of cc To see what is

inolked, consider the tnalogous Natuation of learning how an old-fashioned typewritcr works.1 If the space
har is pushed, the carrige ss il moC to the 0eft. 1 his !S analogoUs to the kind of SLttemllent that can be made
with , Q. But lots of oher things, can happen to niose the carriage, including all of the letter keys. Thus it
would be useful to he able to state that we know 1ll of the potential influences (at least, wAithin the current

Egrasp of the situation) on some particular parameter. Suppose also that we just wanted to mnse the paper up
without changing aii. thing else. The retuin har would mose the paper up, but before doing so would return
the carriage to the right. Being able to saz, there are no (known) intervening parameters is then also a useful
ability.

To see how these notions can be expressed, consider the collection of axQ relations that hold at some
instant in time. For any quantity, the - statements relevant to it can be thought of as a tree with the
dependent quantity at the root and the "independent" quantities at the leaves. A plus or minus denotes the
sense of the connection (whether or not it will reverse the sign of the change in the input). Thus

Q0 CQ Q1

only specifies that Q0 is on some branch "above" Q1"
Figure 45 illustrates such a dependency tree. Suppose we are trying to cause Q0 to change. If we

don't ,ant to change Q2 , then 03 or Q are our only choices. We need a way to express that (at least within our
knowledge of the situation) there are no intervening parameters. To say this, we use
01 Q" immediate(Oo' Ol)

which cm he modified by + or - as before. - Q-immediate adds a single link to the tree of dependencies.
Another problem is to find all the ways o bring a change about, or to prove that changing one thing won't
cause a change in some other quantity of interest. We do this by stating that a particular collection of
quantities together "closes off" the tree -- there will be exactly one quantity for each branch. Our notation
will be

OCQ-a1l(<quantity>. <plus-set>, <minus-set)

which means that there is a function which determines the quantity, relies on the quantities in the two sets
solely, is strictly increasing in its dependence on the quantities in the plus-set, and is strictly decreasing in its
dependence on the quantities in the minus-set. ;f a quantity is not mentioned in a ccQ-all statement, then
either ( I ) it is irrelevant to the quantity of interest, (2) it depends on some quantity in the a -all siatement

Q
(auhe the slice of the tree it represents), or (3) some quantity in the c Q-all statement depends on it. By ruling

I. This is not proposed as a serious example because the quantity definitions and w would apply only in
some very abstract sense.

6I
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Fig. 45. A tree of Functional dependencies

00

01 02
/ /\

03 04 05

"" out the other two possibilitics, independence can be established.
As a rile - stat e ments will not hold for all time. In the typewriter analogy, imagine the carriage at

. the end of its travel - Hitting the space bar will no longer result in movement. More to the point, consider Q0
given by:

Qo - (a - b • Q2) "Q

Note that:

if a > Q Q Q0  1
a - b * Q2 , -' Q0 ag Q1
a < b 'Q. Q0 CQ - Q1

In the case of equality. Q0 and Q are not related at all, and in the other two cases the sign of the function
connecting them is different. 1Thus the collection of c statements that are true for a system can vary as a
function of the values of the quantities, which is why they usually appear within some individual view or
process. The idea of a Pnode of a system in "real" physics roughly corresponds to particular process and view
structures which hold during the system's operation.

5.4 Differential qualitative analysis

The idea of a comparison in IQ analysis suggests a complementary qualitative reasoning technique.
IQ analysis concerns the relationship between two situations, one of which is the direct result of things
happening in the other. Another case of interest concerns situations that are just slightly different from one
another -- an "alternate world" interpretation. For instance, we often have an idea of the different
consequences that would result if something were changing a bit faster -- if we put the heat tip on the stove
the water in the kettle would boil sooner, and if our arm were quicker the serve would have been returned.
Such inferences are essential in debugging and monitoring execution of plans that involve physical action, and
in performing scnsiuvity analyses to evaluate a proposed design. l'he language needed to express such

, ..'-. - .- A .~
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£ conclusions is in part tile smc as dat used in IQ analysis -- amounts are either the same, increased, decreased,

or indeterminate as compared with the old situation. Answering these kinds of questions will be called
dil~i'r'ntitil qualitative analysis.

Let is consider a situation s1. If'we can got a new sitution sz b changing t single ordering in si or

by chMging the status Of a single process or view instance in S1. we vk ill caill S2 an allelna of S1 . Ihere are

tvw o kinds of changes that may occur as a result of perturbing s. 'lhe first kind are changes in quantities, as
noted al)o\ . Second, the process history for the situation itself may change, apart from any Changes made to
define S 2 the first place. Ai cxamplle would be pu nching a hole in the bottom ofa kettle. Ahich could let

all the water drain out before it it boils. IL cn changes in orderings can lead to further changes in the histories
of the individuals in\olved -- e.g., if" we reduce the intensity of a flaic but still turn it off in five minutes,
boiling may not occur.

let I)Q(q, s1, s2 ) for some number n be the sign of the difference between two alternate situations

s1 and s2. Tlien the inequality order between them defines I)Q values, as follows:

(M n Sj) > (M n S2) - OQ(n, S1 , S2) - -1

(M n SI) < (M n S2) - DQ(n, S1 , S2) -

(M n Sl) (M n S2)- DQ(n, S2 $) -

The inequality orderings for instants rmust of course be extended to apply over intervals. For equality this is
simple:

C V n1, n2 C number V i E time
(M n i) -- V i1 E during(i) (m nI il) - (M n2 i1)

For the other cases the choice is less clear. The strongest version of greater-than is having it hold over every
instant in the interval:

Vnj, n2 C number. I E interval
(M n1  i) > (M n2  i) E3

(V Il E during(i) (M nI i1) > (M n2 ii))

however, the following will also suffice:

V NI, N2 E number, i E interval
(M n1  i) > (M N2  i) =

. [(3 i1  E during(i) (M N1  ij) > (M N2  ii))
A (V il ( during(i) "- (M N1 ij) < (M N2 il))]

A version of< for intervals may be similarly defined.
An episode in a parameter history has ,eneral numbers associated with it. The relationships between

these inmbers allow new I)Q values to be determined. Ilbc first number is rat. e.g., the Dm of the quantity
the par,tincter litstor is about. [he seCond number is the duration of the inter al associated with the

cptsode. I lic third nmiber is die diffcrCilCe in the value measured at the beginning and end of the interval,

which w e N% ill call the div'hance.
Ho , are these numbers rclted? Intuitiely we know that if the rate increases or decreases, the

utrtion of time % ill dccrase or increase, or the distance the value moves will increase or decrease for the

lsa.me duratioll. Implicit ill ihis simple intuition is the restriction that die rate is constant during the interval,
i.e.. that the i'uictioin deining the change Of' die quantity is linear and time invariant. This often is not the

*
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case. so we must requlire that cither the beginning or the end of the two episodes being compared arc the
samie. If we apply D Q analysis only to alternacc Situations as defined above this restriction will bc satisficd.

With these assumptions. the I Q ' alueI ot the distance is jUSt the product ofdl thD Q alues of the rate
and duration. Thus wc can draw conlClu1sionS Such ats "if the rate is higher then over the samec time the
distance trio eled will be greater." and "I f the duration is shorter and the rate is thc samie then the distance

U traveled will be less." These inferences are illustrated in figure 46.
The direct historical consequences of these changes can be characterized by their effects on limit

analysis. Consider at collection of quantity hypotheses for at p-component. Recall that each hy pothesis
concerns a possible change in suite. broug(1ht about by non-zero Ds values that cause changes in quantity
conditions. Suppose at particular qul~antity hypothesis is chosen ats representing what actually occurs. T'his

( mecans the change it stands for happens before the changes represented by the other hypotheses. If in an
alternate situation this hypothesis has an increased duration (a I)Q v'alue of 1) or one of the other limit
hypotheses has at decreased duration (a l)Q value of -1), then in fact a different Change Could occur. Once
again, the weak nature of' our infonmation prevents uIS from actually deciding if a different changC would
Occur -- but we at least know that it is possible in these circumstances.

* Fig. 46. Differential qualitative anialysis
D~ifferential qualitative analysis answers questions about how a situation would change if parts of it are

* perturbed.

;definitionl of distance
V S E episode distan:e(Q, S) - (M A[Q] end(S)) - (MI A[Q] start(S))

Suppose we have alternate situations S, and S2, with a
quantity Q in both of them.

DQ[distance(Q, S). S1, S21 - DQ~rate(Q, S), SI. SZ] * DQ~duratlon(S). SI. S2]

Then assuming time(start(S1 )) - time(start(S2)),

DQ~rate(Q. S). S1, S21 - 1 A DQ~duratlon(Q), SI* S23J 0
-~ DQ~distance(Q, S), S1 S2 1 - 1

DO[rate(Q, S), SI, S2] - -1 A DQ~distance(Q, S), S1. S23) 0
-D Q~duration(S), SI, S2 1 - 1

i.e.. "If N is going faster then it will get farther in the same time" and "If N
is going slower t will take longer to go the same distaince."
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5.5 Measurement interpretation

One role of a naive physics is to provide explanations for observed events. A particularly sinplc
form of this problem is to interpret the changes one sees when taking a quick look at a system, explaining
obscrved parameter changes in terms of the processes that cause them. Consider the three containers

j" illustrated in figure 47. If we see that the level of water in G is dropping, then there are several possible
explanations, hut if we also note that the leel in r is dropping as well, then both changes must be caused by
water flowing from F to G and then from G to H (assuming we know all the pipes there are and that liquid flow
is the only kind of process that can occur). Here we will present a theory of measurement interpretation that
sol\ es this class of problem. Appropriate notions of measurement and interpretation are defined, including
an account of error due to limited resolution. [)esign considerations for interpretation algorithms are
discussed, although a description of the implemented algorithm is postponed until chapter 9.

5.5.1 Measurements

First we must specify what kinds of things can be observed in principle and then add further
O conditions to specify what can be observed in fact. We start by assuming that a collection of individuals is

known. The closed world assumption that these individuals arc the only (relevant) individuals is called the
annchair assumpton. We will also assume the existence of a partial decision procedure for determining
"hether or not relationships defined outside QP theory (such as Fluid-Connection) hold. in order to confirm

Ia preconditions. To state that we have ascertained whether or not a fact is true via observation, we will write:

Observed( <fao, (time, M)

where A! is the instrument (such as our eyes) used in the observation.
Within the QP ontology, the kinds of facts that can be observed are inequalities, the values of signs,

Fig. 47. A measurement interpretation problem
Suppose we see the level of water in G dropping. What could be causing that? What could be causing the
level of water in G and in F to drop?

0i

0

S20 F G H

10I
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and occurrences of processes. We will say

Observable(Q, B, At)

when quantity (or part of a quantity such as its Ds) Q ofobject II can be observed with instrunent Al.
The criteria for a type of process being observable often reduccs to the observability of a particular

kind of quantity and the uniqueness of that process (with respect to the reasoner's process vocabulary) in
in fluencing it. A change in position, for example, is by definition the result of motion. Thus whenever we see
a change of position we are seeing the result of a motion process. A process may also be observable because it
produces some other observable effect, such as bubbles which exist in turbulent flow and boiling. In either

case, we will say

Observable-PI(PI, At)

if Pi can be observed to be active or inactive with instument At. We will say

Measured(Q, o, t, At, <vdauo)

* when measuring Q(B) with A/ at (during) time t yields the value given. In keeping with the quantity space
representation, measuring a number or magnitude yields an inequality and measuring a sign yields one of -1,

o, or i. For example, the statnients

Measured(As[pressure ] , WA, t1 , At. 1)

Measured(A[pressure), WA, t1 , A , A[pressure(WA)] - A~pressure(WB)])

say that the pressure of WA was measured to be greater than zero and equal to the pressure of WB at time t1 .
Measuring derivatives will be discussed shortly.

We wish to consider a wide variety of instruments as measuring means, such as eyes and gauges. A
comprehensive theory of error lies outside the present discussion, but modeling the potential for error due to

* limited resolution is straightforward. The essence of the limitation is that when two things are "very close" a
particular Al might not distinguish them (fbr signs. we are seeing if the number is "very close" to the special
value ZERO). For each measuring means, object, and quantity type, let there be a function 0min such that two
values are considered distinguishable if and only if the magnitude of their actual difference is greater than
Om in. In other words,

Distinguishable(Q, B, Q1, t, Af)
m[(M Q(B) t) - (M Q1 t)] > Omin(Q, B. M)

Onin will be chosen according to the particular physics and instrument being modelled; this particular form is
chosen Ior simplicity.1 A measured equality might be wrong due to limited resolution:

1. In particular, this form of omin is simpler than.just mliclable diff'rcnce in psychophysics, because the latter
* also depends on the %alue of the quantity. A taxonomy of possible fonns for Omin is outside the scope of this

discussion.

o° " . -I
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Measured(Q, B, t, Al. (-Q(8) Q1))
E(M Q(B) t) " (M Q1 t)

V - Distinguishable(Q, B; Q1, t, At))

and if we measure t difference, then there really is a difference:

Measured(Q, B, t, At, (> Q 01)) =
[(M Q(B) t) > (M Q1 t)
A Distinguishable(Q, B, Q1, t, A'!)]

A similar statement can be made for <. In measuring signs we are examining inequalities with Q1 - ZERO, SO

lack of resolution will show up as a sign value of 0.
Measuring change is particularly important. First consider changes :1i a quantity over some interval.

We must distinguish the values of the same quantity measured at two different times, so the relation we are
looking for depends on the quantity type, the object, the measuring means, and an interval. We will say

D-distinguished(Q, B, I, At)

(read "differentially distinguished") exactly when

m[(M Q(B) start(I)) - (M Q(B) end(I))]
> Omin(Q, B, Ml)

Since we are using Allen's ontology for time, an instant is simply a very short interval. Thus our criteria for
observing changes over intervals can serve for measuring derivatives. However, capturing lack of resolution
becomes more complicated:

Measured(Ds[Q]. B, I, M, 0)
= (V t E during(I) (M Ds[Q(B)] t) - 0)

V - D-distinguished(Q, B I, M)
V -' Constant-Sign(D[Q(B)], I)]

This axiom says that if we measure the change of a quantity over an interval and find it constant, then either it
really isn't changing (i.e., Ds value of 0), it is changing too slowly to be distinguishe"., our instrument Al, or
it has been changing faster than we can measure. Even when the measured value is non-zero, the sign may
not have been constant over the interval:

Measured(Ds[Q], B. At. I, <1 or -1))
((V t E during(I) (M Ds[Q(B)] t) - '1 or -1)

V -' Constant-Sign(D[Q(B)], I)]
A D-distinguishable(Q, B, I, M)

Like the zero case, this axiom states (via the dis .. ction) that we cannot tell if the quantity was changing
rapidly during the interval. llowe\c,. it also says uiat if we do measure a non-zero Ds value, then the change

• rcally is distinguishable. The extension of distinguishability to intervals of non-iero duration allows us to say,
for example. that while we cannot immediately see the effect of evaporation on the level of water in a glass, if
we looked longer we could.

SA

S.
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C 5.5.2 Interpretations

An in terpretat on 1mo1st explain "hat is causing thle changes that are occori ng (includ ing the special
CIAW of, ioiii chilulng). Ill QP II thory processes ie tile Only cauNS of chatIgeS. so anl interpretCationl Will
include &Isunm ltiow, aboutt the Status of thle process lInstances Illat occu r b~ctx. cen the indiv iduals. Since mnore
iii. n oine process canl in tienic at quan1tity. interpretations, must ASO m1cIiode assumptions concerninrg inlfluceIC
remdut 110Th. Ani interpretation must be inieroiallY ccmisisti'nt. externa!Iyj (ons.slcta and .sufficieiil. Internally
Ci inSistel~t m1c,111S anl inter-pretaion0 assigPns A Most One StauS to any process instance and at most One O s value
to anl\ quitntit\'. Fxternally consistenit Means that theC -tatuls assignments and D values assigned arc consistentS
w klt tihe mleaso reilleilts. Sufficient means that every mecasured D value is explained.'

SfSome additiona' l structure on inlterpretations will prove useful. A unit cause &t'pothicsis (abreviated
L I II) is I iarticil Inl ter-prettionl.l that frces tie assignmnt of a particular D. Value to be consistent with its

niC&asuied \ialoe. Any inteiIpretatioi wllich satisfies the three criteria ,bove will be at collection of UCI Is, one
for caCllD 0 ilasurcelit. that is iiltcriially consistent. [he p-hifhu'nccrs of a quantity is tile set of process and

iewk instanices thlat can possibly inluenLclle that qu~liultity. directly or inidirectly. T he injluenccrs of a UCII is the
sulbset of, tile p ilifluencers that are acti~ e itl that JCIL I I addition to tile Status assumptions that dletermine
thle in fIluicers. at UCI I )Ailh clnfi icting , ili flulees must illlUde an ilSSuilllptionl about their resolution. As
nolted abomc, for direct inlfluceICs this \&ill take the form of an inequality betwkeen (perhaps sumns of) the
inifluences.

5.5. C omuputational issues

There are two possible w&ays to organi/e the search for interpretationls. One waly is to search through
tdlc poussible UCI I s for eaich measuremrent to rind it globally colnsistent collection. Finding the possible
LiCl Is for at quanitity, is simple. Thie set of p-influemIIerIs canl be computed from the process descriptions

0 associated \, ithl the process iilstances, and each possible Subset Of influencers can be checked to see if it can be
resolved coilsistentx wkith thle measnired valtie. I lowcver, the potential number of UCIs can be quite large.
Suppose we nicasore at quantity and f-ind it is increasing. Then if we haxe p process instainces that can provide
at positive influence aind N that can prov ide at negative infltience, there are

(2 P - 1) 0 (211)

possible ICIls. Ill praictice this number will actually he much smaller, since the process instances are usually
lot mocupeildeit. [or cxainlple. a flid path cannot have flows going in both directions at once because their

quity1111 coniditions %%Oiuld conflict. Also, thle nutmber of consistent interpretations will almost always be much
simaller thlan tie producLIf 1thL number of UIClis since processes typically inlfluence more diati one quiantity,

*pro\ idjilt inuila conlstmaint. Th'lese fats su~ggest that we orgaiii/e the search around the space of status
assignmnits to process ilistanccs insicad. If we wish ititotal initerpretation we can tise the entire collection of

1Ily contrast, an interpretation in de Kleer's QUAI. (19791 is a collection of device states and incremental
4changes in qtiantities. thle latter ai'~ ned t(I Occur Sequentially iii "my thical time". IDespite profound

ontologicail diflercrices, die pr-inciples defining interpretationls presented here are inspired by his work.
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p ii . sIst c. hil it' fA 1 e .ilt I in it imal interp retation to ex plain the measurements V~ C can just use the

111n10r1 of' The p-11111i)CCienes for (Ihe mTcISured D vaIlues..n Amcollectionl of'status assigunments thait cannot beS
contiltcntl\% exteinded h\ iitiptions ,iboiit infiflece resolutions to pro\ ide a L CI I forf eaCh D itlealSurentiCnt

S
(,II be tiov it out,. and cch extension louind is a valid inlterpretationl.

Sc\Qeril k ind,, of' kno~ edgc canl he used to prune dite search space. Process instances that
cricespomd to iher\,able p riocesses could have their status dctermti ned directl by obser~ ation. or indirectly
h\ 1b\,ve it. ii i in thle 1ruth1 Of' their preconditions and quan tit conditions. For examiple, if wke canl see that a

1 eik ill 'i ii p.11t is closed, theni that t luid patch is not a! igncd and no0 flows can Occur thtrough it.
nIce at collect1 ionf SLttus aSSUMptions is chosen, it inust ble extended to forml it collection Of UCI- IS.

I here are "e% er'il \kays to accept or rulc out a U~Cl 1. If thde set of influences can be resolk cd then the UCHA
Ill s )i- rI r Ill accord i g to M icther or not the resolved D S %,ile and the mcasuri-d a! ne agree. Again, this

Canl reqi e d unii-spCcific in formiation: we do not expect that evalloration wAill mt ittediatelh caincel Out the
S11'6: tof' pou ri It water in to a cup. D isti ngu ishability provides a melanls Of ruling Otit Simall changes. [or

exilitplc. we canl say:

* V w C contaflned-1 iauid V pi C process- instance
In,'I uencers( Level (w) ) = {pi} A Process(pi) - Evaporation
- -1 D-Distinguished(Level, w, eyeball-time, eyes)

v. Ii ih 'Aill rule1 out e~aporation as the sole explanat ioit for whly we are seeing the level (of water in a glass fall.'
Wha t if ito coinsistent interpretation exists'? lollowxing [I )dvis, 19841. wAe viwthe aitalt sis its relying

a (~olt ,rnipl ikfing AssumnlptiomtS that Must he re-analyted in such cases. The assumlptions. ordered in increasing
certaintty, are:

1. Any\ facts used in pnining are correct
2. [hIe Measurements arc correct
3. I1 lie armichair assumption is correct
4. [h le process \ocabulary is complete and correct

Other orderings are oIf Course possible. Ultimately at global order on catagories (of facts will probably prove
iideqkwe, si ne our strengt of lle ca ~r togyo tm ithin at catagory. For examnple, when the
me)Cisurltlg mecans is indirect and the domain familiar, we often trust our theories more than the
mne~stiremecnts. Ihle opposite is true if the measurements arc dir-ect (sensory) and the domnain unfamiliar.

1. it folritt.1l obser\ aiolls indicate tha~t people appear to use the following inwfccualiti, heuristic -- if the
resutlt of' i iocess iltstIC mIcis not (listimtgit ishahble. assintie it isn't aicti ng. The intu itiomn appears to lie that its
e fft kkont t makeo thaIt mu ich of a (ili Iience ;inywa\ (unitless the physical structure (of the situation leads you to

* belic~e there- ire ilot Of them!). Ibhis hecuristic pnines thie search space of process instances enormiously, and it
sents hikcl . tiat corrct use Of this assumnpt ion is at mark oif anl expert in a domain.

0
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6. Practice

[he proof of a pudding is in the call ng, and tie test of an At I hcory , is s ,t her it c ii be used to

construct pritgranlls that perform11 the typeC of eaIsOnling the theory is ibout. I bA cs er. Cs.t~tiga thleot by
exailinitig a propriinm that emibodies it can he tricks. IhereC arc 11ans Cil1fiC1 ti11111'f\ "hih ut he

Illade in Constructing a comlelX art'ifact, and llllal Of' these dcis1ins are Lowitstilnd niore h thle
ill iplmentation technloloon0g1\ tha 11 thethoryN beingQ tsted. Perhaps thle bestL tesk is to c ,isidcr A P1r0og0r iias

-a piece of' experlimenltal1 apparatu, a meansW of exploring a Ahur SometOieS criticL, C\IlCI 11Ill -Il l ane set
ipl, but more often p rogra ins, pros ide at means of genlerati rig phenomena.

tilie priigrain I /\lO is ss itten in) this spirit. (I/Mi\l is a s ehicle for explmi:, tnd des eloping 01)

d teo-r. *fthe falct thalt it s'.ork S in dicates the theor\ is not pa teltly \%1_ro10. hut the d 1st. n. e bei s een it and a

programdi M)SC h ose Icptenlce matcheCS ours-' inl reasoning1E ab1ot i te ph\ sical \W11 oI" is cia tch121 to \k irrent
catiLon ill tiluking c a11ims. (jisen thait caseat. I wkill sas that GfM 1/X1() 1ts1ade&m Clfti ., ~;1iI~that Q11
theory kill plat an important role in conistructinig poweQrfidl and ulseful qIlditatLis e reasomin 'istmS

[ lie putrpotse of the next tfew chaipters is to describe the teprecsenltalttons aid i 0hIins uIsed In
* (Ii/M l() i suf'ficient detail tliat at competent A I hacker could construct a "01P cilinc iiic th oIi , ii iod:raite

diffhcult . 'hec particular data struCtUres and programs used will not be described s .icC ills coils ere
exploraitory, speed As as almost alssays satcrificed to fleXibl iLt. Some1one Ct~ntrt i CSIL1I.L diZn~l-cae nis e

jll sics sy'stemIs sill Findlittle diltt guiderice therein . A.lthiough I has esomieideas on tie subject (sc., sect ion
12.3.1 ). (de\ elop iig- efficien t i n ference techn iq ties for QI theory' r' nai ns a problemi for thle future.

IP0 !\OIs a Ia r~c p0tograllm. Consisti ng of' user ]1,300 Zetal isp fitnctions orgainiekd in to 60 tiles. It
inel tdes representaitions of' objects and qut.4tities. algorithnms for performing thle host. Q11 deductions', a
laniiuage2 for describing donlai n models, a "one-look" mecasurement In terpretationl ali pnthin, and an

* enlvisioner. 1 hie f61'itlbsi chapters describe each of these comlpo~nents in detail. [ach paitI and each example
inl these chlapters is fullIy imiplemiented and runs.

* Sadly, tieurs ofte ouitstrips practice. L imitationls oif time and computing resources; has e presented
G I/\ O frutul being at comnplete embhodiment of QP theory. Of the history theory presented in sections 2.7
and 3.7. tmnIN slices and situations ssere ill plenlented. since they are all that has been nieeded for the particular
reas1oin~IZ tasks examnlecd. Neither enIcapjslated histor'ies nor hierarchial process descriptions have been
imlpleillvtd. Not significant externlal tlleories have been provided to establish preconditions, nor have any

4 eCXtelSitn il heor'ies been Aided tot resols e ambhigUities. Nevertheless, thle reader should find somle indication of
the tittil ity if tle thecor hy exain iig ss fat has been implemented.

(ipter 7 describes the details of' the representations of objects., quantities, individual views and
processes, used in MAIR). Chapter 8 des;cribes tile laiIIIlige G I/NIO pros ides for writing domlain models,
and presents siiimlc socahbitliries for- reisiming about fluids and motion tha will be used inl litter examples.

IChapter 9 deac'riles tile algitimns used to imp)C~lemet tlle basic Q11 deductions. Chapter 10 describes a
onie-look'' IIiiISu reinllet in terpreait iin algiirithni. and Chapter 11 describes the ensisioning algorithm,

Incltiding lio%4 tlle frarute problem is hlandled.
[he reader "hlt is un interested in algorithmnic or iimplementtion details would do well to skip

chapters 7 and 9. focirii gi instead onl cllaipter 8 to get a sense otf what the dwnain models look like and the

4 examiples iii chapters 10 aind 11 to see ss hit (il/MO call do with them. To ease the padi for readers
tinlfailiar ss i tf Lisp, in fix imition 'Alill be used whent possible. 'Ihe algorithms are expressed in at restricted

4
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7. lhpresenling objects, quantifies, and processes

I [his chapter describes the next level of detail for the representation of objects. quantities, and
processes. First We examine hoW objects, slices, and situaitions arc represented. Second. We cxainine the

representations ot quantities and relationships between then. Finally. we summarize tile facts associated v ith
indi% idual % iews and processes.

7.1 Objects

Objects are represented by indeliduals. The criteria for what constitutes an individual will in general
depend on the domain being represented. liowever, instances of processes are always considered to be
individuals.1 There are two distinct but related notions of existence, The first is logical existence, which
simply means that it is not inconsistent for there to be some state of affairs in which a particular individual
exists. A square circle is something which logically cannot exist. The second notion is physical exisience,
which means that a particular individual actually does exist at some particular time. Clearly an individual
,Ahich physically exists must logically exist, and an individual which logically cannot exist cannot ever
physically exist. An example of an individual which logically exists but which (hopefully) never physically
exists is the arsenic solution in my coffee cup.

The predicate Individual is used to indicate that its argument is an individual. Being an individual
6means that its properties and relationships with other things can change with time. and that it may not always
*? physically exist.

The relation Ex i sts- In (i , t) indicates that individual i exists at. or during, time t. The import of
this relationship is the creation of a slice to represent the properties of i at t. A slice of an object e at time t is
denoted by at(S. t). All predicates. functions, and relationships between objects can apply to slices to
indicate their temporal extent. This means instead of refering to the value of a number or part of number by
M, i.e.,

(M f(n) t)

we will say

Sf(at(n, t))

An interesting issue which did not arise in Hayes' original treatment of histories concerns the
interaction between existence and predication. What is the truth of a predicate applied to a slice when the
individual is not believed to physically exist at the time corresponding to that slice? Allowing all predicates to
be true of an individual when it doesn't physically exist has the problem that every fact f which depends on a
predicate must now also be explicitly justified by a statement of existence. such as

1. For convenience, instances of individual views are also represented as individuals in the implementation.
* Given their syntactic similarity, this choice allows most of the code and axionms implementing them to be

shared, as we will see in section 7.3.

0 - . -
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(predic,,,e(at(obj. t)) A Exists-in(obj. t) f V

rather than just

<predic,ve>(at(obj. t)) =* f

To avoid this, wc simply indicate that the truth of certain predicates which depend on physical existence
imply that the indi idual does exist at that time, i.e.

Predicate(at(obj. t)) =- Exists-in(obj. t)

- This allows the implications of the predication to be stated simply, while also providing a constraint on
existence that is useful tor detecting inconsistencies. Iloever. care must be taken when specifying taxonomic

I constraints, such as saying that an object is either rigid or elastic. If we simply assumcd

V sl E slice Taxonoriy(Rigid(sl). Elastic(sl))

we would be asserting the existence of the object at the time represented by that slice, since one of the
alternati~cs of the Ltxonomy must be true. These statements must always be placed in tie scope of some

implication which will guarentee existence, such as

V sl E slice Physob(sl) =: Taxonoimy(Rigid(sl), Elastic(sl))

*" to axoid inappropriate presumptions of physical existence.
Situations describe a collection of objects being reasoned about at a particular time. A situation

simply consists of a collection of slices corresponding to the objects that exist in it. In GIZMO, the name of
the Situation serves to name the time of , ilice; no other inoel of time is implemented. Fach situation has the
set of next-situations and previous-silualions. which consist of the situations that can lead to it and the
situations it can result in, respectively. The decision of what individuals should be considered together as a
situation is left totally to the user: automatic segmentation into p-components (see section 3.7) is not
implemented.

7.2 Quantities

We begin by describing the relationships between the parts of a number, and describe the particular
facts abut inequalities that GIZMO uses. We then examine the language used to describe functional

7- dependencies. including the laws of qualitative proportionalities. correspondences, and explicit functions.
Finally wc describe adders, which arc used to sum direct influences and compute other aggregate properties.

7.2.1 Numbers

'llie various relationships between the parts of a number, its magnitude, amount, and sign, are
dcscribed by several axioms. For signs. the following facts hold:

V sn C sign
Taxonony(sn - -1, sn - 0. sn - 1)

The Has -Va lLe rclmii.hip is used in the implementation to say sign <, takes on the value <ial>, i.e.,
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(Has-Value (s) (vao)

For magnitudes,
V mg E magnitude

Taxonomy(mg * ZERO, mg > ZERO)

For numbers,

V n E number
sen ] - 0 .- ii[n] - ZERO

7.2.2 Inequalities

First. we assume that the normal inequality relationships > and < arc defined over numbers with
their usual properties, i.e., they are transitive, antireflcxive, and asymmetric.

Next, we describe the interaction between inequality relationships and the parts of a number. The

first time any pair of numbers N1,. N2 is compared (i.e., any equality or inequality statement about them or

their parts is placed in the database, whether or not that statement is believed), the following logical
constraints are installed:

Taxonomy(Nl < 112 . N1 - N2. N1 > N2 )
s[Nt] - -1 A s[N2 ] - 0 11 < N2
s[N1 ] - -1 A s[N2  = 1 -I N, < N2
s[N1 ") 0 A s[N2  - I < N1 • N2
s[NI] - 0 A s[N 2 ] - -1 = > N2
s[NI) - 1 A s[N2 1 - -1 = N1 > N2
s[N] - I A s[N2 ] - 0 111 > N2

[(NI > ZERO A N2 > ZERO)
(m[N 1) > m[N2  - N, > N2 )

A (m[NJ] "m[N 2 ] - N, - N2)3

[(N1 < ZERO A N2 < ZERO)
(m[N] > m[N 2J - N < N)

A (m[N 1) * m[N2  - N, - N2)1

* Notice that conclusions about equality fall out as a consequence of the implications for the inequality cases
and the first taxonomy statement. Constraints that describe the relationships between their magnitudes

4(called here I1 and m 2, respectively) and ZERO are also installed:

m, - ZERO A - m2 - ZERO =* mI < m2
m, - ZERO A m2 - ZERO =* mI - M2

MI . ZERO A m2 - ZERO =m I ! m2

To avoid confusion in the implementation between the ordering relationships and the Lisp predicates >. <,
and -, Greater-Than is used instead of>, Less-Than is used instead of <, and Equal-To is used instead of-.

6 °,
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7.2.3 Qualitthije proportionalities

For a given quantity, its consirainers is the set of quantities to which it is either qualitatively
proportional or inmerscly qualitatihely proportional, i.e.,

i V 01, Q2 E quantity,
Q2 Cconstrainers(Ql) -' (01 -

1Q+ 02 V Q1 cc- Q2)

'- Of con rse the mcembcrs of this set will change over timc with changes in the view and process structures. '111c
set of con.strailcCs, the set of quantitics which are qualitati~cly proportional or inversely proportional to it, is
defined similarly. To simplify printing and reading routines, oc0 is written as qprop+, or just qprop, while

is written qprop-. is not used by the implementation at all.

7.2.4 Correspondences

Recall that a correspondence describes how quantity spaces are linked across a qualitative
proportionality. For example, the statement

Correspondence ((A[internal-force(band)], ZERO)

(A[length(band)]. A[rest-length(band)]))

sa,s that die internal force exerted by an elastic band is zero exactly when the length of the band equals its
length at rest. Let NI be a number (typically, the amount of a quantity) with constrainers c1,. C .... cn. A

correspondence consists of a list of pairs,

". ((NI vl)(Cl v2)(c2 v3) ... (Cn  Vn+l))

For a correspondence to be applicable, at most one of the constrainers can be different from the value
indicated by tie correspondence (the vi's). Without loss of generality, assume that all but cI are the same,
i.e.,

ci  v1+t  if ", i • i

and that each ci is in the constrainers by virtue of being the amount of some quantity Q 1i. Then the
* relationship between N1 and v, will be

c 1 . V2 =N

[Q I N> v 12
A(O CtO Q2 == NI >  v)

C1  A (01 Oc.Q Q2 =- NI < vI)]
•ct < v2 -I

INOt cO Q2 - N1 - VI)
A (QO -0- Q2 * N1 > vt)] ]

Should there be only one constrainer, the outer =*'s above can be replaced by .

i S'

Si
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7.2.5 Explicit Functions

The consequences of having the same function relate the parameters of t~%o distinct individuals can
be expressed via a correspondence. Given two objects o1, 02 and functks fl . f 2..f . that map from o and

02 to parameters of them, suppose that

constrainers(fl(Ol)) - ff 2 (o 1 ) .... fn(O )

A constrainers(fl(o 2 )) - {f2(o2 ) . fn(2)

For example, o; and o might be containcd liquids, with f1 being pressure and f2 being level. If the

function which contributes the constraincrs is the same in both cases (i.e., is explicitly named by
function-spec and is tic same for both o1 and o), thcn we can conclude

Correspondence((A[fl(ol)]. A[ft(o2)J).
(A[f 2(ol)], A[f 2 (o2 ))).

.. (A[fn(O1)J. A[fn(o2 )]))

7.2.6 Simple algebra

While algebraic manipulations are not part of basic QP theory, sometimes it proves convenient to

write a few algebraic statements to express relationships in domain models. For example, in describing how

the flow rate of a liquid-flow changes, we will write

(0- flow-rate (- (pressure source) (pressure dest)))

'This algebraic statement is interpreted as syntactic sugar for combinations of qualitative proportionalities and

correspondences. First, we assume the left-hand side of a Q- (read "quantity equals") statement is always a

quantity, and the right-hand side is a simple binary combination of numbers or quantities. We will use the
symbol -- > to indicate that the expression on the left hand side is translated into the expression on the
right-hand side. The translations are as follows:

(Q- <a> W) -- ( (A <a>) (A <b>)) A (- (D <a)) (D W)))
(A (+ ( > (1,)) -- (+ (A (a>) (A Wi))
(D (+ <b)) -- > (+ (0 (a)) (0 W1))
(A ( <a> b)) -> ( (A <a>) (A <W0))(D <a> <ob.>)) -> (D (oa>) (D W>))

(<a.) (+ &> <c.>)) -- > (+ re 9 a> <b> <))

A (a:cQ+ number-of(W'a)) number-of((W))
A (cZQ+ number-of((a) number-of((W))

(W (a) (- () (c))) -- (-rel (a) ( ) (c)
A ( O+ number-of(<a)) number-of(10))
A (acQ. number-of(<a)) number-of(cc>))

numtber-of((A <a>)) a>

number-of((D (a))) -- W g)

-ibc flow-rate expression above, for example, would result in the assertions:

(+rel (A flow-rate) (A (pressure source)) (A (pressure dest)))
(+rel (0 flow-rate) (D (pressure source)) (D (pressure 09st)))
( O+ flow-rate (pressure source))
(q. flow-rate (pressure dest))
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The import of -rei (a. b. c) is:

a - ZERO .-- [(b - ZERO A c - ZERO)
V (mD3b] m[c] A Opposit.e-sign(b. c))]

where

V Ni, N2 E number
Opposite-sign(N1 . N2)

[(s[Nl] - I A s[N2 1 • -1)
V (s[Nt] - -1 A srN 2] - 1)

The implications of -rel (a. b, c) are:

Correspondence((a, ZERO)(b. c))
Correspondence((a. ZERO) (b, ZERO) (c. ZERO))

7.2.7 Adders

Addition is the only arithmetic operation supported by the implcnicntation, due to its importance in
computing the combined effects of direct inllucnces. Conceptually, an adder has three parts, a sum, which is
a number. and two sets, inputs and minus-inpuls, which at any particular time contain the numbers that are
the contribution (positive or negative) to the sum. The sets are determined by making a closcd-world
assumption. in that the collection of numbers explicitly known to be elements of the set at some time are
assumed to be all the members of the set.

An adder, whose sole purpose is to compute the sign of the sum, works as follows. The inputs and
minus-inputs are sorted into three sets according to their signs - a negative number in the minus-inputs set, for
example, becomes a member of the positive contributions. Ifall of these sets are empty or only the zero set is
non-empty, then the sum is assumed to be zero. If either the positive or negative set has members, with the

* other set being empty. then the sign of the sum is that of the set which has members. If both the positive and
- negative sets are not empty, then inequality information is gathered in an attempt to settle the sign. Suppose

that the positive set has three members while the negative set has two. lhen if for each member of the
negative set a distinct member of the positive set can be found that is greater than it, then the sign of the sum
must be positive because the positive contributions will more than cancel the negative ones. Similarly, if the

_ positive and negative sets are of the same size and enough equality information is known to set up a one to
" one mapping between the sets, then the sign of the sum is concluded to be zero. Only inequalities connecting

numbers are used, i.e.. inequalities between algebraic combinations or functions of numbers are not -N
supported.

Associated with each quantity is a special adder, called its influence adder. Whenever a quantity is
l directly influenced, each direct influence is considered to he a member of the appropriate input set (i.e., a

member of the plus inputs if the influence is positive and a member of the minus inputs if the influence is
negative). If there are any plus or minus inputs to the influence adder, then the derivative of the quantity is
constrained to be equal to the sum of the influence adder.

I
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7.3 Indikidual ies :and processes

Since indikidual %ic%%s and processes are so much alike, in the implementation they are treated as
speci'lli/atins of a more abstract t) pe. the coni/ionidi:ed descriplion. '[here are threc classes of tCicts about
conditionali/ed descriptions to be considered. the facts M hich define one. the facts which hold when an
instance of one is created, and the facts which hold Mhen an instance of one is active. We examine each in
turn.

When a conditionali/ed description is defined, facts describing its various components are created.
The obh ious parts are the indikiduals, preconditions, quantity conditions, relations, and (for processes) the
influences portions of the specifications. An additional distinction is made between two classes of facts in the
relations field, those Nshich arc to be asserted when an instance is found (the crcation fwts). and those which
arc to he asserted when the instance is active (called, appropriately, the activation flwts). Creation facts
declare ndix iduals introduced by process and view instances and quantities representing their continuous
parameters (such as flow rates). The creation facts also include indexing information, such as the role each
individual plays in the instance.

S In particular. recall that the individual s field specifies what type each indixidual must be. Here are
some important facts asserted when a slice of an instance of a conditionalized description cdi is created for
situation sit:

Taxonony(Status(at(cdi, sit). Active). Status(at(cdi. sit), Inactive))
Exists-in(cdi , sit) -* (vype spec,'ications of slices for cdi's individual)
Status(at(cdi. sit), Active) = Exists-in(cdi, sit)

The first fact simply states that an instance must be either active or inactive. The second fact says that an
instance exists in a situation exactly when the individuals it occurs between exist and are of the appropriate
type (since the predicates need not always be true). Notice that the instance cannot exist when one of the
indix iduals it applies to doesn't. since in that case the type predicates for the non-existent individuals won't be

* true for that slice. The third fact enforces the constraint that the instance must exist at any time it is active.
The acti~ation facts are simply the facts explicitly mentioned in the relations and influences fields.

They are justified by the slice of the instance being active, i.e., they will be believed whenever the instance is
active.

I

I
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8. Iontain models

This chapter describcs GIZMO's language for writing domain models and to examplcs of domain
models. While bcttcr domain models arc being dcvcloped, at this writing these models are the only ones that
ha c been run on several examples. They arc quite crude from the standpoint of being reasonable-fidelity
portions of a naive physics, but have been crucial in deeloping and debugging the ideas.

QP theory provides a framework that partially specifies a representation language for dynamical
theories. But it does not specify all of te details of that language, and there are always a number of ways for
such a language to be implemented. The next section describes the syntactic constructs of GIZMO's
particular language for describing domain models. The language provides little insulation from the

SIunder)ing DIIACIE (and LISP) foundation: given that this language is still under active development this
is a feature rather than a bug. The last two sections describe the models of fluids and motion that will be used
to illustrate the algorithms and certain dynamical issues in the next three chapters.

8.1 Specifying the models
e

Several kinds of information must be specified in developing a domain model using QP theory.
First, one must define the various kinds of quantities, predicates, and individuals that exist in situations of
that domain. Second. the processes and individual views which comprise its view and process vocabularies
must be defined. Finally, a means of specifying a particular problem is needed. The constructs that serve
each of these purposes will be introduced in turn.

8.1.1 Defining constants and facts

Logical constants, such as WATER, are defined with the DefineConstant form. General facts about a
domain are expressed with the DefFact form.

8.1.2 Defining types of quantities

The form

* (DefQuant i ty- Type ftype,)

states that orpe is a function which maps from individuals to quantities and from slices to values. Quantity

types must be declared in advance of their use, since terms that describe quantities are instantiated differently
from other terns (see section 14.6 for details).

8.1.3 Defining predicates

To specify a one-place predicate, we will use the form

(DefPredicate Oiame) . Iody>)
where (name) is the name of the predicate and <bav> is a collection of statements and rules. The meaning of
Def Predicate is that the statements arc held to be true as a consequence of the predicate being true, and the

-........-.
" '~~........ ...... . ..... 2 .2 .
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rules are defined in the scope of an environment where (he Nariable ?self is bound to tie predicate's
argument. For example,

(DefPredicate student
(has-low-income ?self)
(rule (?f (:true (graduate-student ?self)))

(assume (-> ?f (Frantic (at ?self thesis-deadline)))
'Fact-of-Life)))

Would expand into:1

(rule (:intern (student ?self))
(assert (-> (student ?self) (has-low-income ?self)))
(rule (?f (:true (graduate-student ?self)))

(assume (-> ?f (Frantic (at ?self thesis-deadline)))
'Fact-of-Life)))

8.1.4 l)Dfining types of individuals

* Certain types of prcdicates are used to specify types of individuals. On the whole. these predicates
can be treated as above. There are two additional complications. First, an individual often has parts, and it is
useful to specify these explicitly, especially if some work must be done to update them (such as the set of
pieces of stuff which comprise the contents of a place). 'his function is provided by extending the syntax of
DefPredicate slightly, to wit:

(defEntity onane) fparutrli) .<body)

* 1. For those unfamiliar with AMORD or RUP, a short note on rule syntax is in order.
Pattern variables are symbols with a "'T" prefix. A rule trigger has three parts, a statement variable, a

condition, and a pattern. In the trigger pattern

(?f (:true (graduate-student ?self))),

?f is the statement variable, :true is the condition, and (graduate-student ?sel f) is the pattern. A rule can
have a list of triggers. The body of the rule consists of code which is executed whenever a collection of facts
which match the triggers and satisfy their conditions are found. Several kinds of conditions are provided to
allow rules to be used for different purposes. The conditions :true and false are satisfied when the

* matched fact is first believed to be true or false, respectively. Ihe conditions :whenever-true,
:whenever-false, and :whenever-change cause the rule to be run every time the belief in tie fact becomes
true, false, or changes at all. Since most of the work in the rules occurs by adding clauses to the TMS, the

* most used condition is : intern, which means that the rule can be run as soon as the fact enters the database,
whether or not it is believed.

The body of the rule is executed in an environment where the statement variables are bound to the
facts which matched the trigger patterns and the variables in the trigger patterns are bound to the expressions
provided by the match. The fnns assume and assert are interpreted specially: the first argument is the fact
that will be placed in the database, with the appropriate substitutions made for the pattern variables. The
second argument names tie type of assumption, information which is useful for debugging and backtracking.

6
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,pia,,,-itso is simply a list of entries. Iach entry contains the name of tile part and a specification of wkhat type of

thing it is. We A ill describe "hat can be found in the parts list shortly.

The second complication is that. as described in the prc% ious chapter, the interactions bet- eL. the

trtth of instances of this predicate and existence of the argument lust be made explicit. The implementation

has slices and ndiniduals as distinct syntactic types. '.hich in turn are distinct from the rcpresentation of

constants. Statements which are occurances of a predicate defined by deffnt i ty v% ill d) diflerent things

according to the t pe of its argument. If the argument of a predicate is an indi% idual, the additional rule

(rule (?f (intern (Exists-In ?self ?s))) ;?s is a situation
-'i (assume (-> (and (<nanm> ?self) ?f) (<nYame> (at ?self ?s)))

'Existence-Law))

will be created to ensure that each slice inherits the proper type.' Notice that if the truth of tile predicate will

change over time it must not be asserted of the indiidual. only of those slices for Which it is true. If the

argument is a slice then (as mentioned pre iously) tie truth of that predicate on it is tantanmou nt to believing
the individual exists at that time, i.e.,

I (assume (-> (<name> (at i sit)) (Exists-in i sit)) 'Existence-Law)

If the argument is already known to be neither an individual nor a slice, then the predicate cannot be true of

it, i.e.

(assume (not (<'name ?self)) 'Existence-Law)

The parts list is used to specify properties ofa type of individual. An entry in tie parts list consists
of a name and a specification. [he specification describes the type of thing the part is, such as a quantity. A
property that is a set is indicated by the specification

(set-of (par-relationm)

where (part-relation> is the name of the relationship that specifies that something is in that set. For example,

(defEntity Grad-Student ((net-worth quantity)
(creditors (set-of has-creditor)))

(not (?self creditors NIL)))

says that a graduate student has a financial net worth and a non-empty set of creditors.

Certain individuals are best specified as functions of other individuals, such as the collection agent

assigned by a creditor to the case of a particular debtor. We will also use defEntity to specify the properties
of this type of individual by allowing the name to be a compound expression, and allowing -- in the

specifications to denote that some of the arguments of the name plays a particular role for that individual.

1. For hackers, it should be noted that for efficiency reasons the actual trigger form for this rule is

(?self exists-in ?s)

since I )IBACI E, like RUP. only indexes assertions by their first element and presumably there will be many
more sutitements of existence than statments about any particular individual. See the appendix for more
details.

I
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Ilere. for example. we might say

(defEntity (collection-agent ?debtor ?creditor) ((victim (- ?debtor))
(oppressor (-- ?creditor)))

(Hassles ?self ?debtor)
(Reports-To ?self ?creditor))

to indicate that a collection agent reports to the creditor and that the victim of ihe collection agent is the
debtor.

8.1.5 Defining relationships

The defRelation form provides a means of defining relationships as opposed to type predicates,
indi% iduals, or compound individuals. Its syntax is:

(defRelation qorm> . (bod>)

defRel ation is mainly syntactic sugaring for I)EBAC!.LI rulcs, with qornm being ie nile's trigger pattern and
<hi)> being the body of the rule. Unlike normal )I'BACI.E rules, however, certain syntactic transformations,
including those described in Section 7.2.6. arc performed on the body. To continue our (grim) example, we

might describe the Hass les relationship as follows:

(defRelation (Hassles ?creditor ?debtor)
(or (Phones-Late-At-Night ?creditor ?debtor)

(Accosts-on-Street ?creditor ?debtor)
(Sends-Threatening-Letters ?creditor ?debtor))

Justification Preditor-Definition)

The :justification keyword indicates the symbol (in this case, Preditor-Definition) that should be used as
an assumption type for assertions made by rules created from this definition (See the I)HBACI.E appendix
for an explanation of how assumption types are used).

8.1.6 Defining processes and individual views

Processes are defined with the def Process form:

(defProcess qform) . (keyword-lisL))

where qw,,,) is the syntax of the relationship which indicates an instance of the process occurs between its
arguments, and <keor,iii5o takes the form of' a list alternating between keywords (individuals,

preconditions, quantity-conditions, relations, and influences) and the specification of that part of the
process.

The best way to explain defProcess is to look at an example. Here is a heat-flow process we will use
later on:
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(defProcess (Heat-Flow ?src ?dst ?path)
Individuals ((?src (Physob ?src)

(Has-Quantity ?src Heat))
(?dst (Physob ?dst)

(Has-Quantity ?dst Heat))
(?path (Heat-Path ?path)

(Heat-Connection ?path ?src ?dst)))

Preconditions ((Heat-Aligned ?path))
QuantityConditions ((Greater-Than (A (temperature ?src))

(A (temperature ?dst))))

Relations ((Local flow-rate (Quantity flow-rate))
(Q= flow-rate (- (temperature ?src)

(temperature ?dst)))
(Greater-Than (A flow-rate) zero))

Influences ((I- (heat ?dst) (A flow-rate))
(I- (heat ?src) (A flow-rate))))

The first element of the process specification provides a uniqLe nlame for instances of the process by

sub'stituting the individual bindings in the form provided. In this case the form is

(Heat-Flow ?src ?dst ?path),

and an instance might be

* (Heat-Flow Stove Can Burner).

Ile indi iduals Specification provides the binding environment for the rest of the description: no free

variables are allowed. The type of each individual must be provided (e.g., Physob and Heat-Path) to constrain

candidate collections of objects which are generated when finding process and iew instances. Additional

matching criteria can be provided as well (tile Has-Quantity and Heat-Connection Statements above) to

r further restrict the conditions under which instances are created. In theory these criteria could be placed in

the processes* preconditions, but in practice it is worth placing them in the indikidual specifications if they

won't change during the course of reasoning, thus reducing the number of process instances %%hich nust be

considered.

Preconditions and quantity conditions are lists of statements which are interpreted conjuinctively.

Preconditions can be arbitrary predicate expressions, while quantity conditions must be either inequality

statements or status statements (i.e., (Status (instance) (ACTIVE yr INACTIVE>)). While statements in both

preconditions and quantity conditions can be negated, no explicit disjunctions or any other logical connectives

are allowed.

'Tihree constructs are provided to introduce new terms in the relations field. Individuals which exist

* by virtue of the instance being active are specified by Introduces or Introduce-Uniquely. Introduces

indicates that Ahenexer the instance is active the individual will exist, and Introduces-Uniquely indicatcs that

the individual exists if and only if the instance is active. Properties of the instance itself, such as quantities (in

. the heat flow example, flow-rate) are introduced with the Local specification. The syntax of the Local

expression is

0
(Local (name) <specification>)

vhere <specifv.nior is a predicate expression mentioning the name. In die heat flow process above, for instance,

(Local flow-rate (Quantity flow-rate))

* indicates that flow-rate is a function which maps from instances of heat flow to quantilies. When

constructing a slice of an instance of a process, occurrences of the function name are replaced by a term

0 I
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- representing the application of this function to the slice. If, for example. P l-o were an instance of heat-flow
that wAs active in situation sO, then the following tacts would be among those believed:

(I+ (heat (at (d.t) SO)) (A (flow-rate (at PI-0 SO))))

(I- (heat (at (src> SO)) (A (flow-rate (at PI-0 SO))))

Individual views are defined using the defView form. Its syntax and interpretation is exactly the
same as that ofdefProcess, except there can be no influences field.

8.1.7 Inimit rules

Limit rules are "compilations" of conclusions that GIZMO has reached in performing limit analysis.
When supplied with the model of the domain, thcy often allow GIZMO to reach the same conclusions with
much less effort. Their exact role in limit analysis will be explicated later in section 9.4: for now we will
merely describe their syntax.

A limit rule has the following form:

(defLimiit-Rule (name) (pattern> (body))

The rule is run on all quantity hypotheses whose description satisfies <pattern>, which consists of a pair of
numbers, the current ordering between them, and the ordering between them proposed by the hypothesis.
When a match is found <budia.v is executed in an environment where the variables in the patterns are bound to

. what they unified with. The body returns two values. a flag indicating what action is GIZMO is to take
. regarding the hypothesis and a list of reasons for why that action is appropriate. 'llic flag can either be NIL,

. indicating that, as far as this rule is concerned, the hypohthesis is okay, T indicating that this particular
hypothesis is inconsistent, or ALL, indicating that this hypothesis and any conjunctive hypotheses which

-include it are inconsistent.

8.1.8 Defining problems

It is convenient to have a means for specifying the initial conditions of a problem, such as what
.• individuals exist, what relationships hold between them, and what situations they are involved in. The

defScenario form does this. Tle syntax is:

( defScenario (name) . (specifc.ations))

T"he specifications take the form of

(<key> . 0satentents>)

where ae,> indicates the type of specification and <.,aiene,,t.0 are the particular content of it.
I The first type of specification is Individual s, the initial set of individuals in the scenario. Constants

serves the same role for problem-specific constants. The Facts specification provides it way to make initial
0 assumptions. Particular situations are described within the In-Si tuat ion specification; the first element is the

name of the situation, and the remaining elements are Individuals and Facts specilications which are

0
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interpreted as stating that the indi% iduals named exist in that situation and dhe facts arc truc about the slices of

those individuals respectivcly. Facts that are tne in all situations can be placed in an ALWAYS specification.

Here is how defScenar io would be uscd to describe a kcttle that was always on a stove, starting at time to:

(defScenario kettle-on-stove
(Individuals stove burner kettle)
(Facts (Temperature-Source stove)

(Physob kettle)
(Heat-Path burner))

(Always (Heat-Path burner stove kettle))
(In-Situation to

(Individuals stove burner kettle)
(Facts (Greater-Than (A (temperature stove))

(A (temperature kettle))))))

8.2 Fluids

The first problem that arises in reasoning about fluids is deciding exactly what constitutes an object.

." In developing his axioms for liquids, Hayes introduced the idea of a "contained liquid", a piece of liquid

- considered as an object by xirtue of being "the liquid in a place" [Hayes, 1978b]. As we have scen previously,

this description is quite useful for reasoning about several of the processes which act on liquids and also
gases.

1

Howcvcr. the vocabulary introduced in section 4.1 skirted an important issue. When a contained
liquid "ias created it was given an arbitrary name. To see the problem with that, suppose there is steam and
water inside a particular container. Part of the specification of boiling is that some steam will be created

inside the container. Should boiling occur, how is the boiling process to know whether or not it must create a

flew indi~idiial, or merely add influences to an individual that is already there? In general, how are we to

knou that two fluid individuals are really the same?
The simplest solution seems to be the introduction of canonical names for such individuals. We will

use tile function c-s to denote fluid objects. c-s must depend on de substance, state, and container if we are

to make all the required distinctions. All fluid individuals will be introduccd via instances of the (redefined)

individual view contained-Stuff being active. Additional predicates are defined to describe the effects of
state anld tie interactions between state and containment.

Before we can talk about contained stuff, however, first we must introduce the types of quantities we
will be thinking about and the general definition of pieces ofstuff. Here are the quantities we will be using:

(defQuantity-Type amount-of)
(oefQuantity-Type amount-of-in)
(defQuantity-Type heat)
(defQuantity-Type pressure)
(defQuantity-Type temperature)
(defQuantity-Type tboil)

1. I lowc'er. it seems the alternate "molecular collection" ontology is also required for certain kinds of
reasoning. This point will be discussed in section 12.3.2.

• -- .I -
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(defQuantity-Type flow-rate)
(defQuantity-Type generation-rate)
(oefQuantity-Type absorbtion)
(defQuantity-Type restorative)

(defQuantity-Type Level)
(defQuantity-rype Volume)
(defQCantity-Type height)
(defQuantity-Type (height top))
(defQuantity-rype (height bottom))
(defQuantity-Type Max-Height)

(defObservable-Quantity Level)

The first group are the thennod. namic properties we used in section 4.1. To summari/e, we will consider
arount-of Is "tile amulnt of stt ffthere is". roughly, the numbcr of molecules in an individual (we nust use
amount-of to avoid conltision with "aIntnt" in die sense of part of a quantity). The function amount-of-in
maips foin a subst,mnce. I state, and a container to a quantity dlat indicates how much of that substance in that
state there is inside a particular container. Talking about amount-of-in as distinct from amount-of is
necssary because amount-of is a property of the piece of stuff, while amount-of-in is used to suie part ofthe

* conditions for that piece of stuff to exist. As before, pressure is assumed to be measured from the bottom of
the container.

The second group are quantities which will appear in processes. The third group are quantities
which represent various geometric properties. For simplicity in the implementation, quantities which might
naturally be referred to as properties of pants (such as (height (top container))) are curried to apply to the

*object itself(such as ((height top) container)). Finally, level is also marked as an observable quantity, a
fact which will be used when performing measurement interpretation.

Next we define pieces of stuff. This description is independent of the particular criteria of
individuation that is applied (i.e., it can be true of a collection of molecules or of a contained liquid). Since a
piece of stuff is an individual, a defEnt i ty is used to define it:

(defEntity piece-of-stuff ((amount-of quantity)
(volume, quantity)
(pressure quantity)
(heat quantity)
(temperature quantity)

Se(tboil quantity))*I ( Physob ?self)

(Vertical ?self)
(Qprop (temperature ?self) (heat ?self))
(Taxonomy (Liquid ?self) (Gas ?self)))

Being a Physob in this context simply provides some geometric information: the exact specification of the
Physob predicate appears below. Every piece of stuff will have the appropriate thermodynamic properties
(tile quCitiics specified in the parts list), and the temperature will always depend on the heat of the stuff.
I uithermnore. the stuff is either a liquid or a gas. Again. we will dcfine these predicates shortly.

'I he ,pproxntiation ofa tcmperattre source is sometimes useful. There are two ways to define them.
First. a nornil piece of stuff can be used and made subject to a special process, heat-restore, which provides
an oppoitc illflucncc to counterbalance any heat drawn fron or added to it. A simpler alternative (although

l not as II,.\ible, if we wish to add or |emo e this approxiii.ition at will) is to define temperature-source as a
new t pC of object:

6'
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(OefEntity Temperature-source ((heat quantity)
(temperature quantity))

(physob ?self))

Since. unlike pieces of stuff, the temperature of a source isn't qualitatil'ely proportional to the heat of the
source, influencing tile heat will lea~e the temperature unchanged.

Now Ae can describe Contained-Stuff.

(defView (Contained-Stuff p)
Individuals ((?c (container ?c))

(?s (substance ?s))
(?st (state ?st)))

Preconditions ((Can-Contain-Substance ?c ?s ?st))

QuantityConditions ((Greater-Than (A (Amount-of-in ?s ?st ?c)) ZERO))
Relations ((Introduces-Uniquely (c-s ?s ?st ?c))

(Q- (anount-of-in ?s ?st ?c) (amount-of (c-s ?s ?st ?c)))
(Qprop+ (amount-of-in ?s ?st ?c) (amount-of (c-s ?s ?st ?c)))))

In general, a qualitative proportionality must be provided when asserting an equality within a domain

definition to indicate the appropriate direction of causality when resolving influences. As you can see, an

instance of this iew will be created for every combination of substance and state for each container. It is
possible that a particular container cannot hold stuff of a particular type. for instance, storing nitric acid in a

copper can. and this possibility is represented by the predicate Can-Contain-Substance as a precondition.

the contained stuiff exists exactly when the instance is active, as indicated by the Introduces-Uniquely

statement.
We will need to specify a few more properties of individuals defined as contained stuffs. The

For-Sl ice construct is syntactic sugar for a rule which triggers when the individual exists in a situation named

b. the first argument (here, ?sit). Whenever a canonical individual exists, it is a piece of stuff, in its defined

state, and the place where it is contains it.

(defentity (c-s ?substance ?state ?place) ((substance (-- ?substance))4 (state (-- ?state))
(inside (11 ?place)))

(For-Slice ?sit
(piece-of-stuff (at ?self ?sit))
(?state (at ?self ?sit))
(Contains (at ?place ?sit) (at ?self ?sit)))

:code (cond ((eq ?state 'Liquid)
(Impossible-fact (referent '(gas .?self) T))
(Impossible-fact (referent '(contained-gas .?self) T)))

((eq ?state 'Gas)
(Impossible-fact (referent '(Liquid ,?self) T))
(Impossible-fact (referent '(Contained-Liquid ,?self) T))))

:justification c-s-Definition)

I he code in Lhe ;pccification (indicated by the :code keyword) indicates that a contained stuff defined to be

i in or c t.te cannot he in the other. This information is used to reduce the number of spurious process and
we in,,tmcc, introduced when analh /irig a si'tuation (sec section 9.2).

Next s ihNtaccs are introduced. The nature of a substance doesn't change with time, hence they are
(1hinm.ii-,pecific coinstints rather than individuals. For simplicity, we also assume that every container can

hl11d 0cr, substance in every state:

I
I.
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(defPredicate substance)

(rule ((?f (:true (Substance ?s)))
(?g (:true (Container ?c)))
(?h (:true (State ?st))))

(assert (-b (and ?f ?g ?h) (Can-Contain-Substance ?c ?s ?st)))
(assert (-> (and ?f ?g ?h) (Quantity (amount-of-in ?s ?st ?c)))))

For examplc, a particular substance we know wcll is water:

(DefineConstant Water)

(DefFact (Substance Water))

The vario.ts empirical properties of water which distinguish it from other substances are not modelled in this

vocabulary.
We will only model two states of matter:

(defPredicate State)

(DefineConstant LIQUID)
(DefineConstant GAS)

(DefFact (State LIQUID))
(DefFact (State GAS))

The next rule enforces the constraint that these states are the only states:

(rule ((?f (:true (State ?sj)))
(cond ((memq ?s '(LIQUID GAS))) :okay

(t (assume (not ?f) :ABSOLUTE))))

The :ABSOLUTE means the TMS will never consider this assumption as a candidate for retraction.

Now we must dcline the additional properties a piece of stuff has by virtue of being in a particular

state. Unlike the previous vocabulary, we can use predicates rather than individual views to represent these

properties because we are dealing with canonical individuals, thus their state is always known.

(defEntity Liquid ()
(not (Greater-Than (A (temperature ?self)) (A (tboil ?self))))
(iff (Contained-Stuff ?self) (Contained-Liquid ?self))
(Qprop- (volume ?self) (amount-of ?self)))

(defEntity Gas ()
(not (Less-Than (A (temperature ?self)) (A (tboil ?self))))
(Qprop- (pressure ?self) (amount-of ?self))
(Qprop- (pressure ?self) (volume ?self))

(Qprop+ (pressure ?self) (heat ?self)))

The inequalities represent the constraints on temperature imposed by each state. As in the previous

%ocabulary, the negated inequalities are used to allow a substance to be in either state at a phase boundary.

The relationships between their thennodynamic properties which arc independent of the particular

individuating criteria are expressed by tie qualitative proportionalities.

Since the indikiduating criteria for this vocabulary ensures that all liquid objects are contained

liquids, seperating out the properties of contained stuff in particular states isn't strictly necessary. However,

we define it seperately for containcd-liquids for upward conpatability:
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(defEntity Contained-Liquid ((level quantity))
(Q- (level ?self) ((height top) ?self))
(Qprop+ ((height top) ?self) (level ?self))
(Function-Spec level-function

(Oprop+ (level ?self) (amount-of ?self)))
(Correspondence ((A (level ?self)) (A ((height bottom) ?self)))

((A (amount-of ?self)) zero))
(Function-Spec p-l-function

(Qprop+ (pressure ?self) (level ?self)))
(rule (?f (:intern (?self container ?c)))

(Q- ((height bottom) ?self) ((height bottom) ?c))
(Qprop+ ((height bottom) ?self) ((height bottom) ?c))))

Naming the functions which determine level and pressure for contained liquids will allow us to compare
%alues of them found in different containers; this information will be used in the envisioning chapter. lhe
correspondence says that the level approaches the bottom of the container as the container runs out of liquid.
The rule at tile end of the specification points out a flaw in the implementation language; since general
de-structuring mechanisms aren't used, such a rule is the only way to get hold of the ccntainer of he stuff in
order to specif) the relationship between the height of the bottom of tie container and the height of the

bottom of the liquid.
A crude geometry will suffice for our purposes. There are two orientations, vertical and

horizontal:

(defPredicate orientation)

(DefineConstant vertical)

(DefineConstant horizontal)

We will treat orientation as a two-place relation, tying an object to one of these constants. The predicates

Vertical and Horizontal are defined by these rules:

(rule (?f (:intern (Vertical ?obj)))
(assert (iff 7f (Orientation ?obj vertical)) 'Domain-Definition))

*" (rule (?f (:intern (Horizontal ?obj)))

(assert (iff ?f (Orientation ?obj Horizontal)) 'Domain-Definition))

Being a physob in this model just means that something has an orientation, and the relationship
. between the height of its top and the height of its bottom are constrained by this orientation:

(defEntity Physob (((height top) Quantity)
((height bottom) Quantity))

(Taxonomy (Orientation ?self VERTICAL)
(Orientation ?self HORIZONTAL))

(iff (Orientation ?self HORIZONTAL)
(Equal-To (A ((height top) ?self)) (A ((height bottom) ?self))))

(not (Greater-Than (A ((height bottom) ?self)) (A ((height top) ?self)))))

I o better focus on dynamics. we ill model as little information about piping systems, valves, and so
forth as possible. A container will be modeled as a physob:

(defEntity Container () (Physob ?self))

We will simply assert such fluid paths and connections as exist. Both fluid and heat paths, however, are

first-class individuals:

... ... . .. .6 ... . . . . . ..
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(defEntity Fluid-Path ((max-height Quantity)))

(defEntity Heat-Path 0

(defRelation (Fluid-Connection ?path ?source ?dest)
(Fluid-Connection ?path ?dest ?source))

(defRelation (Heat-Connection ?path ?source ?dest)
(Heat-Connection ?path ?dest ?source))

* lThe predicate Fluid-Connection takes three arguments, a path and two pieces of stuff. When true, it
* indicates that the path can scr~e as a fluid path between one piece of stuff and thc other. All licat and fluid

* connctionls ar-e also considered to work both ways. Fluid paths also have a maximum height, since even with
this simple geomtry,. we would like to prevent liquid from flowing up hill. Ignoring pumps and the siphon

effect.' we can say that a path will support liquid flow only if the level of thc source is greater than the
maximum height of the fluid path. Th1is will be represented by an individual view:

(defView (Liquid-Flow-Supporting ?path ?src ?dst)
Individuals ((?src (Contained-Liquid ?src))

(?dst (Contained-Liquid ?dst))
(?path (Fluid-Path ?path)

(Fluid-Connection ?path ?src ?dst)))
QuantityConditions ((Greater-Than (A (level ?src))

(A (max-height ?path)))))

* Now we can talk about liquid flow. Here is the liquid flow process we will use:

(defProcess (Liquid-flow ?src ?dst ?path)
Individuals ((?src (Contained-Liquid ?src))

(?dst (Contained-Liquid ?dst))
(?path (Fluid-Path ?path)

(Fluid-Connection ?path ?src ?dst))
(?supported ((View-Instance Liquid-Flow-Supporting) ?supported)

(?supported path ?path)
(?supported src ?src)
(?supported dst ?dst)))

Preconditions ((Aligned ?path))
QuantityConditions ((Greater-Than (A (pressure ?src))

(A (pressure ?dst)))
(Status ?supported Active))

Relations ((Local flow-rate (Quantity flow-rate))
(Q- flow-rate (- (pressure ?src)

* (pressure ?dst)))
(greater-than (A flow-rate) zero))

Influences ((I+ (amount-of ?dst) (A flow-rat.))
(I- (amount-of ?src) (A flow-rate))))

Notice that the dependecec of flow on the geometric properties of the liquid pith is expressed by including
the instance of the support relation in the individuals and requiring that the relationship is true by placing it

1. The simplest way to represent these would use a hierarchial view description, with distinct cases
* representing normal flow. puniped flow, and siphoning. However, hierarcllial descriptions are not currently

supported in G I ZMO.

--
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ill thle quanltity conditions.' We ignore gais flows in this %ocabulary.
We haxc alreadv examined hecat tiow, but for complctencss, Wc include it again:

(defProcess (Heat-Flow ?src ?dst ?path)
Individuals ((?src (Physob ?src)

(Has-Quantity ?src heat))
(?dst (Physob ?dst)

(Has-Quantity ?dst heat))
(?path (Heat-Path ?path)

(Heat-Connection ?path ?src ?dst)))
Preconditions ((Heat-Aligned ?path))
QuantityConditions ((Greater-Than (A (temperature ?src))

(A (temperature ?dst))))
Relations ((Local flow-rate (Quantity flow-rate))

(Q- flow-rate (- (temperature ?src)
(temperature ?dst)))

(Greater-Than (A flow-rate) zero))
Influences ((I- (heat ?dst) (A flow-rate))

(I- (heat ?src) (A flow-rate))))

Remember that thle o. expainds into tmo qualitatiw proportionalities. hence the flow rate will be indirectly
* in fluenced b changes in the temperature of the source and destiation.

Bloiling is slightly more complicated because it involves state changes:

(defProcess (Boiling ?w ?hf)
Individuals ((?w (Contained-Liquid ?w))

(?hf ((Process-Instance Heat-Flow) ?hf)
(?hf DST ?w))

Ps (Substance ?3)
(?w SUBSTANCE ?s))

(?c (Container ?c)
(?w CONTAINER ?c)))

QuantityConditions ((Status ?hf ACTIVE)
(not (Less-Than (A (temperature ?w))

(A (tboil ?w)))))
Relations ((Introduces (c-s 7s GAS ?c))

(Contained-Stuff (c-s ?s GAS ?c))
(Local generation-rate (Quantity generation-rate))
(Local absorbtion (Quantity absorbtion))
(Has-Value (s (d (heat (c-s ?s GAS ?c)))) 0)
(Greater-Than (A absorbtion) ZERO)
(Greater-Than (A generation-rate) ZERO)
(Q- (temperature ?w) (temperature (c-s 7s GAS ?c)))

* (Qprop+ generation-rate (flow-rate ?ht)))
Influences ((I- (heat ?w) (A (flow-rate ?hf)))

(I- (heat (c-s ?s GAS 7c)) (A absorbtion))
(I+ (amount-of (c-s ?s GAS ?c)) (A generation-rate))
(I- (amount-of ?w) (A generation-rate))))

* As in the other vocab~ulary. Stt chlanges are Modelled by asserting that the canonical individual
* correspondinlg to the resulting phase exists, and its amiount Will increase as thle amount of the stuff in the

original phase decreases. Ihere We ,CC Introduces at %ork: certail boiling cr,.itcs steam, but since there can
be steamn in the container even when boiling isn't occuring we use Introduces instead of

* 2. The predicate (View-!Ins tance Liquid-Flow-Supporting) is Simply al "curried" predicate automatically
introduced to speed matching.
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Introduces-Uniquely as il the contained Stuff description. The suhstalnce (?s) and container (?c) are
included in the indi iduals specification since the pattern-matching there is GI1O's major mechanism for
de-StrcItUring compound objects.

let us examine the causes and consequences of" boiling more closel.. Predicating boiling on a heat
fiow occuring models the necessity of a source of energy for phase transitions.. \dding an influence which is
the Opposite of the flow rate of the heat flow to the heat of the %%ater preents the tCmperaturc of the water
from changing. I lhe flat assertion that the heat tof thc gas is UnIchaging (i.e.. the Has-Value statement) and
the absorntion influence on the gas is a kludge: gi~en that the heat flo" to Aater is active, there will also be a
heat llo%4 fron tie same source into the nevkly-forned gas. ih, only constraining the sign of absorbtion, the
assertion that the heat of the gas is Unchanging " ill result in the assumption (%lhen resolving influences) that
the inlluence of the heat flow to the steam % ill be cancelled out.

Finallk, there are tmo limit rules that reduce GIZMO's computational burden when envisioning.
lhe first rule concerns changes in the ordering between the level of liquid in a container and the maximum
height ofa fluid path, the quanltt condition for Liquid-Flow-Supporting. In particular, the rule concerns the
possibility that the relationship between level of the contained liquid and the uIaximtum height of the path
%kill change from Greater-Than to Equal-To. as would happen, ltr instance. if there were flow out of a
container. The body of the rule checks to make sure that the height of the bottom of the container isn't less
than the maximum height of the path (i.e., that the maximum height of the path is less than or equal to the
height of the bottom of the container). If it isn't, then it returns ALL to indicate that this possible change is
impossible. either by itself or in concert with other possible changes:

(defLimit-Rule No-Hills
(((A (level (at (c-s ?substance Liquid ?container) ?sit)))

(A (max-height (at ?path ?sit)))
Greater-Than
Equal-To))

(multiple-value-bind (relation reasons)
(ordering '(A ((height Bottom) (at .?container .?sit)))

'(A (max-height (at ,?path ,?sit))))
(if (and relation (not (eq relation 'Less-Than)))

(values 'ALL reasons)
(values nil nil))))

Without this rule. GIZMO comes to the same conclusion by considering what would be true after this change
had occured. First, suppose this change happens at the same time tie amount of liquid reaches /cro. ]hen
this change is moot, since the liquid no longer exists. Should the amount of liquid be greater than icro, the
correspondence between amount-of and level in the Contained-Liquid description allos GIZMO to
conclude that the level must be greater than the height of the bottom, thus contradicting the assurlption that
the level equals tie maximum height of the path. Since that change leads to a contradiction, GIlZMO will
mark it as inconsistent.

[he second nile embodies the conclusion that if the heights of the bottoms of two containers are the
same then the souirce Ofa liquid flow between them won't vanish:
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(DefLimit-Rule No-Sinks
((ZERO

(A (amount-of-in ?substance Liquid (at ?container ?sit)))
Less-Than
Equal-To))

(multiple-value-bind (okay? reasons)
(all-containers-at-same-level? ?sit)

(if (and okay?
(every-direct-influencer-of-type '(amount-of (at (c-s .?substance

Liquid
?container)

.?sit))
'Liquid-Flow))

(values 'ALL reasons)
(values NIL reasons))))

The pattern describes the possibility of the quantity condition for an instance of Contained-Stuff changing in
such a way as to make it inactive (i.e.. that the amount of stuff drops to ZERO). The function
all-containers-at-same-level? tests to see whether or not the heights of tile bottoms of all containers in the
situation are equal to each other. If they are, and if every direct influence on tie amount is due to some

* instance (if liquid flow (checked by tie function every-direct-inf luencer-of-type), then this change cannot
occur, either alone or in concert with other changes. The types of processes which provide direct influences
are limited to be Liquid-Flow because the argument originally used in ruling out this change (which we will
see momentarily) doesn't apply when boiling occurs. Requiring that all containers be at the same level is
quite conservative, since the only containers that really matter are those which arc connected to the source by
some fluid path.

The way GIZMO draws the conclusion represented by this rule is rather subtle. Consider the simple
cse of liquid flow occuring between two containers connected together by a single fluid path (as say in

.. section 4.1). Suppose the hypothesized change occured. Then the contained liquid in the destination will
exist and the contained liquid in the source won't. But if the contained liquid in the source did, whatJ inequ,,litiCs would hold between its parameters and the other parameters of the situation? Since the amount
of the source liquid is zero, its level will be equal to the height of the bottom (by the correspondence in the
Contained-Liquid description cited preiously). Since the function which determines le'cl as a function of
imouint is tile same for all contained liquids (i.e., level-function, as defined by the Function-Spec statement
in the contained-Liquid definition), the heights of the bottoms of the two containers are the same, and the
amount of contained liquid in the destination is greater than zero, Ahich means that the level of the
destination liquid is greater than that of the source. Because the function that relates pressures and levels is
the same fir all liquids (the function p-l-function introduced in the Contained-Liquid description), this
means the pressure of the source liquid is less than the pressure of the destination liquid. But before the
change. the pressure of the source liquid was greater than the pressure of tie destination liquid (as evidenced

• by the flow from tile source to the destination). Hence quantity space continuity (see section 3.6.4) has been
iolaced, rendering this change impossible.

E
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8.3 Motion

The description presented here is actually a simple set-up for simulating a spring and block

oscillator, rather than a general domain description for sliding motion. lrogress on building motion models

v%,as held up due to a deficienc in the implementation: until recently, Gl/Ni) had no wa of finding out

%khat dornain-dependent closed w orld assumptions it needed to make in the course of reasoning. [his mcant

the set of net forces, crucial to modelling motion, could not change as conditions changed. This deficency has

since been remedied, but the new motion vocabulary has not been adequately debugged and hence will not

be presented.

First. we describe the types of quantities used.

(defQuantity-Type position)
(defQuantity-Type velocity)
(defQuantity-Type force)
(defQuantity-Type length)
(defQuantity-Type rest-length)
(defQuantity-Type acc)

The objects we will consider are blocks and springs. A block's position will be completely described

b. a quantity, as will its velocity and (net) force:

(defEntity Block ((position quantity)
(velocity quantity)
(force quantity))

(Mobile ?self)))

All blocks are asstumed to be mobile. A spring's force is determined by the difference between its length and

rest length:

(defentity Spring ((force quantity)
(rest-length quantity)
(length quantity))

(Qprop- (force ?self) (length ?self))
(correspondence ((A (force ?self)) zero)

((A (length ?self)) (A (rest-length ?self)))))

A spring has several stites. If the length is the same as the rest length then it is relaxed, if the length is greater

than the rest length then it is stretched. and if the length is less than the rest length then it is compressed. As

before, these states " ill be modelled as individual views:

(defview (Relaxed ?s)
Individuals ((?s (spring ?s)))
QuantityConditions ((Equal-to (A (length ?s)) (A (rest-length ?s)))))

(defview (Stretched ?s)
Individuals ((?s (spring ?s)))
QuantityConditions ((Greater-Than (A (length ?s)) (A (rest-length ?s)))))

(defview (Compressed ?s)
Individuals ((?s (spring ?s)))
QuantityConditions ((Less-Than (A (length ?s)) (A (rest-length ?s)))))

We will need a way to talk about directions. The simplest way would be to use the values of signs as

indic.ating directions along sonic (inlplicit) axis. Unfortunately, I)FiACI,[ does not allow fixed-point

numbers to he first-class indi iduals. 'I hus we shall introduce symbolic names for these directions:
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(defpredicate direction nil)

(aefineConstant Plus)

(defineConstant Minus)
(defineConstant Null)

(defFact (Direction MINUS))

(deffact (Direction PLUS))
(deffact (Direction NULL))

(defFact (Non-Null-Direction MINUS))
(defFact (Non-Null-Direction PLUS))

(defFact (not (Non-Null-Direction NULL)))

(Irpossible-Fact (Non-Null-Direction NULL))

The additional distinction that a direction is not null is needed to nile out motion that doesn't go anywhere.

The Direction-Of predicate links thcsc constants with sign valucs:

(defRelation (Direction-Of ?dir ?number)
:code (caseq ?dir

(MINUS (rassume (iff ?self
(Has-Value (s ?number) -1)) 'Direction-Law))

(NULL (rassume (iff ?self
(Has-Value (s ?number) 0)) 'Direction-Law))

(PLUS (rassume (iff ?self
(Has-Value (s ?number) 1)) 'Direction-Law))

(t (rassume (not ?self) 'Direction-Law))))

(defComputable-Rel ation Direction-of)

This definition ties the constants MINUS, PLUS, and NULL to sign values of-1, 1, and o respectively. The second

statement (the defComputable-Relation form) tells GIZMO that, unlike most statments in preconditions,
facts of this type can be re-computed and hence should not be automatically assumed to persist.

Somehow a block and spring must be connected. The right way would be to have a Connected-To

relationship that would transmit forces (as in the examples in section 4.4). 1 lowever, since this vocabulary
assumes no means of updating the set of net forces (thanks to the implementation deficiency mentioned
above), %%e will have to use a kludge:

(defRelation (Connected-to-Spring ?from ?to)
:?from is the block

;?to is the spring
( (force ?from) (force ?to))

(Qprop* (force ?from) (force ?to))
(Qprop+ (length ?to) (position ?from))
(correspondence ((A (length ?to)) (A (rest-length ?to)))

((A (position ?from)) zero)))

This description is a kludge because it violates the "no function in structure" principle ide Klcer & Brown,

4t  1983]. ly asserting the force of the spring equals that of tile I)lock. it implicitly assumes that the spring and
block have no other forces applied to them. This makes the dcscription non-io)dular. Since % c have already

sullicd ourel\cs. e also incorporate the asstnlption that the spring is at its rest length when the position of

the block is at tile origin (tile second Oprop. and the Correspondence).

The piocss VOCilbul'y We \ill use is 011) slightly different from the Newtonian model introduced

in section 4.3:

~1

-li il. . . . .... ..-
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C' (defProcess (Motion ?obj ?dir)
Individuals ((?obj (Mobile ?obj))

(?dir (Direction ?dir)
(Non-Nul 1-Direction ?dir)))

Preconditions ((Direction-Of ?dir (A (velocity ?obj))))
QuantityConditions ((Greater-than (mi (A (velocity ?obj))) zero))
Influences ((I'- (position ?ooj) (A (velocity ?obj)))))

A :s mentioned above, motion occurs wlicn anl object hias a non-/erm elocit . Inl this vocabulary, at distinct

instance of' mlotion \N ill he created for each directi of motion. The Direction -of Statenit in the
-Preconditions enIsuresC that thle instance appropriate to the NelocitN's direction becomles acti~e. The difference

beetcn this dicscription and thle earlier model is tlC additional matching condition of the di rection being

C non-ntill,% which precludes creaitillg anl instance of motion that will never be activc. A similar trick is used in
modelling acceleration:

(defprocess (Accelerating ?obj ?dir)
Indivicuals ((?obj (Mobile ?obj))

(?dir (Direction ?dir)
(Non-Nul 1-Direction ?dlr)))

6 Preconditions ((Direction-Of ?dir (A (force ?obj))))
QuantityConditions ((Greater-than (mn (A (fore ?obj))) zero))
Relations ((Local acc (Quantity acc))

(Qprop- acc (force ?obj))
(Correspondence ((A acc) zero)

((A (force ?obj)) zero)))
Influences ((I+- (velocity ?obj) (A 8Cc))))
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r 1). Ba~sic deduct ions

In~~~~ th s c ii t r V x n i e agorith mls to perfor ml (lth: bas1ic ded uIctions Used in Q u ailtitaitixe Process
theo I \ lo Ixoid getting, mired in uninteresting details, the alegoritlinis w.ill bie specifed in "structurcd

li Olih ccasionatl\ Iimplementation tricks Mi icli alloV. sign ficant1 speedupIs W11 I bc described.

9.1 1. 1iiiing iicis and process instances

Ina pi ;i c iplc. f-inding '.icy, and process instances is simple. G ixen anl initia set of oljects, find all
tic. [. 1, 1,,0 thm V.ll% h ich ma'tc h the indix\ dual speci ficatinIS of each indi \ idu~il 5 ieV. and piro,_css i n the %view
J p cs. '. a b WOLLi riCS. FJCIic collection gix es rise to an1 instanllce Of that p.16Lrtic lr \ieV or process. For

c r ic. e mxil be m() oic xC.instances for ex ery sstan141ce and cx Cr) conltai ner, each represe nti ng that
'iat cInI A p).1t1Cicoar Staite inside the container. I IoV. c'.r. theC ability of processes and indi idjial \iews to

lh'do c kv 11d xdnIs V.hen aIctiv comnplicates this pictuire sonieV. hat. sinice the matching computation
1:*1 1r.c hr. h oe perto 1Inied Igeail il the new indix iduals. For example. if' we belie'.e somec of thle view

I .srcpi esenting containe~d liquids in the three-containers scenario (section 5.1) are actix e. there w4ill
ilo.'. hc process instances corres;ponding to flowss between diem.

InI pr.ict ice. produ~cinga all possible mndixiduals and instances from ajn initial collection of objects
NIi~ isL'iter olnlpu tation1S. [Ihis procedure will be called claboraling a situaI.tion. F~igure 48 presents the

J11iI'l th iscd. One sLbtlety is '.'orth mentmionin. A naivec ailgofilbm Axould reshult in1 an1 eXPOnentiali nu1mber
M t is";ullnpimous" *ihout the status of' instances, since all possible comb1ina16tis of st,mtus assignments V. omid have
Uo he tried to enIsure- that aill anid onh the possible instances ha'.e been tIbun1d. For example, both view
ilista rices correspomiding to contained-liquids in two containers connectcd by a fluid pah xxold have to be
,issiirncd true to findte appropriate instances of* liquid flow. F lowexer, the algorithm presented tests each
instaince ofl once. I losso can this work?

The trick lies in the wkillingness to match onl statements that haxe some chance of being true,
ra lesoftheiir current belief stauILs. Ibis is f'ornaliied by the idea of a puvsib true' fact. A fact is

11)' [Filre if and olrl if ( I) it has been mnentionecd (i.e., it appears in die datbase). (2) it is not marked as
hei mg imipossible and (3) either it is trtue or there is somne reason to belie'.e it cotuld be trLIe. [hle second

* :idtionl 1, Llsefutl in rulinp out[ sonic absurd poss.,ibilities, as '.xo sass in the Mlid model of' Section 8.2. The
!:id condition, the cxistenco of' somec reason to believe it could be true, is saisfiedl in C l/\1( by the

2\ls[0tCcC .0' di)] .c1lise in) the I MlS xx I cLould make it true. I iiportIantlx . the Rules xx hich iiimetthe
.An~iaknx'.lctre(sch as thosec created hr deftnti1ty. oefPredi1 ate, defRel at ion. And so fin th) trigger on

aj t,i bina, iitcrned -- being inI the olataih.ise -- raither than being, ictu.0l% beliexed to he true. [blus all the

* 0c c jid I cLitioll"11ips V.1J 1ii1hitit be tirue ,re inl thie dubiethe clauses, they initroduice ,irc ac:cessible
icI VlS. ',nd ili iJlcs to flind potential inst.inces are generated oin thatt basis i itlier thin .ictilil current

k!] Li. 1;I e %xrst c'isc tilis 1!,'oiitil nca generate ins~tances x iicli could nex er be ictix. but this seems a
Y'1,11 pi1;e to p). foir a\xoiding ii akiiio anmd retracting ain exponelitilal number ofaissuniptions.1

1 \otlLe t! F -1 icf] (ile iie system triggers onl intern, step 4 isn't necessary at all.
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Fig. 48. Situation elaboration

Procedure Elaborate

1. Let SLICES be the individuals which initially exist
in the situation.

2. Compute a table of all the type predicates which apply
to the members of SLICES

3. For each process in the Process Vocabulary and each
individual view in the View Vocabulary.

3.1 Find all collections of objects from SLICES which match the
individual specifications of the description

3.2 Create an instance of that type of process or view
for each such collection.

4. For each new instance,

4.1 Assume it is active.

4.2 Note any new individuals which exist as a result
of its being active. Add these individuals to
SLICES and update the type table accordingly.

4.3 Retract the assumption that it is active.

5. Continue from step 3 until no new instances or
individuals are found.

Once the view and process instances are found for a situation, a comparison table is computed that
summarizes which numbers are compared by quantity conditions of these instances. The comparison table is

* used in performing limit analysis.

9.2 Finding view and process structures

Finding out which process and view instances are active in any particular situation requires
establishing their preconditions and quantity conditions. In the simplest case this is performed by collecting
the preconditions and quantity conditions associated with all the instances and merging them to determine the

- minimal set of facts that need to be established. For example, if flows in both direction are possible, one
needs only to ask once about the relationship between ie pressures to determine which, if any of them, is
active. I low these facts are established will depend on exactly what the program is doing. Usually this
information will be provided in the initial conditions or determined by asking the user. Often it is more
natural to simply ask about tie status o" instances directly, and this option is provided as well.

In performing measurement interpretation, the space of possible view and process structures is
searched by constructing a dependency-directed generator to enumerate the possibilities (see tile appendix).
A similar generator is used in envisioning if the view or process structure in the initial situation is not
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completely specified, but the cn1 isioning algorithm guarentees the process and view structures will be
complete in every situation it constructs after that.

9.3 Resohing influences

Suppose tie process and view structures are known. ilien all of the direct influences on the
"l quantities in the situation will be known, as well as the qualitative proportionalities which will propagate these
. direct effects to indirectly influence other quantities. Using this information, influence resolution attempts to

calculate a D value for each quantity in the situation. Figure 49 presents the algorithm used to resolve

CR influences. The first two steps set up the machinery needed for resolving each quantity. The third step orders
the quantities so that no quantity will be considered before trying to resolve quantities it depends on. This is
accomplished by a simple tree-walk otitward from each directly influenced quantity along qualitative
proportionalities, as figure 50 illustrates. Notice that this algorithm implicitly assumes that the graph of

qualitative proportionalities Ahich hold at any particular time is loop-free. This assumption is safe for several
0 reasons. First, relationships between parameters are represented irredundantly since qualitative

proportionalities express the assumed direction of causation as well as a functional dependence. Second, by
assumption, no quantity can be both directly and indirectly influenced at the same time. This condition
prexents forming loops that are not ruled out by the first condition. Finally, the distinction between direct
and indirect influences "breaks" loops which would otherwise appear due to simultaneous equations in other
types of models.1

Step 4 is where the actual work is accomplished. The effect of the sorting is that the iteration will
begin with uninfluenced quantities, then the directly influenced quantities, and finally the indirectly
influenced quantities. If a quantity is directly influenced then its derivative will be the sum of the influence

*" adder constructed for it (step 2.1). The adder may be able to decide the sum directly, if for example the
positive or the negative inputs set is empty. As mentioned previously, the adder may also use inequality
information if there are both positive and negative direct influences. This information may change if the
quantities providing the direct effects (such as flow rates) are influenced, and so these inequalities are added
to the situation's comparison table so that limit analysis can take changes in them into account. As mentioned
pre~iously, if there are conflicting effects on an indirectly influenced quantity, then inequality information

* will not a priori help. I lowever, if access to domain-specific or problem-specific rules is provided (which it
isn't in GIZMO, yet). any use they make of inequality information should also be added to the comparison

table.

0

* 1. In particular, the "feedback heuristics" required in [dc Klcer, 1979], [de Klcer & Brown 19841 and

[Willimis. 1984] are unnecessary.

0
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I'ig. 49. Ilesohing influences

Procedure Resolve

1. Let QUANTITIES be the set of quantities belonging

to the objects in the situation.

3 2. For each quantity Q in QUANTITIES,

2.1 If directly influenced, create an influence adder.

Make closed-world assumptions to determine the inputs
and minus-inputs for the influence adder.

2.2 Otherwise, find CONSTRAINERS(Q) by fetching all

O+ and O_ statements which have Q

as their first argument, closing this set by assumption.

3. Let QUEUE - SORT-BY-DEPENDENCY(QUANTITIES).

4. Until QUEUE is empty,

4.1 Let Q - pop(QUEUE)

4.2 If Q is directly influenced, then

4.2.1 If the sum of its influence adder is known,

the Ds[Q] equals the sum.

4.2.2 Add any inequality information used by the

adder to COMPARISONS.

4.3 Otherwise, if CONSTRAINERS(Q) is non-empty,

4.3.1 Let PLUS, MINUS, UNKNOWN be empty
4.3.2 For each QI in CONSTRAINERS(Q)

4.3.2.2 If Ds[Q1J - I and Q Q+ Q1
or Os[Q1 ] - -1 and Q Q_ Q1, then

add Q1 to PLUS.
4.3.2.1 If Ds[Q1] , -1 and Q 0Q+ Q1

or Ds[Q1 ] - 1 and Q OQ Q1, then

add QI to MINUS.
4.3.2.1 If DsEQ1 ] is unknown, then add Qi

to UNKNOWN

4.3.3 If UNKNOWN is non-empty or if both PLUS

- and MINUS are non-empty, then Ds[Q ] cannot

be decided.

4.3.4 If PLUS is non-empty, then DO[Q ] - 1
4.3.5 If MINUS is non-empty, then OsQ ]  -1

4.3.6 Otherwise, Ds[QJ " 0

4.4 Otherwise, DOsQ) 1 0

5. If COMPARISONS is non-empty, use it to update

the situation's comparison table

6

S."i " i
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Fig. 50. I)etrnining the order of resolution

Procedure SORT-BY-DEPENDENCY(QUANTITIES)

1. For each Q in (JANTITIES, let mark(Q) - 0.

2. For each Q in QUANTITIES,

2.1 If directly influenced, MARK-DEPTH(Q, 1)

3. Return QUANTITIES, sorted by increasing marks.

Procedure MARK-DEPTH(Q, depth)

1. If mark(Q) < depth,

1.1 let mark(Q) - depth

1.2 for each Q1 in CONSTRAINEES(Q),
MARK-DEPTH(Q1, depth+2)

9.4 Limit analysis

L.imit analysis is the most complex of the basic deductions. l'h purpose of limit analysis is to
identif suite changes, such as changes in process structure, view structurc, or changes in O values, due to the
activity of processes. In essence, it works by using die 0s values found by influence resolution to detect
possible changes in the quantity space values, such as a quantity approaching a limit point. We will begin by

" examining the top-level procedure, then take a closer look at the individual steps. The top-level procedure is
illustrated in figure 51. Recall that the hypothesis that a particular ordering relationship or set of ordering@1

Fig. 51. Limit analysis

Procedure Limit Analysis(S)

1 1. Find the set of quantity hypotheses representing
possible changes in quantity spaces for quantities
in S. Also determine the sets NEXT-QHS(S) and ECL-QHS(S).

2. For each quantity hypothesis, annotate it with the changes
it causes in the process and view structures (if any).

2. Filter out those quantity hypotheses which lead to
inconsistent situations.

3. Assign a duration to the situation as follows:

3.1 If NEXT-QHS(S) is non-empty, then INSTANT.

3.2 If ECL-QHS(S) Is empty, then INTERVAL

3.3 Othorwise, duration is AMBIGUOUS

0I:
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relationships represents the next change that occurs is called a quantlily htviot/lwesis (see Section 3.6.4). The first
step, finding the set of quantity hypotheses, is the most complex and it will be examined shortly. Once found.
tile quantit% h1\ polICsCs are marked v ith the change they will cause in the view and process structure for the
situation, it an) -- the hI\ pothesis might simply correspond to a chtnge in dhe way influences are resolved.

[inding out exact \what changes w ill result from a particular quantity hypothesis being true (step 2)
is quite complicated because domain-specific knowledge may rule out the hypothesis as being inconsistent.
We %ill discuss the procedure used in the chapter on envisioning. I lowever, a simpler algorithm suffices to

" detenninC tle \ hat changes a quantity h pothesis % ill make in the %iew and process structures, assuming it
turns out to be consistent. The idea is to make a simple constraint network model of the indi iduals, view and
process instances, and quantit conditions which embodies the relationships between statuses and existence.
'[his constraint model is then set tip to represent what objects currently exist, the current statuses of view and
process instances, and the current truth of quantity conditions. The changes represented by a quantity
hypothesis are fed into the contraint model, and tie resulting changes in statuses and existence read out from
it.

There are three kinds of objects in this constraint model, models of individuals, models of instances,
and models of quantity conditions. A model of an individual has an existence property. If it exists by virtue
of some instance being active, the model of that instance is said to be a supporter of it. If a model of an
individual has supporters, then it exists exactly when one of them is active. A model of a comparison has an
existence property as well. tied to the existence of the indi~iduals whose quantities it compares. It also has a
property which describes the relationship which holds between the quantities it compares. A model of a view
or process instance has an existence property and a status property. Like the other models, it has supporters --
those individuals upon whom its existence depends, and whether or not it is active depends on whether the
state of the comparision models which represent its quantity conditions match its internal state specifications.

The constraint network for a situation is built as soon as the situation has been elaborated. To use it,
the properties of models (existence, state of comparisons, and statuses of instances) are set tip to reflect the
Current situation. The state of' the comparision models which correspond to the change represented by a
quantity h.pothesis are changed accordingly, and these results propagated through the model. By keeping a
record of the preI ious state and comparing this record with the model's current state, the changes which will
occur can he determined. Notice, however, that this procedure is not informed by any particular
domain-dependent inibonation, such as the existence of correspondences or explicit functions. So the

* constraint network model cannot detect that a hypothesis is inconsistent, only provide information about what
changes will result if it is. This constraint model is also useftil in pruning certain irrelevant conjunctive
hypotheses. as we will see shortly.

Returning to the top-level algorithm, the third and final step is to assign a duration to the situation,
based on how soon it will change. Recall that we divide times into instants and intervals, and the equality
change law determines how long each situation will last (see section 3.6.4). The sets NEXT-OHS and ECL-QHS are
computed as side-effects of finding quantity hypotheses. as we will see below. Both sets, if non-empty, consist
of quantity hypotheses which satisfy the equality change law. The distinction between them comes about
because some quantity hIpotheses depend on additional assumptions. Suppose, for example, that

* ACQ] A[Q 21 A DsCQ1 ] a Ds[Q21 1

lThen 01 and Q will change from equality if and only if

.. . .. -. .. . ..
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(r -IDn1Q1] - OmQ 2 ]

Since te 1 %o r, i 1e,1n 1 be equal. it is not certain that this change will occur. The hypotheses in NEXT-QHS
,are Owth." let of' lI1pthlcws comered by the equa16it change lawA' which do not Nietir such aSStLtllpfions.

111cre)IC it' NE X -QHS is non-meIpt, sonC instant,,ncous changc nlust occurl and SO the situation lasts but an

instant. Ihe Wt ECL-QIS ilnplh consists of all instantaneous changes, so if it is empty the situation must last
f'r some inter~al of time. Otherwise the situation may last an instant if the assumptions underl);ng the
h. potheses repres enting instantaneous changes are satisfied, or an interval of time if they aren't. So in that
case the duration is marked as ambiguous.

Now we turn to the problem of finding quantity hypotheses. The basic algorithm is illustrated in
figure 52. The quantity spaces are updated by using the comparison table to determine first what numbers

require quantity spaces, and then to determine what elements should be in each one. A number requires a

Fig. 52. Finding quantity hypotheses

Procedure Quantity Change Analysis

I. Retrieve comparison table for situation.

2. Create and update the quantity spaces for the quantities
mentioned in the comparison table.

3. Update the state of the comparison table.

4. Filter the comparison table by removing those
entries whose comparisons aren't neighbors.

5. For each element remaining,

5.1 Determine if the inequality relationship can change.

* 5.2 If it can, create a quantity hypothesis to represent
that change. Record any assumptions about rate required
for the change to occur.

6. Generate quantity hypotheses to represent all possible
combinations of occurrences of the single change
hypotheses, pruning out hypotheses which are moot
or that are explicitly excluded by domain-specific limit rules.

7. Apply the equality change law to determine which quantity
hypotheses represent changes which can occur in an instant.
Call the set which occur in an instant ECL-QHS(S). and call the
remainder NON-QHS(S).

8. If none of the members of ECL-QHS(S) requires an assumption
about rate, then let NEXT-QHS(S) be ECL-QHS(S). Otherwise, let
NEXT-QHS(S) be empty.

• *1
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quantit, space if it is mentioned in any element of the comparision table) A number is an clement in the
quantity space of another number it' there is an element in the comparison tahle that compares it with that
number. Since the comparison table was constructed using all tile comparisons required to find tile % iek and
process structures, and augnented by any inequality information required in restOling influences, we are
garenteed tLhat quantity spaces constructed from it in this manner contain all the information necessary to
predict state changes.

Once the elements for each quantity space havc been found. an effort is made to establish the
ordering relationships between the elements.2 'Ibis ordering information is used to compute the neighbors in
the quantity space. lhe neighbors, as defined previously, arc just the elements which ar .-r greater or less
than the number, with no other element in between (the set of elements which are equal to it is computed as

Nell). 'he comparison table is updated by recording what the ordering between the numbers mentioned in
each entry actuall) is. and entries representing comparisons between non-neighboring numbers are ignored
(step 4) since they will be irrelevant - by definition, the quantity will reach the neighbor first.

Step 5 involves finding tile possible changes for each relevant comparison. The current relationship
between the comparison's quantities and their D values are used to look tip in a table (described in section
3.6.4) what the next relationship can be. If some piece of information, such as a D value, is missing or the

next relationship is tie same. then the comparison is ignored.3 If the relationship can change, then a quantity
h'pothesis is created to represent that possibility and annotated with any assumptions it requires about the
rates (step 5.2).

Given the collection of hypothesized single changes, step 6 computes the collection of hypotheses
representing the prospect that more than one of these changes occurs at once. It is important to prune
hypotheses as quickly as possible, since if there are n hypotheses representing a single change then in theory
there can be 2n-1 total hypotheses. In practice there are rarely this many, for several reasons. First, certain
conjunctions can be ruled out because one change makes the other moot. For example, it makes no sense to
consider the possibility that two flow rates equalize at the same time one flow stops, since one of the flow rates
will no longer exist. The constraint network mentioned above is used to find such moot conjunctions and

*prune them as they are generated. Second. other conjunctions will violate consistency constraints, either
general ones such as continuity or domain-specific ones. such as implied by correspondences between
functionally dependent quantities (e.g.. the arguments about impossible changes in the end of section 8.2).
Finding out which combinations arc consistent in this way is fairly expensive, since it requires explicitly
generating the situation which occurs next, a procedure we will defer explaining tntil the discussion of
envisioning. Limit rules. introduced in Section 8.1.6. provide a mechanism to reduce this burden. A
proposed quantity hypothesis is tested against a database of limit rules, which can either let it pass, rule out

1. The only exception is ZERO -- no quantity space is ever created for it. In addition, ordering statements
invol% ing ZERO are treated as statements about signs. for efficiency reasons. See the appendix for details.
2. In GIZMO. this consists ofqteries to a specialized quantity implementation which will give an answer if it

follo%%s from knoA n inequalities and tran,,itivity. Once again, see the ppendix for details.
3. An alternative is to search the possible orderings between the numbers. Given the way in which the

* compirison table is constructed, however, the ordering information will always be known when envisioning
so this alternative was deemed undesirable.

€.
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just that hpothesis, or rule out all hx potheses Ahich contain that hypothesis. So far, the only use of limit
rules has been to "routini/e" conclusions that GIZMO can make without them, albeit with much greater
cOTort." Alhough limit rul es must provide reasons for their conclusions, if the answer they return is ALL, (as
thc rule, in the piecious chapter did). then no conjunCtie h,potheses inolving the ruled-out hypothsis will
e~er le gcneraited. I hus een if some oU the facts which support the limit rule's conclusion are withdrawn,
limit an,11xsis in usc he pertorined again to compute the entire set of possible changes.

The equlity change ]a is applied in step 7. Recall that the equality change law says that, except in
twko cases, all changes require an interval of time to occur. The first case is that the change in the ordering
relationship is away from equality: this respects the fact that numbers aren't "fuzzy". The second case is when
a change to equality is oceuling between quantities which were influenced away from equality for only an
instant. This case assumes that the influences of processes are finite. Finding hypotheses which satisfy case I
is simple: they are exactly the hypotheses for which one of the current relationships is equality. Satisfying
case 2 requires using some additional intbrmation carried along with the situation. In particular, if the
situation arose by a hypothesis satisfying case 1 of the equality change law, then the situation includes the
additional assertion that one number is "starts infinesimally greater than" the other, such as

A[Qj] I> A(Q2 ]

A consequence of believing the assertion above is that any hypothesized change which includes Q, and Q,

becoming cqual must occur in an instant. The set of quantity hypotheses which satisfy either case of the
.qualit change law comprise the set ECL-QHS, and those which don't comprise the set NON-QHS.

Finally, in step 8 the subset of quantity hypotheses which satisfy the equality change law is examined
to see if any of them require additional assumptions about rates to be valid. If none of them do, then the next

-. change that occurs must be one of the hypotheses satisfying the equality change law, and so the set NEXT-QHS
is made equal to ECL-QHS to reflect this fact. Otherwise it is not clear whether or not a change from ECL-QS
will occur, so NEXT-QHS is set to the empty set to inform the top-level limit analysis procedure of this fact.

No%% let us return to the problem of testing the consistency of a quantity hypothesis. As mentioned
previously, wc will defer discussion of how the next situation is generated fbr later. For now, it is enough to
know that it can be done. and certain inconsistencies can be detected in the course of doing so. Ifa consistent
next situation can be constructed, then several additional tests are made.2 First, the inequality constraints

* implied by named functions (such as the function that determines pressure from level) arc imposed. Second,
quantity space continuity is tested if some individual has vanished in the new situation. If no individual
vanishes, then these constraints are usually satisfied by the procedure which generates possible changes, and
%iolations arc detected by the procedure Ahich constructs the next situation. Should an individual vanish,
however, extra work is rcqutircd to detect continuity violations. Recall the No-Sinks limit rule in the fluids

1. This "compiling" of the domain knowledge is currently done by hand: an interesting learning problem is

to acquire sucI rules from cxpeiicnce. Such rules could also be used to encode heuristic knowledge, but in
thait case the implementation would have to be extended to allow graceful retraction of their results.
2. When performing limit analysis in the course of en' isioning these tests are interleaved wAith the situation

generation pcrljirined by that procedure. thus saving some work.

S
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dcsc L lption Of thle pre\ IOUS Chapter. Consider again at liquLiid flow between two containers. One possibility is
that thle liquid in tile source %%ill \an islit s the amount of it reaches itero. Another possibility is that the
prossu re in the mo ol otiners %illI eqi1ile. If tilc height s of the bottonis are thc samec then the first change is
impossible. since it wAold requireC that tile preCssure- inl tile source was less than the pressure in the destination
(aISSUmling C~pl cit functions linking lex ci and pressure, as noted preiouIslY). This \violationl of continulity Will
not. lioe~er, be detected, since tie liquid in the source, and hence its pressure. no longer exist! As alluded to
pre\ ioush, the solution is to re-instaill the facts about the quantities of the vanished individual as if it existed,
and then look for continuity Violations. This procedure is somewhat gory, so we won't look into it further.
The final test is for D Scontinluity, and it is performned by resolving, influences in the new" situation and seeing

Micthier theC D SvaIlue of any quantity jumps from -1 to i or i to -1 from the current situation to the new one.
If any) do, then the quantity hypothesis is marked as inconsistent.
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10. leisuremcnt interpretation

Ihis chapter describes an algorithim %khich constructs interpretations of Incastremnents taken at an
instant (tile "onc-look" case described in section 5.5). The pruning heuristics described in section 5.5 are not
implemited because tie domain models considered are not complex enough to v,;Trrcnt tLhem. The input to
this algorithm is a siation and a set of observations, and the output is a set of iriterpretations describing how
the possible processes in the situation could explain those observations. First we describe the interpretation
algorithm, then a procedure for automatically generating diagnostics given a set of interpretations, and finally
illustrate these procedturcs with an example.

E. 10.1 The algorithm

We assume the situation s has been elaborated, i.e., all the possible view and process instances in it
have been found. The set of observations, called oBS. consists of expressions of the form

(Measured (has-value (s (D (quantit))) (I. 0. or 0))

where (quanity) is a reference to a quantity belonging to an individual in s. Figure 53 presents the
interpretation algorithm. In the course of setting up the situation to be interpreted several of the instances
may have their statuses detennined -- for example, measuring a property of an individual implies that the
individual does indeed exist. In addition, the user is queried to determine if there are more assumptions to be
made about the statuses of view or process instances. The process and view instances whose statuses are
unknown are used to create a complete, irredundant generator which %ill produce all and only tie consistent
combinations of status assignments. The appendix describes the generator in more dcetail: the only property
we need to know here is that it can be inforned by adding clauses to the TMS, as happens when facts are
asserted.

Recall that an interpretation consists of a set of status assignments and the collection of unit cause
'ypotheses (abreviated UCIl) that provide its account of the measured os values. 'he search for
interpretations proceeds by asking the generator for a collection of status assignments. constructing an
intcrpretation which represents the hypodesis that the collection is responsible lbr the measurements, and
tc,,ting this hypodesis to see if it is consistent. Ilie first step (2.1) in testing the hypothesis is to resolve
influences. In step 2.2, a UCII is constructcd to account fbr each mneIAsurcmnent in the context of the

* itcrprctajtion hypothesis, and is locally tested for consistency by seeing if the sign of the derivative for ie
mcasuried qmantit. computed by influence resolution matches the obser\ed value. If the o %alue is known

hti different then the UCtl, and hence the vhole interpretation. is inconsistent. If the ls 'l is unknown,
then the aSSUllplions needed to take it be the measurcd ,altrC are rccorded as part of the UCIt.

Suppo,,e se er,1 C! I's require making assumptions. llen it is possible thait a consistent UCI I can
be constnicted for cach measuremnent, but Mhen taken together the assumptions theN make imply a
Contrafiction. Step 2.3.2 takes this possibility into account b\ as,,uming the \arious fCcts needed to make the
LICI's valid adl propagating the rcsuits. If any\ contradictions cnsuc, the interpretation is marked as
inconsistent.

When an intcrprctati ml is found to be inconsistent, either locally due to the failure to find a
consi tent UCI I fir some mncas,,rcrntrit. or globally due to ii comnsistent as,,umptions made in constructing

• . .
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Fig. 53. Oi-look measureennt intcrpretation algorithm

;Let OBS be the set of measurements

Procedure Interpret

1. Make status assignments to process and view instances
wherever possible

2. Perform a dependency-directed search over the status
assignments remaining. For each set of status assumptions,

2.1 Resolve influences.

2.2 For each measurement M in OBS.

2.2.1 Let Q be the quantity described by the measurement M.
VAL be the D. value measured, and UCH be the Unit Cause
Hypothesis which is to account for M in this
interpretation.

2.2.2 If DS[Q ] - VAL, then mark UCH as consistent

2.2.2 If DsEQ] is known, then mark UCH as inconsistent

2.2.3 Otherwise,

2.2.3.1 It Q directly influenced, mark UCH as consistent
and record the inequality assumption needed to
insure D[Q]  VAL

2.2.3.2 If Q indirectly influenced, mark UCH as consistent
and record VAL as sEQ ] '

2.3 Let UCHS be the set of Unit Cause Hypotheses constructed in
the previous step, and INTERP be the interpretation representing
the current collection of status assignments.

2.3.1 If any UCH in UCHS is marked as inconsistent, mark
INTERP as inconsistent, giving the inconsistent UCHs
as a reason, and install appropriate nogood sets.

2.3.2 Temporarily make any assumptions required by the UCHs.

2.3.2.1 If any contradictions arise, mark INTERP as
inconsistent and install appropriate nogood sets.

2.3.2.2 Otherwise, mark INTERP as consistent.

;!
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( ICI Is. nogood setsi are constructed to prevent the generator from trying that collection of status assignments
again. thus reducing the search space. The nogood sets will always include some status assignments. If the
nogood is constructed for a particular LICI I then it will include the measurement the UCI I was intended to
explain, and if the nogood is constructed from a global contradiction it will contain all tie measurements.

Which status assignments should be included in a nogood set? The notion of p-influencers

introduced in section 5.5 (the set of instances which provide direct or indirect influences on a particular
quantity ) would allow exactly that subset of the status assignments which was responsible for the particular Ds

measurement to be in the nogood set. This would provide maximum constraint by ensuring that no
• hypothesis containing those assignments as a subset would ever be generated again. However, finding the

p-influencers proed difficult in this implementation: since qualitative proportionalities are often introduced
I by irtue of type predicates as well as instances, additional indexing is required to construct the set of

p-influencers. 'Ihus it proved simpler to just use all of the statts assumptions in the nogood set. While it
doesn't prune the search space as much as using p-influencers would, it does provide some constraint if the
same situation is examined with two non-disjoint sets of measurements. We will see an example of this in
section 10.3.

10.2 Making diagnoses

Given a collection of consistent interpretations for a set of measurements, predictions can be made
about the values of other measurable parameters. By testing these predictions the set of consistent

i interpretations can be further constrained. Figure 54 shows how. The first step is simply to find all
measurements that have not yet been made. Step 2 classifies each interpretation according to what it predicts

*. about that measurement, using information saved during the interpretation process. If the interpretation
doesn't constrain the quantity, then for simplicity it is placed in all the sets, even though it is possible that the
assumption necessary to make it be some particular value might lead to a global contradiction. If it is
neccssary to make absolutely sure that only consistent diagnoses are made, then a test similar to the global
consistency test in procedure INTERPRET could be used. Should there be only one consistent interpretation the
table constitutes a set of predictions, since an interpretation can assign at most one D value to each quantity.

Otherwise, the interpretations associated with each possible value of a measurable parameter are presented as
a diagnostic. G I/MO currently it makes no fuirther use of the results itself, although thc results are presented

* to the user on request.

10.3 Three containers

This example consists of three containers F, G, and H. each containing some water, as depicted in
* figure 401. F and G are connected b. iluid path PI and G and H are connected by fluid path P2. Figure 55

describes tie scenario. Suppose we measure the level in G and find that it is decreasing. What could be

1. A no-ood set is a collection of premises which are mutually contradictory. Truth-maintence systems
usul,, inlludc s(unC mlcan'S au*,nn a0;i~ng these sets \%hen discovered, to prevent \vasting extra eflbrt deriving
thcir consequences.

S1
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iCFg. 54. I)iagnosis algorithm

:Let 0es be the set of measurenents taken
;Let INTERPS be the set of consistent interpretations of OBS

Procedure Diagnosis

*1. Let NEW be empty. For each type Q of measurable parameter,

1.1 For each individual I that has Q.

1.1.1 If Q(I) is not constrained by OBS, add it to NEW

2. For each quantity Q in NEW, construct a table entry

consisting of three sets, INCREASE, DECREASE, and CONSTANT.

2.1 For each interpretation I in INTERPS.

2.1.1 If in I Ds[Q ] - 1, add I to INCREASE

2.1.2 If in I Ds[Q] - 0, add I to CONSTANT

* 2.1.3 If in I Ds[QJ - -1, add I to DECREASE

2.1.4 If in I Ds[Q ] is unknown, add it to

INCREASE, DECREASE, and CONSTANT.

3. If there is just one interpretation in INTERPS, present
the table contents as predictions.

4. Otherwise, present the table contents as a diagnosis.

causing this?
To begin with, we must find tile possible view and process instances. If we perform elaboration on

the situation 3C-START, We will get view instances representing each state of water (the only substance in this
domain) in each container and representing the possibility for flow through the two paths. The only process
instances will be fluid flow, one instance corresponding to flow in each direction of each path. No heat paths
were specified. hence no instances of heat flow were found, and therefore no instances of boiling exist. Figure

* 56 provides the names of these instances. The initial conditions in the scenario ensure that only water in the
liquid form exists, and we will further assume that all the paths can support flow in all directions (i.e., that all
the instances of 1 iquid-flow-supporting are active). The only instances whose statues are not known are the
four process instances, and so they will comprise the search space.

If we trace the interpretation search, we see:
$

Beginning search on 3C-START..
Status Assignment I

All assumed inactive.
-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.

Status Assignment 2
PI-3

-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.

* Status Assignment 3
P1-2

-- Consistent.
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- Fig. 55. Ihree Containers Scenario

(defscenario three-containers
(Individuals F G H PI P2

(c-s WATER LIQUID F)

(c-s WATER LIQUID G)
(c-s WATER LIQUID H))

(Facts (Container F)
(Container G)
(Container H)
(Fluid-Path PI)
(Fluid-Path P2)
(Fluid-Connection P1 (c-s WATER LIQUID F) (c-s WATER LIQUID G))
(Fluid-Connection P1 (c-s WATER LIQUID G) (c-s WATER LIQUID F))
(Fluid-Connection P2 (c-s WATER LIQUID G) (c-s WATER LIQUID H))
(Fluid-Connection P2 (c-s WATER LIQUID H) (c-s WATER LIQUID G)))

(Always (Equal-To (A (fax-height P1)) (A ((height bottom) G)))
(Lqual-To (A (fax-height PI)) (A ((height bottom) F)))
(Equal-To (A (fax-height P2)) (A ((height bottom) G)))
(Equal-To (A (max-height P2)) (A ((height bottom) H)))
(Aligned P1)
(Aligned P2))

(In-Situation 3C-START
(Individuals F G H P1 P2

(c-s WATER LIQUID F)
(c-s WATER LIQUID G)
(c-s WATER LIQUID H))

(Facts (Greater-than (A (amount-of-in water liquid F))
ZERO)

(Greater-than (A (amount-of-in water liquid G))
a ZERO)

(Greater-than (A (amount-of-in water liquid H))
ZERO)

(Equal-to (A (amount-of-in water gas F))
ZERO)

(Equal-to (A (amount-of-in water gas G))
ZERO)

(Equal-to (A (amount-of-in water gas H))
ZERO))))

Status Assgnment 4
PI-I

* -- Consistent.
Status Assignment 5

PI-I

PI-3

-- Consistent.
Stat's Assignment 6

PI-1
PI-2

* -- Consistent.
Status Assignment 7

P1-O
-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.

Status Assignment 8
PI-0
Pl-3

-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.
Status Assignment 9

P1-0
P1-2

S
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Fig. 56. Vie%% and process instances for three containers scenario

For Situation 3C-START
IVI-0: VIEW-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW-SUPPORTING. C-S(WATER, LIQUID, F),

C-S(WATER. LIQUID, G), P1)
IVI-1: VIEW-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW-SUPPORTING, C-S(WATER, LIQUID. G).

C-S(WATER, LIQUID. F). P1)
IVI-2: VIEW-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW-SUPPORTING. C-S(WATER. LIQUID. G),

C-SCWATER, LIQUID. H). P2)
IVI-3: VIEW-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW-SUPPORTING. C-S(WATER, LIQUID. H).

C-S(WATER, LIQUID, G). P2)
IVI-4: VIEW-INSTANCE(CONTAINED-STUFF. F, WATER, LIQUID)
IVI-5: VIEW-INSTANCE(CONTAINED-STUFF, F, WATER, GAS)
IVI-6: VIEW-INSTANCE(CONTAINED-STUFF, G, WATER, LIQUID)
IVI-7: VIEW-INSTANCE(CONTAINED-STUFF, G, WATER, GAS)4IVI-8: VIEW-INSTANCE(CONTAINED-STUFF. H, WATER, LIQUID)
IVI-0: VIEW-INSTANCE(CONTAINED-STUFF, H, WATER, GAS)
P1-0: PROCESS-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW. C5S(WATER, LIQUID, F). C-S(WATER' LIQUID, G), P1.

IVI-0)
PI1: PROCESS-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW, C-S(WATER. LIQUID, G). C5S(WATER. LIQUID. F), P1.

IVI-1)
P1-2: PROCESS-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW. C-S(WATER, LIQUID, G), C-S(WATER. LIQUID. H). P2.

IVI-2)
P1-3: PROCESS-INSTANCE(LIQUID-FLOW. C-S(WATER. LIQUID, H), C5S(WATER, LIQUID, G), P2.

IVI-3)

-- Consistent.

There are 5 consistent interpretations.

Notice that dhe gcnerator is informed by the constraint that the quantity conditions be consistent, for although
coibinatorially sixteen status assignments are possible, only thc nine assignmcents which result in unique
inequallity relationships between pressures arc generated. Of these nine, four arc inconsistent with the

4measured decrease in the level in 0. The consistent in terpretat ions arc shown graphically in figurc 57.1 If we
ask for a diagnosis, we get:

Suggested Measurements:

For (M LEVEL(C-S(WATER, LIQUID, F)) 3C-START):
Increasing indicates M-I-5, M-1-4, M-1-3.
Constant indicates M-1-2.
Decreasing indicates M-1-8.

For (M LIVEL(C-S(WArER, LIQUID, H)) 3C-START):
Increasing indicates M-I-8. M-1-5. M-1-2.
Constant indicates M-1-3.
Decreasing indicates M-I-4.

Suppose we measure the le~cl in F and find that it is decreasing. If we trace the interpretation search
again, we see:

1. Notice that if we knew thle me1asuremnent wais taken over an interval of time rather than an instant, we

could forther rule out M- 1-2 and M- i-3. since they describe situations that can only last for an instant.
GIZMO's algorithmns assume the ineaStrement was iade at an instant.
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Fig. 57. (onsiktcnt in crpretations for Ds[level (G)] - -1

I ie icti\c instances of' fluid flow arc indicated by arrows pointing
in the direction of the flow.

M-I-2: F G -->H

M-I-3: F -G H

M-I-4: F <-- G <-- H

M-I-5: F<-- G -->H

M-t-8: F -- > G -- > H

Beginning search on 3C-START...

Status Assignment 1
PI-3

Status Assignment 2
PI-2

-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.
Status Assignment 3

PI-1
-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.

Status Assignment 4
pI-1

PI-3
-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.

Status Assignment 5
PI-1
PI-2

-- Inconsistent, for LOCAL reasons.
Status Assignment 6

PI-0
Status Assignment 7

PI-0
PI-3

Status Assignment 8
PI-0
PI-2

-- Consistent.
There is one consistent interpretation.

T]he assignmcnts where no comment was inadc as to consistency were immediatel, ruled out by nogood sets
created during the previous search, thus only five status assignments were considered in detail. Of these five,
only M-I-8 is consistent with both mcasurements. If we ask for a new diagnosis we get a prediction:

0
There is just one consistent interpretation.

It predicts:
(M Ds[LEVEL(C-S(WATER, LIQUID, H))] 3C-START) I 1

Given the interpretations depicted above, this answer is correct.

• " .". . ' - "" .-S- . '

" S ? " " " " - - " -" . .- , '
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II. F"isioning

riNi,,ioning is a techilicitie that generates all possible outcomes of some initial situation. Although

Cll iisioniiin is iinportitlli in it',. o I1 right a a means of miaking predictions, it also illustratcs hot. the basic QP
deductions can be we elcd toLcther to perform more complex deductions. This ch;ipter describes the basic

I ene sioning lgoirithin and discusses ts, o critical problems M, hich arise in envisioning -- nanlely how to match
situations and low to decide what J situation looks like a fter changes havc occured, the framne problcm for
s ,imulation. Ihe results of the ;algorithm on several examples are presented. Also rules are described for
SLIiniari/ing the cnsisionment in order to draw conclusions about final sttes, changing equilibriums, and
oscillations.

11.1 The algorithm

Figure 58 describes the basic algorithm. Roughly. here's how it works. If the initial situation is not
completely determined, it is either because the status of some process or vicw instance is unknown or some
influences are unresolhed. In this case, the cnvisioner creates new situations to represent the various
possibilities (step 2). The bulk of the envisioner consists of two loops. The outer loop uses limit analysis to
determine what state changes can occur for each situation. The inner loop constructs the situation which
would result from each quantity hypothesis. testing to sce if that situation has been generated before. If it has,
then the fact that the transition being considered leads from the current suite to the state matched is noted.
Otherwise, the new state (or states, if some influences cannot be resolved) representing the results of that
change is added to the list of situations generated so far and queued so that changes in it will be deternined in
turn.

The sections which follow describe certain aspects of this algorithm in detail.

11.1.1 Finding completions

Indetenninacy can arise during envisioning in two ways. First, the initial state may not be
completely determined (step 2). Second, influence resolution may yield ambiguities, preventing full
knoA, ledge of the s values for a situation (step 3.2.3.2). In both cases, new situations are constructed which
represent the different aternatives for the undetennined information. The situations which represent
alternative status assignments are called s-completions. The situations which represent alternative influence
resolutions are called r-completions.

S-completions are generated by a dependency-directed search over the unknown status assignments,
creating a situation for each consistent set. A similar dependcency-directed search over unknown 0 Salues is
used to generate r-completions, with one additional subtlety. Some possible ,aluCs are ruled out by
continuity constraints - if. for example. a D value Aas -1 in a previous situation, then by continuity it cannot
ic 1 in the next situation. These constraints are honored by passing in assumptions about which Ds values are

illegal due to continuity constraints.
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I Fig. 58. 1:111isioning algorithmn

Procedure Envision

1. Let S be the initial situation and the set SITUATIONS initially
be empty.

2. If the process structure or view structure of S is incomplete,
then let QUEUE - SITUATIONS -R-COMPLETIONS(S-COMPLETIONS(S)).

if any Ds values in S are unknown. lot

QUEUE = SITUATIONS -R-COMPLETIONS(S)

4otherwise, let QUEUE - SITUATIONS (S)

3. Whire QUEUE is not empty, let S1 first(QUEUE) and
QUEUE - rest(QUEUE).

3.1. Perform limit analysis on S1. Initialize OH-QUEUE
to be the set of quantity hypothesis which result.

3.2. While OH-QUEUE is not empty. let
I QH - head(QH-QUEUE), QII-QUEUE -tail(QH-QUEUE)

3.2.1 Let S2 -NEXT-SITUATION(S1, QH).

3.2.2 If any situation S3 C SITUATIONS matches S2.
install a transition pointer from S1 to S3 via QH.

3.2.3 Otherwise, install a transition pointer from S1 to SZ
via OH.

3.2.3.1 If S2 is r-complete then add S2 to QUEUE and
SITUATIONS.

3.2.3.2 If S2 is not r-complete then add S2 to
SITUATIONS and its r-completions to

* SITUATIONS and QUEUE.

11.1.2 Matching

'00tcning Situa1,tionS is simple. iwo situations are identical if they contain the samne individuals, have

tie samc ie% and proxcss structures, if each corresponding quanltity has the samte o~ %;tile, and if each

Sun It C spceS the same. In practice it is simpler to match over the contents of the situation's comparison

tahic r.ithei tinl tile quanlt6t spaces. since it contains die union of dhe information in the quantity spaces.
4 I-or %~li~~~.xe will call this set of inequality information the qsiaie of the situation.
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11.1.3 Temporal inheritance

)educing what tie world looks like after some change has occured is a form of the framc problem.
Using the QP ontology greatly simplifies this problem. We will stay entirely within QP theory by only
considering the changes in incqualities predicted by limit analysis, and ignoring changes in preconditions that

* might he predicted by external theories.1

The algorithm is formulated in terms of temporal inheritance, carefully making assumptions about
%%hich facts will hold in a new situation. Three remarks are in order before describing the procedure in detail.
First, we will call an indiidual whose existence is predicated on the status of a viek or proccss instance a
dvnamic individual, and a static individual otherwise. An example of a dynamic individual is the water in a
container, and an example of a static indihidual is the container itself. Second, we will assume that, unless we
know otherwise, individuals which exist remain in existence. Third, note that the inequality relationships
which comprise the qstatc can be divided into two classes, those which are mentioned as possibly changing by
some quantity hypothesis and those which aren't. The subset of the qstate which might change is called 11.
Importantly. if we assume that the change represented by a particular quantity hypothesis occurs, we are also

* assuming that the changes it explicitly mentions occur and no others from Q change. This follows from the
definition of a quantity hypothesis.

Figure 59 describes the temporal inheritance algorithm. We begin by constructing a situation and
slices to represent the individuals (including view and process instances) after the change. Constructing a
slice, of course, is not tantamount to assuming that the individual actually exists. While we can predict the

q comings and goings of dynamic individuals, any changes in the existence of static individuals must be
predicated on considerations outside QP theory. Step 2 acknowledges this fact by assuming that any static

' individuals remain in existence. Step 3 recognizes that, on the whole, changes in preconditions cannot be

predicted within QP theory. There are certain exceptions (such as the Direction-Of relationship introduced
- when discussing motion in section 8.3). and these are explicitly marked as being deducible and dius are

ignored by the temporal inheritance algorithm because they will automatically be recomputed from other
intormation for the new situation.

Step 4 simply enforces the requirement that the quantity hypothesis QH really is the change which
occurs - the subset of the relationships in 0 which it mentions change, and no others in Q do. A contradiction
at this point indicates that QH represents an impossible change. Step 5 implements the persistence assumption
for dynamic individuals: a dynamic individual will vanish only if the inequalities it depends on change. Step
6 implements the persistence assumption for inequalities: namely that an inequality will remain true unless
you explicitly know (or hae deduced that) it has changed.

The motivation for the particular ordering in these steps can best be illustrated by example. Clearly
the static individuals mUst be around to determine whether or not view and process instances can be active
(since being acti~e implies the instance exists, and the instance exists if and only if the individuals which it
occurs among do). and hence whether or not dynamic individuals can exist. Consider a can containing water

1. While predicting that preconditions will change is generally outside the relm of Q11 theory, it appears that
determining the effects of such changes on Q11 descriptions would be a straightforward modification of the
algorithm presented here.

SA .- ., . - -., - -
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( Fig. 59. Temporal inheritance

Procedure Next-Situation(S, QH)

1. Construct a situation NEW.

2. For each static individual I in S,
assume i exists in NEW.

3. For each fact f which serves as a precondition
in S which cannot be recomputed, assume f holds
between the corresponding slices of NEW.

4. Assume the new inequalities specified by QH hold in the
new situation, and that all inequalities in Q but
not specified by the QH hold in the new situation.

5. When consistent, assume that dynamic individuals
which exist in S exist in NEW.

6. When consistent, assume that the inequality relationships
in the qstate but not in 9 still hold.

* Note: If any required assumption (steps 2, 3. and 4) leads to a
contradiction, then the OH represents an inconsistent change.

but no steam %hich is being heated on a stove. If we fail to distinguish bctween the inequalities in Q and its
complement with respect to the qstate (in effect, merging steps 4 and 6). then we could never conclude that
the water would boil. because boiling forces te existence of steam in the can, which would conflict with the
inherited assumption that the amount of steam in the can was zero. Suppose we inherited the existence of
dynamic individuals before updating the changed inequalities (i.e., reverse steps 4 and 5). 'rhen we could
never conclude that, given boiling occurs, that the water will all boil away, since the assumption that the water
exists will contradict the assumption that the amount of water becomes zero. Steps 5 and 6, on the other
hand, can safely be performed in either order, since any changes in existence will be predicated on the set of
inequalities that change.

11.2 Sumniarizing behavior

Envisioning results in a description of all behaviors possible from the initial situation. This
description, tie envisionmcnl, can be used to directly answer some types of questions. To determine if a
situation with particular properties is possible, tor instance, one needs only to inspect the envisionment to see

* if a state having those properties is present. If such a state is present then the situation is possible, and if it
isn't then, because the envisionmnent is complete, the situation is impossible. I lowever, further processing is
required to answer other kinds of interesting qtiestions, such as whether or not the system being analyzed will
oscillate or what its eventual fate will be. In addition, the envisionment is often large and complex;
summarization techniques are required to make some kinds of dynamical information explicit, such as

* changing equilibriums.

The cm isioument is a rooted, directed graph, with the possible situations comprising the nodes and
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the transitions between them (changes represented by quantity hypotheses) constituting tile links. In earlier
%%ork on envisioning [IorbIus, 198 la], dynamical properties were identified with graph-theoretic properties of
the cnvisionnient. The final siates a system may take on are identified with states that have no links leading
out. Oscillations were identified with cycles in the graph. On the whole this sarne theory works with the
enisionments produced with QP theory. Two new factors require modifications, however. First, the
phenomcna of stutter means that not all cycles correspond to oscillations (sec section 5.1). Second,
ambiguities can arise in the D values, resulting in some links and states which represent lack of knowledge

rather than state transitions.
Figure 60 describes GIZMO's summarization algorithm. The first step is to make a copy of the

envisionment dtat can be mutated to serve as the summary. Then the situations which represent
r-completions of some situation are merged together to reduce the branching factor of the graph (step 2).
Since stutter cycles can casily be distinguished, it makes sense to find them next and replace those states with
a description of the overall behavior manifested during the cycle (Steps 3 and 4). Step 5 simply finds and
records all remaining cycles in the graph. Finally, all states with no links leading out are found and marked as
final states.

As mentioned previously, stutter can be distinguished from oscillation because every state in a
stutter cycle will only last an instant. Stutter often appears in conjunction with situations that are incomplete
in s values. Rather than find distinct stutter cycles for each r-completion and merge them later, we just
include all the r-completions in the same summary state.

I he following heuristics have been developed for computing the summary of a stutter cycle. The
process and view structure of the summary state is taken to be the union of the view and process structures for
the states of the cycle. If the os value for some quantity is the same for all states in the cycle, then the o. value

* for that quantity in the summary will be that value. If the os value has a net change in a single direction (such
as being i in some states and o in the rest), then the value for the summary will be the value of the net change.
It is less clear what to do if the % value takes on both -1 and i as values during the cycle. One possible

Fig. 60. Summarization algorithm

Procedure SUMMARIZE

1. Build a copy ENV of the envislonment.

2. Merge all r-completions

3. Find all stutter cycles in ENV

4. For each stutter cycle found,

4.1 Compute a situation which describes the overall
behavior during the cycle.

4.2 Replace the cycle with the summary situation.

5. Find and mark all oscillations.

6. Find and mark final states.
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stratagy is to examine Situations before and after the cycle in order to ascertain the net change in it during the
cycle. GIZMO, however, simply marks the os value for the summary as unknown.

these rules are viewed as heuristics because it is not clear they will always work. For instance,
taking the process structure of de summary to be the union of the process structures for the cycle could lead
to a situation that normally would be considered inconsistent. I have not yet constructed such a
counterexample, nor have I been able to prove that such examples don't exist. It also may not matter,
depending on the kinds of questions the summary is used to answer. Clearly tile issue requires further study.

11.3 Examples

11.3.1 Two Containers

This example illustrates the basics of the envisioning algorithm. Figure 16 depicts the situation
graphically, and ligure 61 shows the scenario specifying it. [wo containers, named F and G, are connected by

a fluid path Pi. The scenario specifies that initially, each container contains some water in the liquid form and
none in the gas tbrm. that the heights of the bottoms of F and G are at the same height as P1, and that the level
of the water in F is greater than the level of the water in G. We will also assume that oi is aligned, and that the
pressure in F initially is greater than the pressure in G. Figure 62 plots the situations that resulL Here is

I
Fig. 61. Two container scenario

(defscenario two-containers
(Individuals F G PI

(c-s WATER LIQUID F)
(c-s WATER LIQUID G))

(Facts (Container F)
(Container G)
(Fluid-Path PI)
(Fluid-Connection PI (c-s WATER LIQUID F) (c-s WATER LIQUID G))
(Fluid-Connection PI (c-s WATER LIQUID G) (c-s WATER LIQUID F)))

(Always (Equal-To (A (max-height P1)) (A ((height bottom) G)))
(Equal-To (A (max-height P1)) (A ((height bottom) F)))
;assume they are on a flat table
(Equal-To (A ((height bottom) F)) (A ((height bottom) G)))
(Aligned P1))

(In-Situation 2c-start
(Individuals F G P1

(c-s WATER LIQUID F)
(c-s WATER LIQUID G))

(Facts
there is water

(Greater-than (A (amount-of-in WATER LIQUID F))
ZERO)

(Greater-than (A (anount-of-in WATER LIQUID G))
ZERO)

;No steam
(Equal-to (A (amount-of-in WATER GAS F))ZERO)
(Equal-to (A (amount-of-in WATER GAS G))

ZERO))))

. " I.i : ". :., ( :: _.i .:i
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Fig. 62. Tio containers plot

GIZMO's description of what occurs: 1

In situation SO, there is a flow of the water in F
to G. The height of the top of the water in G. the volume
of the water in G. the pressure of the water in G, the level
of the water in G. and the amount of the water in G are
increasing. The height of the top of the water in F. the
volume of the water in F, the pressure of the water in F, the
level of the water in F, the flow rate of the a flow of the
water in F to G, and the amount of the water in F are decreasing.
All other quantities are constant.

After some time, the pressure of the water in F
and the pressure of the water in G become equal. This
leads to situation S3.

In situation 53. no processes are acting. The
pressure of the water in F equals the pressure of the water
in G. All quantities are constant.

No changes are possible.

Note that the assumptions have ruled out two possibilities. FirsL the reason that the amount or water in F

cannot go to zero is that in so (a Copy of Zc-start) the pressure of the water in F is greater than the pressure of
the water in G. while if the water were to vanish. there would be a time in which the pressure in F was less than
the pressure in G (from the correspondences linking height with level and level with pressure). That cannot
be, since it must first pass through equality (by continuity), which would make a different hypothesis true.

1. GIZMO has a very simple built-in text generator.
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C Sccond. it is not possible for the le~cl in F to reach tile maximum height of P1 (thus preventing flow) because

the maximum height of Pi is the same as the height of the bottom of F. Thus G I/MO concludes that the only
change possible is [o)r the pressures to equalize.

11.3.2 Simple Boiling

This example consists of a can containing only liquid water sitting on a stove (see Figure 63). The

brner of the s o e fiwms a heat path between the water in the can and the stove (we %%ill ignore any cffects of

heating the can itself). The stove is modelled as a temperature source, meaning that, unlike other objects, its

temnprature is not a 'unction of heat or amount of stuff. Explosions are not modelled in this Nocabulary, so
e II asuine that tile can is closed to avoid any flows of steam. Figure 64 illustrates situations that result

and here is GIZMO's synopsis of them:

In situation S4, there is a heat flow from STOVE to the

water in CAN. The temperature of the water in CAN and the
heat of the water in CAN are increasing. The heat of STOVE

and the flow rate of the heat flow from STOVE to the water in

* CAN are decreasing. All other quantities are constant.
The possible changes are:

I After some time, the temperature of the water in CAN

rises to the temperature of STOVE and the temperature

of the water in CAN rises to the boiling temperature

of the water in CAN. This leads to situation S5.

2 After some time, the temperature of the water in CAN
rises to the temperature of STOVE. This leads to

situation SB.
3 After some time, the temperature of the water in CAN

rises to the boiling temperature of the water in CAN.
This leads to situation S7.

1-ig. 63. Boiling scenario

(defScenario Can-on-Stove
(Individuals CAN

(c-s WATER LIQUID CAN)
(c-s WATER GAS CAN)
BURNER

0 STOVE)
(Facts (Container CAN)

(Heat-path BURNER)
(Heat-Connection BURNER STOVE (c-s WATER LIQUID CAN))

(lenperature-Source STOVE))

:the f Iowing two facts follow as consequences of
;unimpenented touch relationships
Always (Heat-(cnnection BURNER STOVE (c-s WATER GAS CAN))

* (Heat-Aligned BURNER)
(jqial-to (A (tenperature (c-s WATER LIQUID CAN)))

(A (temperature (c-s WATER GAS CAN)))))

(In-Situation Start
(Individuals CAN BURNER STOVE (c-s WATER LIQUID CAN))
(Facts (Greater-Than (A (amount-of-in WATER LIQUID CAN)) ZERO)

(Equal-To (A (amount-of-in WATER GAS CAN)) ZERO)
(Less-Than (A (temperature (c-s WATER LIQUID CAN)))

(A (temperature STOVE))))))

. . . . ...... ... ...S. ....... ... .. .... ... .. ... . . . . , ; . _ . - : , .
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Fig. 64. Boiling Plot
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In situation S5, no processes are acting. ZERO

equals the amount of steam in CAN, ZERO is less than the
amount of water in CAN, the boiling temperature of the water
in CAN equals the temperature of the water in CAN,

and the temperature of STOVE equals the temperature of the
water in CAN. All quantities are constant.

No changes are possible.

In situation S6, no processes are acting. ZERO

equals the amount of steam in CAN, ZERO is less than the

amount of water in CAN, the boiling temperature of the water
in CAN is greater than the temperature of the water in CAN.

and the temperature of STOVE equals the temperature of the
water in CAN. All quantities are constant.

No changes are possible.

In situation S7, there is a heat flow from STOVE to the
water in CAN. the water in CAN is boiling, and a heat flow
from STOVE to the steam in CAN. The pressure of the steam

in CAN ano the amount of the steam in CAN are increasing.

The height of the top of the water in CAN, the volume of the

water in CAN, the pressure of the water in CAN, the level

of the water in CAN, the heat of STOVE, and the amount of the

water in CAN are decreasing. All other quantities are constant.

After some time. the amount of water in CAN drops to ZERO.

This leads to situation S8.

In situation S8, there is a heat flow from STOVE to the

steam in CAN. The temperature of the steam in CAN, the

pressure of the steam in CAN. and the heat of the steam in
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CAN are increasing. The heat of STOVE and the flow rate of

the heat flow from STOVE to the steam in CAN are decreasing.
All other quantities are constant.

After some time, the temperature of the steam in CAN
rises to the temperature of STOVE. This leads to situation sg.

In situation S9, no processes are acting. ZERO is

less than the amount of steam in CAN, ZERO equals the

amount of water in CAN, and the temperature of STOVE

equals the temperature of the steam in CAN. All

quantities are constant.
No changes are possible.

Examining the envisionment step by step, we sec that GIZMO deduces that, at first, only heat flow

ict een the container and the water occurs. This flow occurs because there is a temperature difference

between the water and the stove. Since initially no steam exists, then boiling cannot be happening since

boiling produces steam. Either the heat flow will stop (situations S5 and S6), if the temperature of the stove is

less than or equal to the boiling temperature of the water, or boiling will occur (situation S7). If boiling occurs

then steam will come into being. Since we are ignoring flows out of the container or any indirect effects of

pressure on the boiling temperature, the next thing that happens is that the water vanishes (situation ss),

ending the boiling. The heat flow from the stove to the steam will continue, raising the steam's temperature

until it reaches that of the stove (situation sg).

11.3.3 Three containers

So far, the examples have exhibited very simple behavior. Few alternative changes were possible,

and each change resulted in situations with all Ds values determined. Let us reexamine the three containers

example used to introduce the idea of stutter in section 5.1. '[he scenario describing the situation is just the

scenario in section 10.3. The situation plot is illustrated in figure 65. The dashed lines indicate links between
a situation and its r-completions. Note that two stutter cycles exist, corresponding to the prospect of one flow

stopping before the other. Figure 66 plots GIZMO's summary of the situation. Notice that the two

collections of stutter cycles have been merged into two distinct states, making the envisionment much simpler.

lere is GIZMO's explanation of the summary:

The final state is S3-0.
The stutter cycles are summarized as S17 and S16.

In situation SO-O, there is a flow of the water in G to F

and a flow of the water in G to H. The height of the top
of the water in H, the height of the top of the water in F.

the volume of the water in H, the volume of the water in F,

the pressure of the water in H, the pressure of the water in F,

the level of the water in H, the level of the water in F. the
amount of the water in H, and the amount of the water in
F are increasing. The height of the top of the water in G.

the volume of the water in G, the pressure of the water in G,

the level of the water in G, the flow rate of the flow of the
water in G to li, the flow rate of the flow of the water in G to F,

and the amount of the water in G are decreasing. All other

quantities are constant. The possible changes are:

I After some time, the pressure of the water in G

equals the pressure of the water in H and the pressure
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-* Fig. 65. Ihree containers plot
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of the water in F equals the pressure of the water in G.
This leads to situation S3-0.

2 After some time, the pressure of the water in G
equals the pressure of the water in H. This
leads to situation S16.

3 After some time, the pressure of the water in F

equals the pressure of the water in G. This
leads to situation S17.

In situation S3-O, no processes are acting. The
pressure of the water in G equals the pressure of the water in H,

the pressure of the water in F equals the pressure of the water
in G, ZERO equals the amount of steam in II, ZERO equals the
amount of steam in G, and ZERO equals the amount of steam in F.
All quantities are constant.

No changes are possible.

In situation S16, there is a flow of the water in G to F
and a flow of the water in H to G. The pressure of the water
in II starts just barely above the pressure of the water in G.
The amount of the water in F, the level of the water in F,
the pressure of the water in F, the volume of the water in F,

* and the height of the top of the water in F are increasing.
The amount of the water in G, the amount of the water in H,
the flow rate of the flow of the water in G to F, the level
of the water in G, the level of the water in H, the pressure
of the water in G, the pressure of the water in H, the volume
of the water in G, the volume of the water in H, the height
of tne top of the water in G, and the height of the top of the
water in H are decreasing. With one exception, the other

I quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of the flow of the
water in H to G might be changing.

After some time, the pressure of the water in G
equals the pressure of the water in H and the pressure of the
water in F equals the pressure of the water in G. This
leads to situation S3-0.

In situation S17, there is a flow of the water in F to G
and a flow of the water in G to H. The pressure of the water
in F starts just barely above the pressure of the witer in G.
The amount of the water in H, the level of the water in H.
the pressure of the water in H, the volume of the water in H,
and the height of the top of the water in H are increasing.
The amount of the water in F, the amount of the water in G,
the flow rate of the flow of the water in G to H, the level
of the water in F, the level of the water in G, the pressure

* of the water in F. the pressure of the water in G, the volume
of the water in F. the volume of the water in G, the height
of the top of the water in F, and the height of the top of the
water in G are decreasing. With one exception, the other
quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of the flow of the
water in F to G might be changing.

After some time, the pressure of the water in G

equals the pressure of the water in H and the pressure of the
water in F equals the pressure of the water in G. This
leads to situation S3-O.

Notice th,it ,c do not know how the amount of G is changing during the d namic equilibriums - a closer
inspection of the original cn% isionilelnt w(ould rcveal that it is eider constant or falling, but cannot be rising.
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11.3.4 Fourblobs

lFven very simple situations can giVe rise to complex Stutter, making surnniari/ation rules a necessity.

We will examine one of those situations nok to see just how well the summaritation heuristics work. Figure

67 describes an object G which is surrounded b), and in heat contact with. objects F, H, and I. Initially we will
assume the temperature in G is highest, which means heat will flow out from G to F, H, and I. Tlhe

cnvisionment is sufficientlN complicated dat exmlining th1e situation plot would tell us nothing -- it consists
of"86 situations, linked b) 181 quantity hypodeses and 150 r-conipletion links.

Figure 6S shows a plot of the envisionnient's summary. It is still rather conplicated (11 suites), but it
is almost an order of magnitude simpler than the original description. ttere is GIZMO's synopsis of it:

The final state is S3-0.

The stutter cycles are summarized as S102, 5101, S100, S99,

598, 597. S96, 595, and S94.

In situation 50-0. there is a heat flow from G to I. a heat flow
from G to H, and a heat flow from G to F. The temperature of I, the

tenperature of H, the temperature of F, the heat of I, the heat of H,
and the heat of F are increasing. The temperature of G, the heat of
G, the flow rate of the heat flow from G to F, the flow rate of the
heat flow from G to H, and the flow rate of the heat flow from G to I

are decreasing. All other quantities are constant.
The next states can be S102, S101, SIO, S97, S96, S94,

and S3-0.

T situation S3-0. no processes are acting. The

temperature of G equals the temperature of I. the temperature
of G equals the temperature of H, and the temperature of F

equals the temperature of G. All quantities are constant.

No changes are possible.

Fig. 67. Four blobs scenario

(defscenario four-containers
(Individuals F G H I p1 p2 p3)

(Facts (Piece-Of-Stuff F)

(Piece-Of-Stuff G)
(Piece-Of-Stuff H)
(Piece-Of-Stuff I)

(Heat-Path pl)
(Heat-Path p2)
(Heat-Path p3)

(Heat-Connection P1 F G) :everything is connected through g
(Heat-Connection PI G F)

(Hent-Connection P2 G H)
(Heat-Connection P2 H G)
(Heat-Connection P3 G I)
(Heat-Connection P3 I G))

(Always (Heat-Aligned P1)

(Heat-Aligned P2)

(Heat-Aligned P3))
(In-Situation 4C-START

(Individuals F G H I P1 P2 P3)))
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Fig. 68. Plot of four blob summary
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In situation S94, there is a heat flow from G to H, a heat flow
frem G to F, and a heat flow from I to G. The temperature of I is
just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of F. the heat of H.
the temperature of F, and the temperature of H are increasing. The
flow rate of the heat flow from G to H, the flow rate of the heat flow
from G to F, the heat of G. the heat of I, the temperature of G. and
the temperature of I are decreasing. With one exception, the other
quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of the heat flow from I to
G might be changing.

The next states can be S100, S98, S96. S95, and S3-0.

In situation S95, there is a heat flow from G to F, a heat flow
* from H to G. and a heat flow from I to G. The temperature of I is

just barely above the temperature of G and the temperature of H is
just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of F and the
temperature of F are increasing. The heat of H, the heat of I. the
t.moerature of H, and the temperature of I are decreasing. With some
exceotlons, the other quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of
the neat flow from I to G, the temperature of G. the heat of G. the
flow rate of the heat flow from H to G, and the !low rate of the heat

* flow from G to F might be changing.
The next states can be S96 and S3-0.

In situation S96. there is a heat flow from G to F, a heat flow
from H to G, and a heat flow from I to G. The temperature of I is
Just narely above the temperature of G and the temperature of H is
just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of F and the

* temoprature of F are increasing. The flow rate of the heat flow from
G to F, the heat of G, the heat of H, the heat of I, the temperature
of G. the temoerature of H, and the temoerature of I are decreasimg.
With some exceptions, the other quantities aren't changing. The flow
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rate of the heat flow from I to G and the flow rate of the heat flow

from H to G might be changing.

The next state is S3-0.

In situation S97, there is a heat flow from G to 1, a heat flow

from G to F, and a heat flow from H to G. The temperature of H is

just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of F. the heat of I,
the temperature of F, and the temperature of I are increasing. The

flow rate of the heat flow from G to I, the flow rate of the heat flow

from G to F, the heat of G, the heat of H, the temperature of G, and

the temperature of H are decreasing. With one exception, the other
quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of the heat flow from H to

G might be changing.
The next states can be SIOt, S99, S3-0, S96, and S95.

In situation S98, there is a heat flow from F to G, a heat flow
from G to H, and a heat flow from I to G. The temperature of I is
just barely above the temperature of G and the temperature of F is

just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of H and the

temperature of H are increasing. The heat of F, the heat of I. the

temperature of F, and the temperature of I are decreasing. With some
exceptions, the other quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of

the heat flow from I to G. the temperature of G, the heat of G, the
* flow rate of the heat flow from G to H, and the flow rate of the heat

flow from F to G might be changing.
The next states can be SIO0 and S3-0.

In situation S99, there is a heat flow from F to G, a heat flow
from G to I, and a heat flow from H to G. The temperature of H is

just barely above the temperature of G and the temperature of F is

just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of I and the

Itemperature of I are increasing. The heat of F, the heat of H, the

temperature of F, and the temperature of H are decreasing. With some

exceptions, the other quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of

the heat flow from H to G, the temperature of G, the heat of G, the
flow rate of the heat flow from G to I, and the flow rate of the heat
flow from F to G might be changing.

The next states can be 5101 and S3-0.

In situation S100, there is a heat flow from F to G, a heat flow

from G to H, and a heat flow from I to G. The temperature of I is
just barely above the temperature of G and the temperature of F is

just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of H and the

temperature of H are increasing. The flow rate of the heat flow from

G to H, the heat of F, the heat of G, the heat of I, the temperature

of F, the temperature of G. and the temperature of I are decreasing.
With some exceptions, the other quantities aren't changing. The flow

rate of the heat flow from I tc G and the flow rate of the heat flow

from F to G might be changing.
The next state is S3-0.

In situation 5I01, there is a heat flow from F to G, a heat flow

from G to I, and a heat flow from H to G. The temperature of H is

just barely above the temperature of G and the temperature of F is

* just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of I and the

temperature of I are increasing. The flow rate of the heat flow from

G to I, the heat of F, the heat of G, the heat of H. the temperature

of F, the temperature of G, and the temperature of H are decreasing.

With some exceptions, the other quantities aren't changing. The flow
rate of the heat flow from H to G and the flow rate of the heat flow

from F to G might be changing.

The next state is S3-0.

In situation S102, there is a heat flow from F to G, a heat flow
from G to I. and a heat flow from G to H. The temperature of F is

IJ
J1
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just barely above the temperature of G. The heat of H. the heat of I,

the temperature of H, and the temperature of I are increasing. The
flow rate of the heat flow from G to I, the flow rate of the heat flow
from G to H, the heat of F, the heat of G, the temperature of F, and
the temperature of G are decreasing. With one exception, the other
quantities aren't changing. The flow rate of the heat flow from F to
G might be changing.

*The next states can be S3-0, SIOO, SI1. S98, and S99.

Despite the complexity, the results look somewhat reasonable. Importantly, every state has a

consistent process structure -- the rules may someday fail, but they have survived this example.

11.3.5 Sliding block

Let us turn to an example involving motion. Figure 69 describes a block connected to a spring.
Figure 70 shows the situation plot, and here is GIZMO's synopsis of it:

In situation S14, SPR is stretched. There is 8
accelerating to the left. The velocity of B is decreasing.

* All other quantities are constant.
Instantly, the velocity of B drops below ZERO. This

leads to situation S15.

In situation S15. SPR is stretched. There is B moving
to the left and B accelerating to the left. The force of SPR.
the force of B, and the acceleration of B are increasing.
The velocity of B, the position of B, and the length of
SPR are decreasing. All other quantities are constant.

After some time, the length of SPR drops to the rest
length of SPR and the force of B rises to ZERO. This
leads to situation S16.

In situation S16, SPR is relaxed. There is 8 moving
] to the left. The force of SPR and the force of B are increasing.

The position of B and the length of SPR are decreasing.
All other quantities are constant.

Instantly, the length of SPR drops below the rest
length of SPR and the force of B rises above ZERO. This
leads to situation S17.

Fig. 69. Sliding block scenario

(defScenario Kludge-oscillator
(Individuals B

SPR)
(Facts (Block 8)

(Spring SPR))
(Always (Connected-To-Spring B SPR))
(In-Situation TO

(Individuals B SPR)
(Facts :some initial conditions

* (Equal-To (A (velocity B)) ZERO)
(Greater-Than (A (Position 8)) ZERO))))

. . ,. • ..
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Fig. 70. Sliding block plot

(S1 S21

In situation S17. SPR is compressed. There is 8
moving to the left and 8 accelerating to the right. The
velocity of B. the force of SFR, the force of B, and the

acceleration of B are increasing. The position of B and the
'- length of SPR are decreasing. All other quantities are constant.

After some time, the velocity of B rises to ZERO. This
leads to situation SIB.

In situation 518. SPR is compressed. There
is B accelerating to the right. The velocity of B is increasing.
All other quantities are constant.

Instantly, the velocity of 8 rises above ZERO. This
leads to situation S19.

In situation S19. SPR is compressed. There
is B accelerating to the right and B moving to the right.
The velocity of B. the position of B. and the length of
SPR are increasing. The force of SPR. the force of B.

and the acceleration of 8 are decreasing. All other
0 q uantities are constant.

After some time, the length of SPR rises to the rest
length of SPR and the force of B drops to ZERO. This

leads to situation 520.

In situation 520, SPR is relaxed. There is B moving
to the right. The position of B and the length of

* SPR are increasing. The force of SPR and the force of

B are decreasing. All other Quantities are constant.
Instantly, the length of SPR rises above the rest

.. : .
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length of SPR and the force of B drops below ZERO. This
leads to situation S21.

In situation S21, SPR is stretched. There is B
accelerating to the left and B moving to the right. The
position of B and the length of SPR are increasing. The
velocity of 8, the force of SPR, the force of B, and the
acceleration of B are decreasing. All other quantities are
constant.

After some tine, the velocity of B drops to ZERO. This
leads to situation S14.

hSincC Ihis c dcl includes situations which list o er an interval, this cycle is a true oscillation rathcr than stutter,

as ( IZMO points out below:

There is no discernable final state.
The states S14. S15, S16. S17, S18. S19, S20,

ani S21 comprise an oscillation.

0

I!

S!

0!

* . .. ."
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12. l)iscussion

This report has described Qualitative Process theory, which attempts to capture common sense

reasoning about dynamics. Here we summarize the important ideas and discuss how they might be c aluated.
Then the future directions suggested by this work arc explored, followed by an examination of past and
current work in this area.

12.1 Summary

A I Our common sense theories about how things change in the physical world have
a particular character. Physical processes arc the mechanisms by which change
occurs. Reasoning about processes -- their effects and limits -- form an important
part of our comfn'-n)n sense physical reasoning.

a Numerical values can be usefully represented by the quantity space, which
describes the value of a number in terms of a partial order. The quantity space is
the appropriate representation because processes usually start and stop when order
relationships between particular quantities change.

I QP theory provides the means to draw several types of basic qualitative
deductions, including describing %hat is happening in a physical situation (finding
view and process structures), reasoning about the combined effects of several
processes (resolving influences), and predicting when processes will start and stop
(limit analysis). These basic deductions can be woven together to perform more
complex inferential tasks, such as envisioning and measurement interpretation.

I QP theory can be used to model several interesting physical phenomena for
common sense reasoning, including flows, state changes, motion, materials, energy,
changing equilibria, and oscillation.

I QP theory provides a highly constrained account of physical causality (all
changes are due to a finite vocabulary of processes) and a useful notation for
expressing causal connections between quantities (oc).

a QP thcory provides a structured role for the use of experiential and default
knowledge in physical reasoning -- for example, in resol ing influences and
choosing or ruling out alternatives in limit analysis.

I QP theory partially specifies a language for writing qualitative dynamical
thcories. In particular, the primitives are simple processes and individual views,
the means of combination are ,equentiality and shared parameters. and the means
of abstraction are naming these combinations, including encapsulating a piece of a
history.
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12.2 I las the thesis been proven?

There are two ways to judge QP theory. The first way is as a prescription for a representation
language for programs which must reason about he physical world. The second way is as a psychological
theory about the structure of people's common sense theories of dynamics. Since both considerations
motivated the de\ elopm ent of the theory, let ts examine each in turn.

A representation language Ibr qualitative physics should be judged by the range of phenomena it
can be used to model, the deductions it sanctions. and how perspicuous its descriptions are. There are
additional criteria concerning the esthetic of particular models written in the language (see ide Kleer and
Brown, 19831). but We will discuss these later.

To understand the range of phenomena QP theory can describe, let us consider what kinds of
diflerential equations can be represented. First, we will restrict derivatives to be taken with respect to time.
Next, note that derivatives in the equation (e.g., dx/dt) can be represented by introducing explicit quantities
which are the derivatik.e and making the original quantity be directly influenced by the derivative (e.g., let v -
dx/dt, and i+(xA v)). If the derivative of somei quantitiy is equal to a sum, eachi term of the sumn can be

* tlrepresented by additional direct influences. Finally, note that qualitative proportionalities can be used to
represent combinations other than addition (e.g., dx/dt - f(y, z) becomes v -Q+ y A v oc0+ z). As mentioned
pre iously, functions which are non-monotonic must be modelled by breaking them up into monotonic
segments, using an individual view to limit the scope of applicability for each cc By constructing the
appropiiate process and view vocabularies, any differential equation (with respect to time) can be
represented. Since differential equations are the language of choice for "real" physics, this suggests the
potential scope of QP theory is quite broad.

A more precise determination of the scope of the theory, however, rests on two additional factors.
First, in "real" physics the knowledge of when the equations are appropriate isn't part of the formal theory.

* The information made explicit in QP theory's individual specifications, preconditions, and quantity
conditions is usually specified informally. It might be the case that QP theory is inadequate for specifying
these criteria. Second. it is possible that such criteria may always be specified in it, but in some cases only
with great difficulty (much as it is theoretically possible to write an operating systen in turing machine code,
but is hardly soimcthing one would attempt in practice). The examples presented previously suggest the
descriptive language of QP theory is both adequate and natural, but the question will only be settled by

*l undertaking the construction of many domain models. Evaluating the usefulness and naturalness of the
deductions it sanctions provides a similar problem: whether or not the basic deductions it provides can be
composed to implement all the kinds of dynamical reasoning desired is an empirical matter, since we do not

* already have a full understanding of the class of deductions which comprise common sense physics. While
the envisioning and measurement intcrpretation algorithms illustrate its promise. only by exploring additional
stylcs of reasoning will its adequacy be demonstrated. Particular suggestions are made in section 12.3.3 below.

I o be a good psychological account. QP theory must explain observed psychological phenomena,
such as characteristic inferences, errors, and learning patterns. QP theory should also lead to falsifiable
predictions. Making such predictions is complicated because people appear to have several different kinds of
models for the physical world. Their models can vary widely in scope and completeness, and often contain
inconsistencies. While the overall structure of people's knowlcdge about the physical world is not yet known,
there are indications that people's models include descriptions of prototypical behaviors, which we call

• • ' ,
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protJIhistorics (sce [Forbus & Gentner, 1983] For delails). Prolohistories are (abstr.cted) memories ofobser ed
ccuts: hence questions about behavior in familiar domains may be ansv ered b) referring to them rather than
all explicit nlai\c physics. I)eterining the extent to which protohistories verses ai explicit nai e physics is
used in reasoning about the physical world is still an open empirical question.

There arc features of QP theory which may lead to testahle predictions. First. QP theory
,U distinguishes between independent quantities (i.e.. those which can be directly influenced) and dependent

lquantities (i.e., those which cannot). If a subject does not honor this distinction in making some deduction,
". then QP theory is not being used to draw it. QP theory is the only qualitative physics that makes this
- prediction, so if the distinction is honored then this pro\ides support for QP theory. Second, QP theory

suggests that an explicit notion of physical process is used in human thinking about the physical world. One
0 way to test this is to look at protocols to see if processes arc mentioned (although some effort is needed to

distinguish actual deductive work from mere figures of speech). Another way is to make people extrapolate
behavior in an unfamiliar domain, testing to see whether the representations they acquire include processes
and whether these processes can be specified within QP theory.

One specific prediction is that stutter phenomena will occur in human reasoning This kind of
0 "mythical oscillation" which represents changing equilibriums violates the classical model of continuity: we

cannot account for people generating behavioral descriptions which include stutter by classical physics, nor
even the other qualitative physics which have been developed (as %e will see below). Observing this
phenomena, however, won't necessarily be easy. If protohistorics are used to generate the behavioral
description, for instance then stutter -- being unobservable -- will not appear. If no evidence of stutter is
found, then it suggests that case 2 of the equality change law is not psychologically realistic.

So far, the only psychological experiments which have been performed are pilot studies aimed at
• understanding how physical domains are learned.' Preliminary indications arc that the distinction between

* dependent and independent paraineters is honored. When asked about how one parameter will change when
another changes, subjects knowledgable in a domain balk -- even to the extent of refusing to answer -- if the

* parameter to be changed is a dependent one. I.ess knowledgable subjects appear to be less fastidious: they
will answer questions (often incorrcctly) no matter what quantities are involved. Clearly much more work
will be needed to adequately test the psychological relevance of QP theory.

12.3 Future work

There are several directions suggested by this work, both extensions and applications. Let us
examine them now.

1. These experiments are being designed and carried out by I )edre Gentner at 11N and Lance Rips at
Univcrsity of Chigago, as part of a study funded by Schlumbergcr-f)oll Research Center.

0"
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12.3.1 Implementation

As written, GIZMO is simply too slow. Generating an envisionment with 12 states takes over an
hour and 45 minutes, With the time increasing non-linearly with the number of states due to increased paging.
Ihis limits the complcxity of the domain models and scenarios that can be explored. Applying QP theory to
practical problems, of course, will require much better perfonnance.

lhere is nothing inherently inefficient in reasoning with QP theory, indeed the present inefficiency
is nmsurprising gi'en the exploratory nature of the program. But the ideas are now stable, and it is time to
look into better implementation strategies. For instance, [de Kleer, 19841 describes a new variety of TMS
(used in de Kleer's [N VISION program) which should prove useful. In addition to recording justifications,
as most truth inaintence systems do. de Kleer's TMS also records the various sets of assumptions which
support a fact. This means that generating alternate states in measurement interpretation and envisioning can
be performed "all at once", using a separate processing step to gather together collections of assumptions
which correspond to consistent states. Judging from observed run-times of his system, it would appear that
two orders of magnitude performance improvement is not out of the questions. 'There is some chance that the
speed-up would be even greater, since his system is currently running on a slower IM-2.1

Such estimates should be viewed with caution, since QP theory takes on more modelling work than
deKlecr's iNVISION. However, the pre-computation of possible individuals performed in situation
elaboration (section 9.1) might provide a simple way to use deKleer's TMS directly. Providing easy
interaction between the QP module and external theories is also something that will require re-thinking in this
new implementation.

12.3.2 l)onain modcls

Developing qualitative models of the physical world around us is anl intCecwual demanding task:
while QP theory makes this task easier, it still is not trivial. The particular domain models de-ribed in this
thesis reflect more on the limited time available for development than onl what is posible using QP theory.

There are several dimensions along which the present model of fluids can he inpro cd. I'irst. some
theory of solids and the phase transistions involving them is needed. Second. the mdtiduating criteia for
fluids also needs to be more sophisticated, to model more complex types of mixtt)es (suspensions and
solutions, for instance) and more varied mixture geometries (such as liquids which don't mix and bubbles).
Third, the "kinematics" of fluids, the theory of fluid paths and heat paths, needs to be extenlded to cm cr real
piping systems, flows caused by mixing, and flows through free space. I'inally, the 1m1lcculai collection
ontology, which describes fluids in terms of "little pieces of stuff' that are imagined to colhere as they pass
through a sWstein, must be better developed and integrated with the contained fluid ontology.

I he interaction between the contained fluid and molecular collection ontologies hears remarking.
There are certain qucstions which can only be asked in the context of the molecular collection ontology, such
as 'What happcns to the water fed into the boiler?" Other questions require using the molectlar collection

1. GIZMIO ran over five times faster when transported from an IM-2 to a Symbolics 3600.

-,
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ontology to generate an answer. Here is one such question: "Suppose tie boiler's fcedatcr temperature
increases. What happens to the temperature of the steam at the supcrheater outlet?" (see figure 71). The
answer runs something like this:

The increased fcedlaier teiperature means less heat will be required to make it boil. hence the
rate of steam generation will increa.w. This means it will be flowing through the superheater faster
(assuming the load sinks it all), and since it remains in flt superheaterfor a shorter lime the amount
of heat transferred will be less. Thus ihe temperature at the supereater outlct wi!l decrease.1

" There are several interesting features of this description. First, the contained fluid ontology is clearly
*: insufficient. since in it we cannot talk ahouL stuff remaining in the superheater for less time, only "he steam

in the supcrheater". Second. time and rate differences are explicitly mentioned, suggesting that differential
qualitative analysis (see section 5.4) is being used. Finally, notice that the contained fluid ontology is still
required to deduce the overall structure of what is happening in the system -- that heat is flowing to the water
in the boiler (part of which is the now hotter feedwater) and that steam will flow from the boiler into the
superheater and out to the load. Drawing these conclusions from an arbitrary piece of stuff seems well nigh
impossible, since they depend on the properties of all of the stuff in a place and what that stuff is connected
to.

2

These considerations lead to an interesting conjecture about the relationship between the two fluid
ontologies. In rLsoning about a fluid system, it seems the contained-fluid ontology is constructed by default

Fig. 71. A Boiler Problem

Steam

Superheater

Output

Boiler

Feedwater

I. This question is among the most difficult asked of trainees in the Navy Surface Warfare Officer's School
propulsion engineering course.
2. At least, neither I nor anyone else to in) knowledge has succeeded in doing so. despite much effort.
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and used to establish what is happening in the situation (i.e., die process siructture). If the question requires
tsi ng the nolecular collection ontology, tile history for a piece Of stuff is cieated by transformations operating
onl the contained fluid description. [or example, ifa piece Of stuffis initilll ; in a particullr place and diCerC is
,a tlo[t oLt of that place, a motion episode is constructed to represent the fact that e xen ttdl those particular
iilmlectiles % ill be found in the destination of that flow. If a boiling is occoiring to the contained-liquid the
collection is a part of. then a state-change episode will be added to its i istori. and so on. Th2 questiols about
tie moleculaIr collection can then be answered using this history, either by accumulating properties along the
histo'x (stc as temperature changes) or by perforin ing differential qualitative anal sis. Investigation into
exictlx "hat kinds of questions require the molecular collection ontology is proceeding, and computational
experiments are planned.

4he models of notion presented could also sLnd substantial improcment. The present model is
impo\ erished due 1to t flaw in tle imlplementation; until recently, there was no way for G I/MO to know tiat
certain domain-dependent sets had to be updated as it went -- in this case, the set of forces on an object. This
liniita ion has been fixed. and a better motion model is under development. Moving to more than one
dimensimon, hoe er, will lead to a new set of problems. In some cases (particularl. mechanisms) it should be
pos,,ible to break a multi-dimensional motion up into one-dimensional pieces which. "hen combined, yield
the actual motion of the object. As remarked in section 4.3, the most uIseful general stratagy might be to use

I the qufliLive state representation of motion (see section 4.3.2) to generate descriptions of possible motion,
and use Oil theory to provide further analyses. But these are empirical questions.

Other domains should be explored as well. The most tempting domain is electricity, since it also
minimi/es kinematic information. Another interesting feature is that electronics is precisely where a
dcjce-centered ontology works best. because the high interconnectivity makes finding explict flow paths
coinputationally intractible for circuits of moderate complexity. By contrasting device-centered models with
process-centered models, we should be able to sharpen our criteria about when each is appropriate. 2

12.3.3 Styles

illis report explored two styles of reasoning, envisioning (as a means of prediction) and
measurement interpretation. There are several other styles to explore as well. Here we will discuss extensions
to measurement interpretation and prediction, and issues which arise in planning and design.

1According to IReuleaU s 1875] the ability to Use suchi decompositions is a central constraint onl the
x%%cll-desirned ichanisin. \lan v ieclinis, however, do not have di is property.
2. In Il-orbiis & Gentruer. 19841. it is coni' ectured that people's carly' models of electricity are

proccess-ckiitcied. aind as mno)i-e comiplex cir'cits are studied a dcxice-centiered model is generated. Fxploning
tis Iontolm gicl shlift mliit iinplrox eon r o mdist,mnid ug of' i w% people use both t~ pes of models.
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( 12.3.3.1 Nleasureinent interpretation

Thc theory presented hcrc for interpreting Mneasurements appears adequate for its intended purpose,
althoulgh the pruniling heUristics must still be tested empirically. It also appears that tie theory for the "One

look" case canl be extended to interpret measurements taken across time. Ani interpretation would be

evgcnralicdl ito a hiwo)3' and measurements would correspond to partial informiation about this history. TheI
description of measu rernents remains u nchanged, the only difference being that diffe~renitial distinguishability

%k ill he used over interx als of significant duration. [here is an additional problem of'segmnltation, finding

inteix als where the process structure does not change. A heuristic is to use changes inl Dv alues as a minimal
Set of boundaries, Since these must correspond to changes in the resolv'ing of influences. Additional divisions

May he nceCssary, because Changes, inl Unobservcd quantities may take time to propagate to distinguishable

changes in obserxed quantities -- for example, a stove may be onl for some time before you deduce that fact by
seering steam pour out of a kettle on top of it.

[he 'one look" algorithml could be used to build interpretations for what is occuring during cach

episode implied by the boundaries. T[he pruning constraints and heuristics described above still hold -- even

if we w atchi for five minutes. evaporation still won't empty a drinking glass. Because the episodes are

connected, the interpretation for any, particular episode has to be consistent with the interpretations for dhe

ones around it. In particular, the initerpretation for each episode has to correspond to a process structure
implied by some limlit hypothesis for- the process structure implied by the interpretation of the episode before

it. Ihis conistraint also suggests anl alternate strategy - use the "one look" algorithm to develop an

4 interpretation for the earliest set of nieasurcmemts, then use limit analysis to construct the situations that could

come next. If any Of those situations are legitimate interpretations for the next set of measurements then

Continue, otherwise try a new inter-pre tation for the initial set of measurements. T[he advantage of this stratagy
is that it exploits the constraints imposed by the (hypothesized) initial conditions.

12.3.3.2 Prediction

Making predictions by envisioning is like problem -sol ving by exhaustively generating the search

space -- it works, bitt surely we can generally get by with less work. Two kinds of prediction questions are
"Call this State occur?"' (questions of anainabilify) and "Where will the system cnd up eventually?" (questions

of disposinion). We conisider attatinablility questions first.
In classical problem solving, heuristic search is used to construct a path from the initial state to the

goal state. TlO cast predliction in this tmold we must introduce sonic notion of operator. T[he obvious notion is

that an Occurrence of some process or processes Should count as anl Operator that reduces the difference

(dcsci ibcd as quantity space values and the statuses of instances) between a situation arrd the goal. In many

prohlcrmr-solving situations it is more convenient to work backwards from the goal. [or prediction this does

not appear to he the case. since tho number of' potential operators is large and because it ignores the

comstlaints imposed by the inlitiall conditions. Working forward corresponds to selecting at subset of tie
possible changes presented by limit analysis to carry onl wAith. While this mnight speed tip finding a situation

that does occur, it the situartion doesnI't Occur (ard if' we don't introduce arbitrary resource limitations) then

we will do the sameI amount Of work as envisioning. Ibis sulgge.sts developing seperate methods to quickly

rule oit states which cannot exist. It' for instance, there is no wkater inl any form inl at situation and no process

[.4
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M iiich genlerates it froml somle other substa nce, then a Situationl ini %A hich S"tcr appears is, impossile. I SUiSPeLt
that ruling O01 possible suites iniight profit from conlsequent reisofl mg, but I has e no es idence one %4 as or the
other.

TO Fietire Out "~ hat finial suites at s) stein might reach, we might tr ignoring the initial conditionis ajnd
determine all states thalt mre possible from the indis iduadls and instances in ihe elaborated sitnation., Those
states ssliich has e n1o consistent1 qut~liits hi pothcsess are possible 111nal states. Noss the probhlem is reduced to
the pr1oblem1 of findinig wIch ofthese stts are attainable.

12.3.3.3 Planning

( Anothier w~ay We Use our common sense knowlege of physics is in constrLuctinlg. anal1yuing, and
debHOging planis tha't inv~olve the physical world. Consider assembling a printed circuit board. If we were
constructing anl assemnbly plain froin first principles. a fragmient Of our reaisoning might look like this:

A component is cotieced by, solderinig it to(I plA: this requires merlting sol/er t'hat is in contact Hith

loiot M/i pad mnd /icK wir'. A solderiiig iron has a temnperature which is greate than the icting poit of solder.
S~o placing~ it inl contfact wit/i the wvire and p)ad to ('siabi.5/ a flow path for heat will do tihe job. However, the
solderinig irons~ teCnperlureil is high C1nough to da(mage many- oftih componcnits. So whate-er path the soldering
iron i eOVs through /iad better not comie too close to those components.

F\so things biase occured in this scenario: kniowledge of objects and processes has been used to
* ge cerae a piece of a plan for accomiplishing a task (use a soildering iron to create a heat flow ss hich will cause
* (ie ,older to melt), and constrainits are pla-ced On any elaboration of'the plan to avoid undesired effects (don't
* brine the iroin iiear heat-seniise components on the way). Suppose further that sse have generated a

c~implet pln. aimd executed it onl a particular circuit board. T[he report we receive is that several
heCat-sensSiux e omponents on thme board were damiaged. We might then decide:

[Iii /ieat-3cis~ tme comlpolenfts Hecre brought to too high a temperallure sometime d/uring assemnbly. the
oiili tic thci HiIS ai; mile icc on their temperature was during soldering. Next time I won't hold the iron on
Mhem for so long.

Tbis "Xain1ple of debugging requires a differential analysis: we must ind wshat aspects of the

sitLu,iti(1 ii re respn nsi blc At- the Unidesi red evenit aind figure out how to modify the plain to prevent them. QP
rhcor sluIcld be useful in generating and analy'/ing suIch plans. [he first step in plan generation might be to
cc ribhe dev ~siredl belmisior ats a partial1 history for the objects, involved. Initially plain steps might be

geiMCiA[ed by s, 11 uihcsflig diftf&rcnce operators from the process vocabulary aind using these operators to
4 create a plan by staindard meanis-end analysis. Further constraints on the plan stells might be determined by

I.bTis is essentially boss de Mecer's FNVISION proceeds -- it generates consistent saies for the device

network, a id theni finds all the transit ions beceeo them. In general it will do miore work Otha thie envisioning
procedu re presented here. bcause it will geiierate1 states that .11- unattainaible fron the initial state.
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tnililgte possible tr-ansitions hemv Ccll distinct episodes of thc pilnned helm \ or: thle planI in uIst be
dcshilned So tatL thle tranlsitionl to thle next plan ned behai or is thle onle that a1ct al ly occnurs. C ondit ions to

pccuSuch ats hea damage1 ahome, are modelled by requlir-ing tha1t cerain tranlsitions anld pirocesses not

occ Ur.
I )ebuglg Ig a liied plan (and someitimles elaborating a planl) reursdifferentiAl diaignosis to figure

out, \&ha should be changed so that %ha is dcsived occurs. as opposed to \\ hat actually occured. (or might
0CCU1ii. D i Iferent i,li (il li tati ' anly Sis should lie aI uSefulI tech1ikI 1ue fo proM iding" such answers.

12.3.3.4 D~esign

4 A nothei in teiresting pr ohlem is design. thle problem of dew loping spcci fications for a construLctabic
artifalct v"Ilich exhibits a desired hchaiisor. As ide fromn the iniportance of understanding thle design process in
encral. examining finecll.ical JesiQiI shoul.1d ilium inlate twAo impliortanft issues in naive physics. F~irst,
mnechanical design culd drki the de' eloprnent of extension theories for quantities and hiunctions, since
estima'ties of empirical factors Suich as strength of materials often seemn important inl ruling out Classes Of
designls. Second. es ;luating potential designs will require at better Understandiiig of how to integrate
contmainu-oriented reaisoningk with canls; i reasoning. Consider designs for I)Iperpeual motion1 niachineCs. While
imany explanations, of' flow they wkork can be rejected becauise they ignore certain phy'sical Processes (usually
sonie form of' friction), Other explanations canl only be rebutted by detailed consideration of energy
conser\;ation. While at start has been nude oil Such reasoinmg (see section 4.5), Much remiains to be done.

12.3.4 Qualitatiic Kinematics

Qtmalitacise theories of shape and space will lie required in additioii to a qualitative dynamics to
cons~truLct a full naive phy'sics. While the broad Otitlinies for theories (if space (IForbUS. 198 I].ISimrnlois, 19841)
aind ,ha, pe ([lradN, 19841) exist, wAe seem to be at long ways fromn theories which canl duplicate the wide range
of es cry da' phetinmena pieople reason about. Fen so. the eventual goal of uniting dynamnics and kinematics
sul,_CuSts tm, o constrainiits onl the struicttire of a qualitative kiniematics. F ir~st, the prilary goal of a qualitative
kinemal~tics is to dcLtiine possible UeotrLIic interactions bietweeni objects. Fxalliplcs include determining

ldiethecr or not somnlething ssill roill Onl at particular so rfadce and whAt objects lie inl at particular direction from
anoither. Second, ss hen possible, a quallitaItis e kiInmatics Should suggest ways of decomposing a
intil I -di ieISiOmlhil pr lilem1 into ii coliicted Set of one-dimensional problemis. F-or instance, when reasoning
abhout witl a rollIing objec A~ill collide sM th, the variotis oliject boundaries alone thle direction (if its path
could be model led as eleitents in at positioin quantity space, ordered byv their distance along the paith froin the
object. I iimit atnal is - Iul thcrn predict thalt it mlighlt collide. might stop rolling due to friction, ornmight stop
just at thdii iondiry t'ie first obstacle.

12.3.5 Lecarning

Unilike formal jiliyics. most if'otircommnon sense miodels of the physical mo ihd appear tobederived
tn oin CX pwlCi C inl the s%. rld. Since es erone does learn some ersiomi of' miai e pihysics. it senms a better
c11ildidille lo r explorineg eXpericilial lceiriling than dthiis people don't learn A~ithout a teatcher. Also.
lemriimi cwcch is, oten hIimipered hiccause tile form of' tile target representation is itself a research probilem.
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Without claiming QP theory is tie final word on qualitative dynamics, its existence makes studying how such
knovlege is acquired more attractive.

A theoretical franmckNork to account for human learning in physical domains is already under
CoWARiCtion [I.orbus & Gentncr, 1984]. The framework proposes a learning sequence of four types of
ph.sical models in each domin. using concepts from QP theory to help describe the contents of the models
and Gentner's .Structure-.lapping theory of analogy and non-literal comparisons IGentner. 1983] to help
describe the computations that move a learner from one type of model to another. We have begun
psychological experiments to explore this framework: computer experiments are also planned.

12.3.6 ICAI & engineering problem solving

Since many engineered devices are implemented as physical systems. QP theory should be useful in
reasoning about them. One application is providing part of a representation language for intelligent
computer-aided instruction (ICA I). An important part of an expert's knowledge of a system is a qualitative

4 Undcrstanding of how it A, orks. "1o the extent that QP theory models our qualitative understanding of
(ynamical s~stems, a program using it can generate explanations that a student will find easy to understand.
Indeed, QP theory was developed in part to be used in the STFAME'R project, Ahosc goal is to provide
inStruction about steam propulsion plants for Navy trainees) Only now are the domain models approaching
the quality needed to provide such instruction, and better implementation techniques will of course be
needed to prm ide the desired quality of interaction.

One interesting implementation strategy is to construct a tutor compiler. Current qualitative
reasoning programs w'ork from first principles in constructing explanations. This is analogous to setting a
human domain expert down in front of a system he has never seen before and expecting him to understand it
''ell enough to generate coherent explanations in real time. Using human instructors to teach this way is
oh% iouIsly a bad idea, so wkhy should we expect our programs to do better? le alternative is to construct a
progran hich takes as its input a system to be understood and a specification of the class of questions which
are to be asked about it. [he output of this program would be a specialized tutoring program that could, in
icd time, ,i,,wer lhat class of questions about the system in question. This technique would have several
,,l' ,ntage,. for example, the qualitative reasoning system in the compiler itself need not be especially fast,

Mnd inore sophisticated techniques for generating explanations could be employed than would otherwise be

possihle (such a Mcl)onald's MUMBLEI [Mcl)onald, 1983]).
C\ extcnsioI theories are developed, QP theory should become useful in other kinds of engineering

and control .isks as ".'ell. Indixidual views could be used to express desirable and undesirable operational
clitiCtte [ist ics. Ior example. in operating i boiler (he fuel-air ratio Must riot become too rich or too lean: in
eitler c.ie smike piurs out the holler stack, khich is bad if you want not to be seen and combustion
eC1,1L iiic" l, hlce fuel c uimyh}, w ill drop. A guod boiler design % ill pro\ ide operating regions in which the

Ii',h,,dual \ c" s rClci,:tig lih c undesired conditions are iactie. Similarly, these descriptions could be

I bI S I I \ \11 1,, p , ucQ ., .P111 nt ci prl ,,e of Bolt, Beraneck, and Newman, Inc. and the Navy Personnel
Re,,c.rel .11d I Y *, , cne ( en tel NCc .Si 'cen,,, et al.. 19811 for ar overview.

6I
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used in ,, ntliesiing control strategies. by determining % hat llcasULrelmnlltS indicate a state from which a view
instance representing an undesirable condition will become active and A hat corrective action must be taken to
ensure that the partictUl1" chalnge will not occur.

Another interesting possibility is building a hypoihcsizer. A hypothesiier is an interpretation
.loddUle %11ich eidher takes measurements fron operators of a s stein or' gathers data itsClf from instruments,
and %kil C\i alnate an operator's theories about what is happening in the sstcn. Such a program could serve as
at de\ il* advocate, pointing out inconsistencins il an operator's thcor. Or suggesting alternate in terpretations

for the data. This k, ould be useful bec;ause it seenis that a common source of human error in operating

COIIle)iX syStemllS (SLIch Is niuclea2ir power plants) is pleinature commitment to a pllticular theory about the
* state of the system (see [Pew et Al.. 19821). tl.or example. the incident at the Three Mile Island reactor

probably \kouldn't have happened if the operators had thought of the alternate explanation for the
o\ erpressume in the reactor vessel -- that instead of being too high, tie level ofcooling water was too low, thus
causing a boiling that raised the pressure.

12.3.7 Other applications

listorically, t1e success of differential equations in physics led to attempts to apply them to
problems from other fields, such as economics. 'to the extent that differential equations prove useful in
reasoning about a domain, QP theory should be similarly useful. In economics, for example, physical
linitatious often prove important. Storage capacities, transportation capacities, and rates of manufacture are
important examples (see [lForrester, 19681, [Stansfield. 19801).1 The features which make qualitative models
useful for pl)sical reasoning, such as the ability to characterize the classes of dings that can happen even with
very little data, should be useful in other domains, especially in domains where numerical data is unreliable or
hard to come by.

I lowever. caution seems advisable in attempting such applications. There seems to be no real
agreement on what mathematical descriptions are appropriate in economics, hence it will be hard to judge
whethcr a qualitati\ e model is correct. In addition, tie very structure of the domain can change with time; for
instance, the tax code can change. These factors make modelling economics much harder than modelling
physics.

12.4 Previous Work

The first attempts to formalie processes modelled them as collections of interacting automata
IBro n et al.. 19731 or extended STRIPS-like operators [llendrix. 19731. Let us examine each in turn.

Brown's automata-based system was designed to generate explanations for intelligent

1. Interest ingl%. Samnclson was one of the first to describe tile possihilt of using qualitativc models and to
point onut thmt their inihernt ,nihigmlity \kould make prediction difficult. Subsequent developments in
qualitatik e modlling. hon c\ er, suggest his %iews were o\ erly pessimistic, at least for physical domains.

• o -o4° .'• -
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coptraided instruction. Quantities and processes were represented by indi'. dual automnata wI .ose states

represented classes Of vaIlues or activitieS (Such ats at quantity decreasing or at palrticular activ ity in at sequene
OCCu rin1g). ITillie '.'.s modelled bs specifying thadt automlata represenltinlg quanitities chanlged inlstantly while
automata representing processes took anl inlter'.al Of turic to Change. Although alrbitralry I1SP~ code was
permlitted in) Specrl'Nrug state tranlsitions, in practice state changes were predicated onl suite changes in other

*automiatai. While adequate flir generating explanations of fixed phelnmena, thle autom11ata representation is
too b)rittle tbr most reasoning tasks. For exaimple. there is no in fILuCnCe-Iike mnechamnism for dy~namically
corlliiing effects, thus all] interactions must be foreseen in advance by the miodel builder. [he process
inodels are simlilar to encapsulated histories, in that they presuppose the outcomne of the activity of the
processes they dlescribe. I lence such miodels %%. ill be insensitiv4 e to changing conditions.

H endrix's system wats designed to providle a world model for robot planning. While at significant
advoance ov er the miodels ol action a'. ailable at the tine, the importance of qtualitaltiv e descriptions had not yet
been uinderistood. For example, L1he vaIlueS of' 1nmbers were known real 1nmbers, and relationships between
paratetrs w.ere expressed as numerical con"str-aint equations. The process descriptions were used for
si11,1601Iit1f. S011111 Siill)n1i1t1iieous cquations to determine precisely when the collection of active processes

* '.'. ould cliiwe. ~Silue thC gei l '.'. as to) Model general processes (nion-physical ats well as physical), add lists and
delete: list", '.'.ere iso used to spccit\ eff'ects. Quallitative Process theory, by using quallitative descriptions and
Ibilsilil ()n ph\ sical processes only, can be used in several other kinds of deductionls in addition to
*si111inuitnI oftenl reCquirirmeq less information to drawv interesting conclusions.

Rcc rtl% ses er;il attempts ha'. e been nuide to model temporal reasoning, including [Allen, 19811,
C ca INj.\C I )erCIloit. 19S-11. Allen's miodel is the one assunied here, both because meet seems to be thle appropriate

ieliti usliip bet''.een pieces. of' a history and because modeling instants as "very short" intervals makes
form.li/ng ccrtain ftimts involving derisoatives easier. McI ermiott's axiomls for timiecontain several interesting
idea', includirio the chronicle representation of possible futu res and its implications for planning.
I nt ruirl. cI )rmott expects too mnuch of his temporal] logic. For example, the logic includes the
nlotion of a "ifetime". i.e., ow long you can assumie a fact to be true Once You have observed it to be true.
\Cl- enn ~tt clalimls lifetimles must he pro'. ided outside the logic, by fiat ("Tihe senses actually tell you about

pe~lteiis)bcause haviing axiomis tha, t provide persistences could lead to contradictions. 'Ilmis ad hoc
lhi1non is nee~ded prcisely because the logic is dc seloped independently from at theory of dynamics. Given a

(kiinics1LI Ild thlk diilit. to nImikoc closed %&'orld assumlptions about individuals and relationships), we can
* ~ ~~ Mii e rAill and A..ill not cliwc. If'.. need anl estimiate of how big somnething will remain true, we can

1 C l i 1A1 1()mn0 it is likel'. to hoe before sonmerhing that cain change it occurs. lu use Mcl~ermott's
einllclk. 1: ', it huk it a boulder. io nicuht be aIble to esrmmu1ite that if you carne back in 50 years it would still
be there (.i '.'. eket coiill~ t11,an iitiplicd b\ thec notion oflifetimnes. but it will do). IHowever, if you are told
III,, iev Is d\ ni i ueneatl. or estimlate '.. lll be considerabhly different. fIn either case, if you came

* ~~hick dieo nlext d~r i mi dsc'.1 d the hi der \&,.is si me distance front its origi nal location, You would have
si1n1 oe hen ~ i t '.'. tlnit just thme fceling thait vi ii rsenses had lied to you. In addi tio n, Mc IRennott'stmodel
oI q 11iauitties uses a' iernge rite nsteid Of (len' at'.es. %..hich imeanis many (if the dynamical conclusions
described hereC ( SUCh as distin-iiiushtimig oscilath mu frini stutter) can not be drawn.
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12.5 Current Work

Since the original publication of Qualitative Process theory ([l:orbus, 19811), several projects have
* "adopted or extended some of its ideas. We will examine thcin here.

Johan dc Kicer and John Seely Brown have continued to declop their dcice-centered qualitative
physics Ide Klcer & Brown, 19841. In particular, they have adopted the quantity space representation for
numerical values to allow more precise description,, of state and state transitions. Brian WVilliamls has also
developed a similar device-centered physics, intended for reasoning about VI.SI circuits [Williams, 19841.
Williams focuses on the classical notion of continuity in an attempt to bring intuitive and formal mnatiematical
models in line. While the organizing principle for these dynamical frameworks arc difierent from QP theory,eon the whole their notion of quantity is now the same. 'he major exception concerns the equality change
law; both deny case ' of the law, which requires that transitions back to equality in quantities that arc
infinesimally different occur in an instant. This means stutter cannot occur in their systems, depriving them
of a simple means of detecting dynamical equilibriums.

l)evice-centered ontologies have also been used to simulate and explain the operation Of turbojet
* engines IRajagopalan, 18941 and diagnose failures in circuits [Pan, 1983]. ioth systems use a mixture of

qualitative knowledge to describe states and rough behavior, with quantitative information used to reduce the
degree of ambiguity in the descriptions.

Reid Simmons has applied process descriptions to the problem of geological map interpretation
[Simmons, 19831. Given a diagram that represents a formation, his systen, ascertains whether or not a
proposed sequence of occurrences of geological processes can give rise to it. Since in this domain it is
assumed that only one process occurs at a time, his system represents occurrences of processes, that is,
cncapsulated histories, rather than processes. Changes in the existence of objects, such as an occurrence of a
process creating or destroying an individual, are modelled by explicit statements in the description of the
occurrence. This means all changes in existence must be forseen in advance by the model builder, which is

Areasonable for the geological domain. Importantly, these descriptions also provide equations that describe the
net effects of each occurance. Given a set of numerical measurements from the diagram, these equations are
woNen together to check the consistency of the measurements against the hypothesized sequence of events.
Jo make all this work, Simmons also developed a representation of intervals to serve as an extension theory
for representing quantities.

Ben Kuipers has app.,:d some of the ideas of QI theory in understanding causal reasoning in
medicine ([Kuipcrs, 19821[Kuipers & Kassirer, 19831). While adopting the ideas of the quantity space and
qualitative proportionalities (he calls them the "value space" and "M" respectively), he does not explicitly
represent processes or even objects. His "causal structural descriptions" are equations. as illustrated by the
fact that his program subjects them to algebraic manipulation. This prevents his system from drawing
conclusions about changes in the existence of individuals. fly abandoning processes, he also loses an
important source of constraint. Consider the scenario in figure 72. " hich is equivalent to the example in
IKuipcrs. 19821. hi this scenario, an Object is placed in thermal contact with two temperature sources, with the
objcct being initially hotter than one source and colder than another. In Kuiper's system this problem leads
to "intractahle branching" in the envisionnm, forcing his system to re-write the equations in~olved and then

* perform a "perturbation anal.sis" on the new set of cquations. GIZMO's ansver, by contrast, is quite simple
(figure 73 shows the situation plot, while figure 74 shows GIZMO's synopsis). 'I he initial process struciure (a

S . :.. '-
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Fig. 72. Scenario ror Kuiper's double heat flow example

(defScenario Double-Heat-Flaw
(Individuals STOVE

ATMOSPHERE
BLOB)

(Facts (Piece-of-Stuff BLOB)
(Temperature-Source STOVE)
(Temperature-Source ATMOSPHERE)
(Heat-path BURNER)
(Heat-path BLOB-SURFACE))

(Always (Heat-Aligned BURNER)
(Heat-Aligned BLOB-SURFACE)
(Heat-Connection BURNER STOVE BLOB)
(Heat-Connection BLOB-SURFACE BLOB ATMOSPHERE)
(Greater-Than (A (temperature STOVE))

(A (temperature ATMOSPHERE))))
(In-Situation Start

(Individuals STOVE BLOB ATMOSPHERE BURNER BLOB-SURFACE)
(Facts (Greater-Than (A (temperature STOVE))

(A (temperature BLOB)))
(Greater-Than (A (temperature BLOB))

(A (temperature ATMOSPHERE))))))

Fig. 73. Double heat flow cnvisioninent

S12

heat flow from STOVE to BLOB and a heat flow from BLOB to ATMOSPHERE) never chang('s because doing so would

violate D continuitv. T'here is a three waly ambiguity in the Change in dic blob's heat (and hencc temperature)I
bCCJatic the relative magnitudes of the flow rates arc unknown. But it'the blob's temperature is increasing or

odecreasing the nlow rates will cxenitually bcome equal. causing the temperature it hc constant. and if die
temperature is e'~er constant it will remnain so fore~cnnore. The only %~ay fur "intractable branching" to arise

AI
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Fig. 74. Double heat flo,, s)nopsis

In situation Si0, there is a heat flow from BLOB to
ATMOSPHERE and a heat flow fron STOVE to BLOB. The

heat of ATMOSPHERE is increasing. The heat of STOVE is

decreasing. With some exceptions, the other quantities aren't

changing.
3LBThe changes in the flow rate of the heat flow from

BLOB to ATMOSPHERE, the flow rate of the heat flow from
STOVE to BLOB, the heat of BLOB, and the temperature of BLOB

are not known at S10. The situations S13, S12. and S11

represent the various possibilities.

S11 represents a particular hypothesis about S10.
S11 assumes that the flow rate of the heat flow from

BLOB to ATMOSPHERE is decreasing, the flow rate of the heat
flow from STOVE to BLOB is increasing, the heat of
BLOB is decreasing, and the teperature of BLOB is decreasing.

After some time, the flow rate of the heat flow from

BLOB to ATMOSPHERE and the flow rate of the heat flow from
STOVE to BLOB become equal. This leads to situation S12.

SIZ represents a particular hypothesis about S10.

S12 assumes that the flow rate of the heat flow from
BLOB to ' ZOSPHERE is constant, the flow rate of the heat

flow from STOVE to BLOB is constant, the heat of BLOB is constant.

and the temperature of BLOB is constant.

ONo changes are possible.

513 represents a particular hypothesis about S10.

S13 assumes that the flow rate of the heat flow from
BLOB to ATMOSPHERE is increasing, the flow rate of the heat
flow from STOVE to BLOB is decreasing, the heat of

BLOB is increasing, and the temperature of BLOB is increasing.

After some time, the flow rate of the heat flow from

STOVE to BLOB and the flow rate of the heat flow from

BLOB to ATMOSPHERE become equal. This leads to situation S12.

is if irrelevant elements are added to the quantity spaces.' Without processes, Kuiper's program has no clear

guide about what to put in a quantity space.
QP theory is being used in several psychologically-oriented projects as well. Al Stevens, Dan Weld,

and Albert Boulanger arc using Q11 theory in constructing a theory of explanations for machines [Weld, 1984.

Also, Allan Collins and l)edre Gentner are using QIP theory to express theories of evaporation in order to

understand how to shift from one leel of description to another.

1. As it happens. Kuipcr's program placed all quantities of the same type (e.g.. all the temperatures) into the
same quantity space (personal communication).

0-
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C 14. Appenidix I - DIIIACrE

Elhis appendix describes I )I1ACI V. the in ferenice engine used to implement GIZMO. IAFACI I-
is, a decrcideilt of NlcAllester's Rcasoning Utility Package. called R UP~ INlcAllcster. 19821. There ar-c several
des.-igni decisions in R UP NkIi cl pro\ ed inappro priate in im plementinug QIP theory, mid scvcral extensions were

ro llcneeded. First w e exam11ine thle problems w ith R1,11. [hlen \A e describe the organization of I )FiIACI .
iiichidingo the "hook,, for adding specialized representations. DI )IACI F's closed-world assumption
micchli Sm ad stack-discipline premise controller are described next. F~inally, thc quantity representation
used in GIZMvO is p resentLed ats an exam ple of how special i ed rep resentatio ns may be imiplcmciitcd.

f 14.1 Why not RUP?

14.1.1 What is IIUP?

McAllester's RUP has several nokel features which make it useful in imnplenmenting reasoning
program~s. I uis ox erall model of an inference engine (see [MecAllester, 19801) contains three parts. First, a
ro Ic-I ike. patternl-directed comiponlenlt instantiateCsquaitie-id k nowledgec. Seconid. a truth-initenlance systemn
(w&bicl periOrrus uinit clause resoluLtion) provides propositional reasoning and records dependencies. Third, a

premise Lcomiroller decide,, wha to do w~hen at contradictionl occurs. D~espite misgivings about the details of
RU1P. McAllester's overall model has been \ery productive.

l'o instantiate quinttifed knowledge, ,\MORI)-like rules are provided. Unlike ANIORI), however,
I L C thle rules, ark: not used to implement rules of logical inference (Such as modus ponens). Instead, the rules

assert propositional statreents \&hose Consequences are developed by the [MVS. 'This frees the uiser from
v riting at tedious collctionI Of inference rules fokr propositional logic, especially those rules which require
careful control to iixoid runaiwaly generation of assertions.' McAllester thus advocates the strategy of
,cpcratinlg the creation of at description from reasoning with it, a strategy which has also proven useful in
constraint networks.

NlcAllester's truth-miaintenance system is organized so that propositional reasoning is performed via
constraint propagation. Asserting an implication, for instance, causes a rule to run that inserts
dJIj,'Ilctix c-normal clatiseS in thie 'IMS w~hich provide All the deductive import of that implication. Similar
rue neC I pix ide:d ('Or the other logical conntices. Since, unlike full resolution, the TIMS never introduces
iic\ termsv, tihe deductions Ilic I MS makes are incomplete but rapid, indeed roughly linear.

R I - pr n ides t"( o ddlitult handlers and hooks 16~r user programns that decide wvhat to do when a
contradiction occuirs. One deaul handler simply asks the tuser which premise should be retracted. T[he other
defifflt ha odler usvs optionil I nun ci Ical cert'lilit ics that can be attached to [NI S nodes in order to retract the
"least likely" Cact. Once a iiode is choseni for retraction, the [MS automatically creates clauses that serve as

I. [h'le l)m -class ical examlple is the rule for AND introduction: given A and B. it is always the case that (AND A
8) is true1. hut tile siMplest rendering of this, iin ference rtule will lead to generaiting an unbounded number of

* ,ise rt oii~ Sir 111a AND t.W iiNief can lie an argiument to ain AND statement. Ustial problems like this
one arc ai oidcd b\ relyng9 onl conscqtient redsonintg.
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no- mgods. to p re~ cut tha~t particul Iar conjunction of p)remnises fromn e~er being e Ieies cd again.
Ini addition, RI. I' f\ ides ain eq tialit% VSLih)-SxStCm~ that allowks cerll conlusllionis to follow fromn

substitutions of' equals f'or equals. GiVen an1 arir r tn tile 'Simpllest lim11e" of that tei-ni call bc
colliptaed on) demand. [lie ililteiltiOll is thalt a iISer-pio'mided functioin to dcterillinie tIle notion of silliplicity

Vii ,illo\. thle eq ulil t~S S[tem to pro0\ ide In uCh1 of'theC inl felrCnti1 p)OVs Cr thle uiscrineeds.

14.1.2 The equality s~steiit is inefficient

While the equality s~stein seems to be adequadte for simall exainlles. paiging problemns cause it to

perform badly wkithi a miediunl-Si/ed database (ses eral hundred assertions). Su~pposc Olle Uses equality to
assigil values to sign references, e.g.,

((s (d (level (at (c-s water f) sO)))) -1)

Using all early RL!P-based implementation. determining the simiples;t name tinder equality for die chlange in
the water level inl f (i.e., -i). call take uip to 5 mlinlutes. Such perforiance is unacceptable, even for
experimental purposes.

If thle equality system were an indepenldent component then one could simply not uIse it. I lowever.
thle equality systemn strongly constrains the design of RUP's database. To make tdie equality System work,
eIach suhbexpression of every terml i.st be a database itemn in its own right. The reasonl is that evaluating an

* expressionl invol\es lookimng at each component to see if thiere is at better substitution - for f, water, c-s. then
(c-s water f), etc. Ii the example above. TIbis leads the retrieval all over tile database and mnakes the

* database needlessly large, assumninlg thlat we do not always need to refer to every term seperately.

14.1.3 The prernise controllers proiided are too crude

'The premise controllers provided by RUP are too simple for complicated reasoning tasks. Merely
asking the user precludes writing programs that deliberately inltroduce assumptionls to tuse proof by
coiltradictioil. U~sing thle iinerical premise controller assumes that one can assign ntumerical certainty values
to premises %Ahicl nla\ be iinterpreted globally. i.e.. any two premises can be ordered with respect to relative
certainty whlen hamidling a contradiction. TIhese shlortcomnings can be overcome, of course -- McAllester wisely

* prov ided hlooks for uesto v. rite Lleir o\N n conltradictionl handlers. A more seriouIs limitation is the automatic
ci n~t rittion of'il noi od clieS. (ioiistrcti ng a nligood clatuse im plicitly assumecs the underlying reason is
mfonlotonmic, thlat. is. no0 Aidition.il assumiptions ciLtIld ever lead to tile premises involved in a contradiction
bell),_ consistent. \hlk: Mclester cschews flol-nifonotonicity, there are many cases (such as tile set
rllccllailison describled blelow) "~here it is quite useful.

14.1.4 Adding sjmeciimli/ed reprsemta(ions is hard

R UI pro'\Cd to be a VAluable tool for protiltypillg. Simple experimental systems can be quickly built
* 11 A .1 nbilat i ll o f pmtern-d i ectc. I rules and I A SP code to test out ideas. Ilo\%ever, to increamse overall

c l ~~ it hled utts Ilecessary to Ad sjleciali/ed representations to spleed uip critical dedLCtiOml. '[his is
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more ditficult in RUIP, due to its many assumptions about the form of the term databasc. It can be done
(Reid Simmons, personal comnlnication), but by abandoning the term database entirely greater efficiency
can be gained.

u 14.2 I)IBALII organization

I)BACIE attempts to retain the good features of RUP while avoiding its shortcomings. Here the

differences between I)BACIE and RUP are briefly described, rather than providing a manual or primer.

E14.2.1 Assertions

The function referent maps from s-expressions to assertions in the database. referent does not
add the assertion to the database if it isn't there, like RUP's term-soft. A default second argument is
pioided which, if non-nil, causes an appropriate assertion to be created. It is important to remember that

4 merely being in the database does not mean that the assertion is believed to be true: each assertion has an
explicit TMS node whose state (TRUE, FALSE, or UNKNOWN) represents the system's belief in it.

Two differences from RUP are worth mentioning. As in RUP, a term is associated with a class,
wAhich is used as an index for retrieval. The class of (-> p q), for example. is ->. Assertions are indexed by
their CAR if' their form is a list. and themselves otherwise. Ilowever, several s-expressions can refer to the

Csamle assertion. This allows an assertion to be indexed several ways to allow more efficient retrieval. For
example, a qualitative proportionality is indexed by these three expressions:

(qprop A B)
(A constrained-by 5)

(B constrains A)

The second form allows the system to efficiently retrieve all constrainers Of A.

The other important difference is that creation and referencing assertions can be data-directed.

Specialized representations can be constructed by creating new data structures which include the same
properties as a standard assertion but have additional properties as well. We will see how this technique can
be used to implement an efficient quantity representation below. These specialiled data structures are created

4 and referenced by functions associated with the class data structure.

14.2.2 Rules

RIU's rules are an finproement o\ er AMORI) rules in that there are more conditions under which
they can fire. In AMOR I), a rule fired only when the pattern it matched was true. In RULIP a rule can fire
when the pattern is true or Ldse. w hen the fuct is icrey placed in the databse, iiidependen tl of wkhcther or

not it or its lcg,.iti& is bcliccd (tihe :INTERN codition), when the I'ct changes belief st.te, or fire every time
it becomes truet. flse, or clhfuges. lI hese distinctions allow rules toi be used in Lu1',Iit L1tI IIS structures for

propositional relsoning and for sigl;lling and tuudatiing external reprcentions to track chaiges in the

database. 'Ihese distinctions are kept in )I1BACIi- and hae proved quite useful. Making domain

. -.4i
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knosledocz trieer oil ncrininp. for evinmplc. mjnikesonn by ctii.idictitn vcl,itis els simiple ind c~tO be

Lscd 10 speed ipl Cert,11ii 11itliiihii mmc111iiNs (See sintillion1 etihoration ill sectionl 9.1).
Rules ill I) A iV 1:K difflu ill M~O wss(u those inl R.LT. Flrst. tile It OUCr \AfiiileS '1re hound to

thie ,-cxprtcssioii the. MaLCtched rthler thin aL daaasc itm w hose referent is thatl s-exprcssi o. Iii is choice
s X MAs iihd bth heC(,iti', inl utiig RI. 11 one Ailiist always coincuts to s-expressions iN~ki i ~ nd because in

I WB \(Al F there isnl't ali w .t 1 d1t01,1seCtern to re fcr to rot cscry s-expvesSioni. Second, an) assertion canl have
,ill 0optintl s\ inholic 1 .SnnItml01 /p. Aln assumption type naMS thle soLrce of the prem~ise, suich as

* ~x is tence - Law ill the dInilain oiodcls s C 1,1M plros jooslr . This in f'orimtoii is used by the premise controller
MIkI heniil /1_ si e cO idic jon, SO We 5k ill ddfer totther discuIssion of theml Until Section 14.4.

( 14.3 ( lo1(1-iI end assumptions

Making closedl-world aissumptions appears to be anl integral part of common sense reasoning
IMle 11tih\ . 19Sf].1 Kxamples of closed-%sordd assumptions used inl QlP theo~ry inlch& de sslomi g that tle

* t).jcis omc knlows about atre thle only reles nt ones, and that one knowvs all the in f]I tieces on a q nan tity. A
pritiuuh'ir fotii of closed-wkorld aSinuption that is uisefuli in reasoning ahotit naise physics is the closed-world

av~i ptit lo set HcIher1VIShip. Inl particular, giVen1 some explicit list of members it at set, one assumtes that.
the etis, citnpttsed solely Tdthcse members.

While this kind of closeCd- world asmption could be Implemented by the now -classic "negation by
fI 1oe'' toile, ill 1)1 .\tl 1K it is im pleinenrted more dircctly. A set is ail ways considered to be the property of
wlme 'hjcet. and its stroct ii i is de n~led h anl ('lemewf relation and at mucnbcrs rceaton. [he element relation

de, ,crihes thie formn that assertions about set membiership take. For example, if HAS-ACTIVE -PROCESS is an
clement rclion and PROCESS-STRUCTURE is at members relation, then if

(SO HAS-ACtIVE-PROCESS P1-0)

is the only such asserion01 aboult SO, the assertion

(SO PROCESS-STRUCTURE (PI-0))

kould hic bhiesed. T'his assertioni is 3usti fied oil the basis of the positive and negative instances of the element
reha ition uh i ps (inl this case. the posit ise statemnt that PI -0 is in the Set is thle onlly one we know about) and an
explicit node reprksent i n the closed-ss orld assuml~pion. Whenew r suIch an assumption is made, ruLles are
creaed to lok for new fiets kw iII chwould mIac thle aISStmption false.

Im1portanlf.N these a.ssomlptiotis are miade consequently. i.e., only mhen explicitly requested by the
user oM a PuW ram. I hie re. sum is stINtl -- iOpps programi is making iistiuptions by selecting anl element
(nto.I 11c ft'; number1i of' s[ts, such as oceturs in perfioing aI dependciicy-dirccted search. If closed-world

I ptit re ntade wheocs cr pwissile. there can he at new set conlstrticted whenes r at choice is made.
I lle e scl" e 1in resu[lt ill ;i eoitwrluieitiniu tht~lt \4otldnot occur if'choices Croni the other sets had been made. Vlic

renliinutoplpi putite haiektr,ick tug can 1cead to cotire subspaces being skipped in tile course of a
d1cpciidciiev-directed search.
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14.4 I'rriise control

What should he don)Ie MIhen al CuntradiLetion occuirs' lRIl ~II llo\ s thle usel to hind a \ *iriahle that thle
I \Soe to "clkeLt J p~rCiiils to retract fiomII Lie set of assumptI)ions tindci l~iiq tile contraidiction. But this
.neI, hmnsi i nt ciiomigh. sice Miat Should lie done depends both on s hat pretillises unlderlie [lic

'i "I p1 on heill n made Is part It a de~pendency -directed search thcn a nies alternati se should he selcted.
11h11s solg1ests rc,-hiitdllin [lie conltraiction hanidler Mi cnl pCI6erfiing sLIch a scat1ch. I1"Of loseser e if such a
searcis I)Lndffrss I a cotraidiction may arise ks lich doesn't depend on) any1 (If the seCar-ch assumptions. so
merelyCI r-bindilie theC ContrLadictLion hanldler- is inlsufihicint. If we assimec that control decisions are inade by

C pi rittsraher thanl rotle,,. thenl a stack-disciplinec for Contradiction handlers secms appropriate.
Ilere's lios IW)HACl F's premise controller works. First, thle premises aire tes ted to see if any of

thteit ioi (1.c closed-"s orld assumiptions. as iotihred abi se. If So. it testsS to See if anM of thcmil are in valid. if
aig, are, thle Sets inlvf~ed aie upIdated and control is returned to thle [MS. Otherwise, the controller goes

dmstn thle stack of premise handlers. run ning ec ich to see ifit is relevant. A hanldler can either return Nil, to
ind icaIte that it is irreles anlt to the curlrent cont;adiction. at pren ise (o nd icate MI Shsold be retracted, or'V to
indicateC thait tile Contradiction has been handled internally. A det-iult. handler which asks the User resides at
thle hottom of thle stack.'

I rop-rams ss ich make aIssumllptions most do two things. Fi rst, if an lipecial action shotild be taken
MI1 hen acontradiction occurs theC appropriate handler must be placed on die premise controller's stack. A
imri:io is providcod to do this:

(W'th-Contradliction-Handler
<contradiction handl er>
<bo dy> )

Aside froin placino the handler onl thle stack. this Form also ensures that the handler will be removed in ease of
ex1-0ClCits. Seco nd, if' thle program is drawNing concilsions that rely criticaillyoi atClrsum in,

then1 it IIos't test ss liether or not these a,,stimptions still hold after performing Some operation that might
Lhaiic themi. i o)r exaimpic, %% heii iii luences atc re.soilt'd the resuilts are justi fied by thle current process and
% ecs "Irliiiues. Fo+r ef'ficiency. tile issuimption ,hout the current process st-ructore is fetched al thle beginning
I thec o1muationl. IFa Conltradlictionl occurs duigprocessing this alsumIptionl mighit be retracted. Carrying

4111 %t 11111nt n this change, ca;n resultI inl ptenitly incorrect assertauns being added to the database. 'I'lus

t,-pmr,111 ck- (s ds ssmi PItl) Ciiech tinlIe sonmeth ing has happened Whichi could ike this assumption

1. 1In 1,11t0011,.1 a: 1: I 111ricitC munit diction iispector Is piot isicil] that allosts ihe premises to) be sorted by
j,"jso11), (i in )C. '11iped torl tili re ins'peconin. inid their Ltt \,altics niimptilated to resolve the

0 1 iH,1!Cti't i'.:nH1,diLinv sli mcI h premises dim int overm Itei cte aissurniptioi t~lies have
a cill lh_ kw i dchtih', im;. thic oait iadIL:oi kItipet s a tieIM s si raither thin aI frill.
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14.5 I l)penic3 -directed seairch

D epcndencx -directed search is ani important problernl-SOl ig teChn1iqueI ISUSsinan11 & S111ll1ii,11.
197(11. In I)1 lWBACI ., dependentcy-directed searches are performned h constrtlcti ng g enerator whlich wkill

C0ti1tU'lt sets of consitent choices fromi a collection of alternatis . Fach set of altcrnaiix s is represlented by
it 'am i~p.I hie altcrnlttiVCs arC assu m11ed tW, be IiUually eXClUSi\ e and eXhuiLSO e.SUCh ats thle status of a
process instan1ce or the D dal neS Of at q nanhity.

lo Pet a generaltor, thle Macro W1 th-DD-Generator is used. Its syntax is:

(With-rD-Generator (ne) <bodIy>)

E whre Or, k will be houiid toi atie" generaitor that " ill exist during the execution Of ebh /0. Generators are
in pleinnied ats flavors, so messages arie p)rosided fo~r adding search framecs, initialiiing the generator, and
imkimig choices. A contradiction handler is automatically add ed to the premise controller's stack to catch

,on t ridicitons due to inconsistent collect ions of' choices. Whecn making at set of choices, thc generator will
respect thle const raitt' inl thle [MS. Ill parlticular, if one element of thle set of alternatives is already known to
b e trueI thenI oul1 it is selected, and i'soine elemenC~t is false then that choice is skipped.

14.6 Otuantity representation

(il/MO0 uses a specialiied representation to draw conclusions about quantities efficiently.
QLliit1tis, signs inaimn hides, and inequality statements are all instantiated ats database itemns with extra
Properties. lItems that represent quantities contain pointers to itemns that represent their amnounts and
dlen iatis kes. lici~S th,1t r'epresent nlumtbers have pointers to items that represent their signs and magnitudes
and au index that describes what coumpa risons \kith other ilm bers have been made. Items representing signs
1CiIcd three [.MS nodes w&hich represent the possib)le VaIlues for the sign (-1, o, i). Iterns representing
liruanitudes hasC e MS nodes repi esenting the possibility of the magnlitude being greater thanl or equal to
ZERO, As well ats an index of ordering statements. TIhese items are constructed whenever a Has-Quantity

*assertion is m1ade, when an attempt is made to reference somec part of quanltity, or' anl ineq~uality Statement is
mnade.

When anl assertion corresponding to an ine~quallity statement is made (Greater-Than, Less-Than, or
Equall-To). ispeci al object is created to reprecsent the comp~arison. [his special object has three 'VMS nodes
w ih il epresent the belief' in (lhe twAo i nnmbers being less than, greatei than, or equal to thle other. All other
inlcqtmllit statements concer .gtetonumbers are construLted so tha these 'IMNS nodes are associated
with the a1ppro priate statements.

Most (of thle infe~rences concerning quantities auc drawn by INIS clauses that are created when the
entt imiolsed is created. Sections 7.2.1 111id 7.2.2 describe thle particular facts used.

I inding the orderinii betw eu two nutnber., (or nmgnitimdes) is done consequently. The asscrted
inequal itv rela1tionships forum a lattice which is searched to aiiswer orderiiig questiomns. I hec procedure is
complete in the se 'se that if' thle ordering , cn be deduced by traimsitis1 it' onl thle Set Of ineqtmlitieS, it will bc
deduced. [hle search results are tily justi tied b rcLording. thle depeiidcnice of' the answecr on the particular
nodes used.

Clne additionial feaiture beams rcim-k ing. The enemny of lattice models is connectivity: if too many
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m tni ie linked then thc seairch c.1n enicomipass all of thle inequlality assertIi~ls iffC the %An'Ce cannlot be fou~nd.
PLII ZEuc tRO inl thle In ice 0LoIld haw precisely this effect: % alk ing "dmo n" from a positive number Aill result
Ill \ IiItI11 C\C[\ n eCati'C nIIuLI)vi[! Cleairl this shoujld he imoided, and indeed it can -- signs are Gods way of
disConnectnn12 al lattice. ZERO is IIC\l cr plaCCd inl the lattice, and sign infornlution is Used hoth to ans% er certain
qcjlt.Ilons Cinickl\ (such as Miecn asking for tile olrder'ing otL~ tV10nIIlIl)Ci5S ol'different signs) and to limit search

* ~h\ cuitt ing it offt when the sinchanges.
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